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OUR EOLEOTIO.

prominent in the denomination,even leadersin it in their earlier days, who allowed themselves, on account of some of the
considerations above named,to break harmony with it and so lost in a measure
their place in the confidence and esteem

of the church.

Their namés even I find

are being forgotten, when if they
firmly maintained their devotion,

persistently prosecuted their work to the
end in the denominational sphere, their
names would have been coupled, even for
generations

to

come,

Cheney and

Burr and

‘with

Marks

and

Day..

Such

even

My future will not copy fair the past
On any leaf but héaven’s, Be fully done,

pose and steadiness of effort.

Supernal Will!
I would not fain be one
‘Who, satisfying thirst and breaking fast
Upon the fullness of the heart, at last,
Says no grace after meat.
My wine has run

their denominational
relations.
sometimes they ought to change.

3

Scattered and trampled—yet I find

good

some

In earth’s green herbs, and streams that bubble up
Clear from the darkling ground—content
1 sit with angels before better food.

Dear Christ! when thy
cup,

new

vintage

This hand shall shake no more,
spill.

had
and

in human estimation are firmness of pur-

Indeed out of my cup, and there is none
To gather up the bread of my repast

until

fills my

nor that

wine

—Elizabeth B. Browning.
0-0-0
>

FIRMNESS OF OHARAQTER.

this, fot which our Methodist brethren are

even among Grant's: troops in the Wilder-

Freewill Baptist Printing Establishment.
Rev.

swer to the question as to the balance of
goed and evil in the system behind all

given even the lowest command to such
menjn Washington's bare footed army,or

‘NEWSPAPER

But men have been

known

to

chan

§

or unreliability, for it

by adherence to a,

responsible.”
|.

litle

may be ocgflsion®d

aid devotio

to principle. Randall changed his church
relations, being conscientiously converted to the doctrine of Free Salvation.
Judsop changed because of his fidelity to
the convictions of his soul respecting the
correctness of the Baptist principe. But,
mark you, the steady and life long fidelity
of these men to their new convictions,and

signal and unwavering devotion to the
interests of the people into whose denominational - fellowship
those convictions
brought them, prove the purity of <their

-

A LESSON FROM BENNINGTON.
President Bartlett, in his Battle Day
oration at Bennington, thus enforced one

of the lessons suggested by that famous
fight:
Sk

;
Bennington

teaches

eigner must come here

to

to destroy our institutions;

*
that the for-

enjoy and not

as a law-

abiding citizen—never as a lawless in-

vader ; he must not mistake the home of
freedom for a

land

of license, wor think

that when he has escaped the terror of the

gens-de-armes abroad, he may inaugurate
a reign of terror here. The communists
:

urned down the Tuilleries and the
otel de Ville, can not, under the
games
of brotherhoods and unions, be fr
to make bonfires of our railway
stations
and warehouses.

‘| transfer does not even indicate fick.

AND

Hostile bands

will

no

more be permitted to plunder our trains
‘of merchandise - than formerly to seize
‘the stores of Bennington ; and if Breyman

with the best troops-of Europe might not
obstruct this great highway with his cannon, still less may the Finns, Lostiers and

Zepps with ruffian hands arrest the. movements of our great steam thoroughfares,
and paralyze the whole business of this
country. The strong arm of the nation
must teach them that if they will not

work, neither shalljthey forcibly arrest

No mob,
and
though it bé 40,000 strong, shall trample
of
on the laws and rights of 40,000,000, and
and motives, and the stability’ even of their one grand lesson that should sigmalize
pos- Christian character,
the opening of this new century, is that
Sup- all hostile and violent demonstrations upSuppose ii had been otherwise.
inhe pose they had abandoned their respective on peaceful citizens shall be as thorotighbecomes the true and Yeliible, as well as denominations on account of some local ly and summarily quelled as they were
useful man, for he acts on principle, and dissatisfaction, or supposed inadequacy of on this spot one. century ago.
When
abides by the truth, and truth is one, and salary, or from a want of appreciation of bands of men patrol our streets with
indivisible, and eternal. Such a man will talents of which they might have deemed threals in their mouths and weapons and
always command respect even from those themselves possessed ; suppose, say,they firebrands in their hands, it is war, and
who dissent from the methods by which
they are enemies. It is no time for
he labors for the accomplishment of the
blank cartridges, but for - point- blank
There are no qualities of mind
work, -that give greater
promise
success than firmness of purpese
steadiness of effort. Give to a man,
sessing this element of character, an
telligent and active conscience, and

ends of life, while he secures the confidence

orm

and approval

of all that agree

with him in modes and measures.

This-i8—espeeiatiy— trae—in—matters=of-

church and religion. .The man who adopts
a religious creed, and attaches himself to
the particular church accepting that creed,
honors the principles it involves,as well as
the principle of associated Christian service and life, by steady work in the sphere

which providence lias doubtless assigned

him. But there is a sentiment abroad
conflicting with these elements of character, and this course of Christian life, of

which I am

speaking.

It teaches, or

-rather babbles, that it makes little differ-

names would have reached
tion.
=

this genera-

There-are spectacles-we-are-eatled up|
on to admire, - do admire. - And here is

one.

A man in early manhood

espouses

the honest work of other men.

shot.

Next, after the Riot Act and warn-

ing to disperse, comes the bayonét
the bullet, grape shot and. canister.”

and

old

Law Book

ages—the Holy Bible—are recorded two

rules which it would be well for Capital
and Labor to study, in these days of un-

lays himself out for a life work.

lot;

But

changes come, some of them strange
and unexpected. New enterprises claim
acceptance and support. . With respect to

some of them he has to contend with the

prejudices of his early education and pos:sibly of his own yet unsanctified nature.

“SERVANTS, be obedient
are your masters according
with fear and trembling, in
your heart, as unto Christ ;

;

to them that
to the flesh,
singleness of
not with
eye-

radu
antile

12,000 to 15,000 people were added to the

it, retained their membership, it may be,

already large number of attendants at the
‘Cottage City.’ After dark for hours the
air was ablaze with calcium lights, col-

but failed to co-operate with it in its advanced and perhaps improved spheres of

action, This has been true in our own
denomination. The introduction of the
causes of anti-slavery and temperance, of

the educational and missionary enterprises

* asa patt-of our church work, has been
the occasion on the part of some of cold-

hess towards the denomination.
They
have lost sympathy, they have failed to

co-operate wifi it in this higher Christian
service, and so have restricted themselves
.%0 a more limited and local sphere of action,

So sometimes affairs in the

church

have become discouraging, dissensions
have arisen among brethren, there has
been a want of harmony both in doctrine

and effort, burdens incurred either wisely
8 or unwisely have caused trial and embarrassment,
At such times,
some,

8, and.
38 for

ored fires, Chinese

lanterns,

fire-works,

and so on; a procession promenaded the
principal streets, several ‘military bands
‘enlivened’ the occasion with ‘inspiring
strains,’ there was a grand illumination

of hotels and cottages,and a very respectabl§, saturnalia prevailed! Some of the
extra steamers spent the rest of the night
in their return trips, but most of these
thousands remained upon the ground;
not merely

hotels

and

cottages, but

the

camp-meeting tents, being ‘jammed ;’
and ‘the night was spent by hundreds in
walking ‘around, talking, smoking and

singing, many sleepingon cottage steps,
or on the ground.” All thisin preparation for the Sabbath, at a place purporting to'be especially devoted to extraordi-

through discouragement, or disaffection, nary efforts for the salvation of souls, and
+, have slackened their service just when it the culture of eminent holiness! And all
Was most needed. What intensification shedding more light upon the just anX

prompt and

unfailing in

lived the clearer did it appear that John with
him since 1840, and under their di-Calvin's system was the nearest to peifec- rection
are five native lay preachers, ¥
tion; for if all other divines stood on each two
of whom are Santals.
other’s shoulders, they gvould not reach up
At Jellasore the work is under the gen-to the reformer’s toes. Dr. Hodg# was at
eral chagge of Bro. Phillips, but Miss tion always carry the day—theré can be home
among them there, and it was to be
Crawford 1s the only resident American
no honest, question that the Republic has
hoped that he would look in upon them
failed. But let us not be deceived. While
missionary.
She has been twenty-five good men sit at home, not knowing that whenever he had the opportunity. Mr, years in the work, and has conducted a.
Spurgeon then referred to the missionary
there is anything to be done, not caring
large Girls’ Boarding School with most
friends
frem India who were among
to know ; cultivating a feeling that poliand
hoped
that the day would
tics are tiresome and dirty, and politi-'
when, society or no society, they
cians vulgar bullies and bravoes ; ‘half
go forth to preach the gospel, and
persuaded that a republic is the contempt- the
Church reachel Tio strength,
ible

rule of a mob, and secretly longing
for a splendid and vigorous despotism—
then

remember

it is

not a government

mastered by ignorance; it is a government betrayed by intelligence; it is not

the victory of the slums; it is not that
bad men are brave, but that good men are
infidels and cowards.” i
S

4-0-0
++

them,

come
would
when

every

Church will become a Missionary society.
———
I
—

-

EXCHANGE NOTES AND QUOTES,
Fretting and scolding are always a
sign of weakness of character, and produce the fruits of weakness and inefficiency.— Examiner & Chronicle, + +
There seems to be a good prospect that
the interest in temperance which has

been awakened in many parts of the

gratifying “success. At this station we
have also an ordained native preacher,
Silas Curtis by name, ordained in 1848,
and an efficient helper.
i
At Balasore there

have been

Rev.

A. J. Marshall and wife, Mrs. Smith, one-

native preacher, and
preachers.

four

native

‘The return of Mrs. Smith to-

this country, where she will

soon arrive, .

deprives this station of one of its most:
faithful laborers, who comes to America
after a quarter of a century of earnestand:
successful toil among the heathen.
At Midnapore, the chief city of the field

Middle and Western States, will spread in which our missionaries labor, we have
during the coming autumn and winger.— had at work, Rev. O:R. Bacheler and
8. 8. Times,
August 10, we take the following sketch
wife, Mr. R. M. Hogbin, Miss Cilley
:
of Mr. Spurgeon and his annual picnic,
Absence of religious culture and train- (now in this country) a part of the year,
both for the sake of givinga London ing from any college is a positive ob- and Miss M. W. Bacheler, a daughter of
estimate of the man himself,
and Jection in the opinipn of most parents the veteran missionary-im charge of thisshowing
how
they
conduct
affairs who have the highet welfare of their station. With them have been associated
of this kind in England.
three native preachers, two native lay
It may children at heart.—N. Y. Observer.
be explained that there were several oth"The nice sinners are often the least preachers, and one independent {worker..
er interesting speakers at the picnic be- likely to receive
Thus it will be seen, that after deductthe gospel.
Corinth
sides Mr. Spurgeon :
:
: was avery wicked city, Athens a very ing absentees, we have in the field only.
“Weare inclined to think that the pastor refined and cultured city, and yet Paul nine American missionaries, assisted by:
of the Tabernacle is still an enigma to, a did mere good in Corinth
than in Athens. five native preachers, eleven lay preaeh-.
small minority of London editors. One —Church Advocate. ~
ers, [and one independent worker.
Of
Under circumstances of special adver- those now in this country, three or four:
of the more ambitious of the fraternity
seriously informed us some time ago that sityto the cause of Christ, or en occa- will probably return as soon as health
the Sword and Trowel is edited by ‘Ed- sions of special revival efforts, union andthe funds of the Board will permit,
ward J. H, Spurgeon,’ and as if deter- meetings are desirable; but they are not and with them at least one new worker:
best instruments of Christian labor, It is hoped
mined to demonstrate to all comers that the
that both these conditions will
and they seldom assist us to a true unity,
his reputation does not rest on the intel- which must bé based on common
permit them to go this fall. Brethren,
views
ought it to be that laborers, skilled laborligibility of his English, the same gentle- of divine truth.— Watchman.
man reported only last week that the popIs it not a little\singular that with all ers, too, already ripe in experience and:
the knowledge of native dialects, shall
ular preacher had. been ‘cruising on the our traditional prepossession in
favor of
stand waiting for the ingathering of
coast’ of Scotland. In-point of fact, Mr. written sermons, we should feel
that there
funds, while the work languishes and.
Spurgeon has been into the far north for a is an unsuitableness : about
wrilten
_hope begins to die in"the hearts of thefew days’ relaxation, and; during - the prayers? Surelyif a printed
prayer be
time, he has had some. yachting, done his permissible, a written prayer might he weary, workers in that far-off land?
The
share of hard holiday work in preaching, more than that, since the pen is a far Lord has blessed us with precious reand enjoyed some pleasant meetings. Un- more truly extemporaneous instrument vivals during the past year, is. now bless-MRE. SPURGEON AT HOME,
From the London Christi&n World of

mer,

we

have had

occasion

again

the

matched by drizzling rain, leaden skies
and chill winds.. Even warm Scottish

which is just and equal; knowing’ that
ye also have a Master in heaven.”—Col.
4:1,

as zealous and

g beams of _the
sun having been, for the time being, out- Jbresent. season, as heretofore, " t# know
that in portions of the city it has been

certainty and tumult. How wise and
beautiful they are :
a
“MasTERS, give unto your servafts that

ence to what Christian associations one But his judgment and his heart are equal
Belongs, or where he expends his life to them all, provided they be right and
work. I am speaking of the loose, law- Christian.
Difficulties and embarrassservice, as men-pleasers: but as the serTess liberalism - of this age. \Makes no ments arise, calling for self-denials and vants of Christ, doing the will of God
good will doing
difference! It does makp
a difference. sacrifices. But his saul, as is true of all from the heart; with
There are such things left'us even yet as great souls, rises commensurate with the service, as to the Lord and not to men.”
—Eph. 6: 5—17.
principle, and conscience, and solemn dangers
and difficulties
interposed.
If, by mutual consent of employers and
obligation growing out of principle and Others become disheariened, and possibly
conscience. I may be charitable towards desert. fle never. He stands at seventy employes, the ‘labor question” were
others, excuse their errors and faults even where he stood at twenty. Stands as the brought to the law and testimony of God.
on the ground of human imperfection, oak stands, defiantly grappling, with its for solution,a permanent settlement would
and frailty ; but I.can not excuse myself centennial winter, and rooting itself to soon be made. In Christianity, after alk
lies the only hope of society. Men will
a hair's breadth of variation from the line
grapple with others yet to come.—J. ¥.
learn it by and by.— Evangelical Messenof duty made clear to my own consciousger.
Lin
ness.
Gb
A RELIGIOUS ILLUMINATION.
+4
I have associated myself with a visible . The Congregationalist pays its respects
PUBLIO
DUTY
OF
EDUCATED: MEN.
Christian church, under the sanctions of as follows to the recent grand illuminaIn a recent address on ‘The “Public
the sacred symbols of that church. That tion at Martha's Vineyard :
oo
Duty of Educated Men,” George William
church has definite beliefs, and : definite
“In the good old days the New England Curtis gave expression to a thought which
modes of carrying those beliefs into acSabbath commenced with the sun-setting is worthy of general consideration. He
tion and practical life. Now unless all
of Saturday. And long after the theory said:
this act of mine has been a pretense and
that holy time began. then and ended at
“Public duty in this country is'not disa sham, I am bounditoa steady and firm
the corresponding hour of Sunday, it was charged, as is so often supposed, by votdevotion to the interests of that church,
felt by most good people to be a salutary |
and to the furtherance of its specific work. and delightful custom to spend~the Satur- ing. A man may vote regularly and still
fail essentially of his political duty, as
The very spirit and genius of the people, day evening, so far as possible, in rest
the Pharisee who gave tithes of all he
the whole history of the church,show that and meditative preparation for the due
possessed, and fasted three times ‘in a
the objects and ends of Christianity are hallowing of the Lords. day,
All that— week; yet lacked the very heart of religion.
best, nay,only fully secured by communiWhen an American citizen is content
ty of effort, by distinctive and definite
| with voting merely, he-consents to-acceptCommunity of effort.
We notice that last Saturday evening, what is often a doubtful alternative. His
But this firmness of purpose and steadi-- which signalled the closing of the pro- first duty is to help shape the alternative.
ness of devotion are sometimes wanting, tracted meetings of our Baptist brethren,
The citizen who supposes that he does all
Men have passed large portions of their and the beginning of the ‘holy week’ of. his duty when he votes, places a premium
lives in the service of some particular our Methodist brethren, was devoted to upon political knavery. Thievesivelcome
church, been prominent in all its work ‘a_grand Tillumination and festival of him to the polls and offer him a choice,
The which he has done nothing to prevent,
and service, held by it in high esteem for light,’ ‘the event of the season.’
their work’s sake; but owing to some | Monday morning papers inform us that ‘between Jeremy Diddler and Dick Tur-,
supposed ill tendencies, or innovations in by excursion steamerson Saturday, from pin. The party-cries ‘for which’ he is

the church, they have lost sympathy with

GUST 29, 1877. ¢

political activity as the ignorant and venal
and mischievous ; or when it is plain that
they can not be roused to their duty, then,
but not till then—if ignorance and corrup-

genial face, the inspiritin

of the

casts in with that people

a common

AU

{ine the land with-—an-sbundant— har
Tom—
fortunately, liowever,: the weather85.on the1° |J,than the_ type.—Congregationalist..
%
Bg-tie-land-with-an-abundant-Farvest
“Remaini
ng
at
our
post
through
the sum- and we ought now to pour into the empty
“other side of :he Border wore an uncon-

TWO GOOD RULES FOR TO-DAY.
In that grand

the cause of God in, general, and attaches _

himself to ¥ branch of Zion in particular;

CHICAGO,

}

treasuries of our Missionary Societies:
such a thank-offering as would make our-Boards

glad, and

enable

them

to

send

found very difficult togebtain ministers to forward all the recruits that can be ‘used
visit the sick and bury the dead.
We to advantage—certainly all. who are 5
hearts and generous hospitality can not can not see- how any pastor
can leave his
clear the skies or prevent rheumatism.
I °
flock ~ without making ample provision readyto go. We can do it if wee
: v we
“The picnic to the students, on the day 4 for such incidents, which are quite sure Will we?
of their reassembling for the session, and to occur during the heated term.— Zion's © + EXTRACTS FROM INDIAN LETTERS. +
:
:
;
PY
formerly held in Mr. Spurgeon’s private Herald.
We select from a recent lettor fom bd
The
fact
that
there
are
ministe
rs un-'
garden, has now become an annual instiRev.
J. Phillips, of Jellasore, several ex:
tution. This festival was celebrated on employed, and among them those who tracts of interest on important topics :
Tuesday, under the presidency of Mr. can not get work, is ho proof that there
METHODS OF WORK.
Spurgeon, who, being in good health and are too many clergymen. While some
3
0
32,
g
a
KS
as
;
: are
overworked,
doing, perhaps, the employed by these different societies to bring
The company began to assembleat ten task which should be shared among
three the gospelto bear on the minds
o'clock in the extremely picturesque men. Why? Because in that particular the 200,000,000, inhabiting this and hearts of
vast country.
grounds of Mr. Coventry, a member of field, while there is work for three there In one form or another, the three following
the Society of Friends, whose homestead ,are funds for but one.— Church Journal.
methods have received the principal attention :
That there is to be a “Workingmen's viz., Preaching, Teaching, and Printing, .
stands near the Wandsworth-comimon
Station, at the end of Nightingale-lane. Party” is beyond question. The move- and ‘their necessary adjuncts. While some
After luncheon the numerous company ment has gained3 considerable headway societies have given more prominence to the
ct promulgation of the gospel by ‘the living
dispersed to disport themselves according in Ohio, where it orfginated, and large
ce, others have expended their energies meetings
have been held in many of the largely on schools, while others again have to their predilections.
Cricket, bowls,
and other games found plenty of patron- principal cities. Such a party, managed turned their attention mainly to translations,-.
by wise
age, no restrictions being imposed by the interests and prudent leaders in - the true and the preparation of books, tracts, &c., thus
of the working men,
be supplying a large amount of work for the:
generous Quaker host. . During the morn- welcomed by all classes, but the would
signs do
ing several of the deacons, -assisted by an not encourage such a hope.—Christian Press, andby means of it, a large amount of
reading matter in the vernaculars of the counactive staff of under-hands, were engaged Union.
try. Itis now pretty generally conceded, that
in preparing the dinner-tables, which, beThe zealots who thought the moment the direct preaching of the glad. tidings
ing tastefully arranged on the greensward, to preach Socialism was the moment
jon through a crucified
Redeemer,
successful
in
“gaining
presented quite a wedding-breakfast-fke when those who own and earn the least has been
adherents
.to CAI
ecially
in
rural
appearance.
were plundering and despoiling their fel. districts, than any other met
At the same:
“The clouds which gathered during din- low-citizens - and fellow-workmen, may
iv is claimed, and apparently on very
ner, continued during the afternoon’ to take some comfort in knowing that their time,
good grounds, that our best and most efficient
‘pour down their watery contents, so that,
idiocy has helped the reactionary party native helpers are from_ the schools. Unfortu.
instead of the ouf-door recreations being in France. That party certainly repre- nately, however, converts from: Mission
resumed, a meeting was held’in the tent; sents all the persons in that country who Schools and Colleges have not been at alk
a strong array of speakers being present. really desire to oppress labor, and their numerous of late years, less so than formerly.
There are stated to be at present no less.
Indeed, in enumerating the speakers, Mr. success would be'a genuine misfortune to
the cause of liberty.—X, Y. Times.
than twenty-five Mission Presses operating ina
Spurgeon said that in DY. A. Hedge, of
While heartily approving the enlist- India. A portien of these are on a large scale,
America, they had avast mass of system~

atic theology, besides a vast cloud of witnesses from the metropolitan clergy.

“Mr. Spurgeon'said: he rose to welcome

ment of the gifts of all good'minen
the
prosecutiomrof Christian work among the

people, and utterly repudiating the idea
that the’ world’s evangelization is restricted to any order of men in the churches,
we can not refrain from expressing the
conviction that it may not be prudent to
encourage the efforts of certain zealous

_and send out a vast amount
of Christian: ver-——
nacular literature, year by year. This, in tarn, .
is largely taken up and circulated over the country, by colporters and the preaching brethven,

on their mission tours throughout their several

. -

the new students'to a session of hard
districts, = *
work. In the past they had worked well,
A WORD OF MISSIONARIES’ WIVES.
not one had been reported against. They
Of late years Mission organizations. for the had really worked better than was good
evangelization of the women of India have ..
for their health. Itwould be well if they but unwise brethren, who, destitute of been greatly extended. There are now 116
went on to kill themselves, provided they | ability, are disposed to assume the rela- lady missionaries employed’as the ‘agents of
responsible are ‘Turpin and Honesty,’ were fifty or sixty years over it. They tion of public teachers, independent of various societies in this- country. To these
appointment, and without any en- must be added the voluntary laber, on the part. ‘Diddler and Reform.’ And within a few were welcome who came for the first any
dorsement from their brethren.— Baptist of the wives and daughters of the missionaries.
years, as a result of this indifference to time. Atthe Tabernacle they were a jolly Weekly.
These, so called, *‘voluntary lady . workers”
.
the details of puhlic duty, the most powset of people, not remarkable for scholarhave nobly borne their share in the systematic
effort of visiting the women of India, in their
erful politician in the Empire State of the ship or mock gentility; but they were
houses, in order to bring them under the elevaUnion was Jonathan Wild, the Great,
genial, and the young who came among
ting and saving influence of the gospel.” Why
~ CONDUCTED
BY REV, G. C, WATERMAN.
the captain of a band of plunderers. I them would have their piety inflamed. They
the wives of missionaries should be termed
know it ig said that the knaves have taken ‘might be welcomed into the society as a
‘‘voluntary workers” any more than unmarried
THE INDIAN REPORT.
the honest men in a net, and have con- lobster welcomes a new one when dropped
ladies, sent into
The ‘‘Annual Report of the American prepared to say, the mission field, IT am not:
trived macainery which will inevitably into the boiling pot; but the beauty of it
unless it be the outcome of"
grind only (he grist of rascals. The an- was, that when they felt the criticism of Free Baptist Mission in Lower Bengal, the absurd European notion that missionaries’
swer is, that when honest men did once their fellows to be too hot, they could in for the year ending March, 1877,” has wives are not necessarily to be counted as
what they ought to do always, the thieves their turn also boil others for their good. just’ come to hand, giving an account of missionary workers at all! So far as our
knowledge extends, it is, on the other hand, the: .
were netted and their machine was broken. They were also glad to welcome the the year’s work of our missionaries in that rule in American
missions to regard the wives
field,
and
a
statement
of
the
present
conIf ignorance and corruption and intrigue friends of the college who pay for their
of missionaries as being themselves missionacontrol the primary meeting, and manage enjoyment, so that while" clearing the ta- dition of affairs at the different stations. ries, and in a large majority of instances, well
the convention, and dictate the nomina- bles, they would be likewise able to clear We select some items, chiefly statistical, do they deserve the Appellation. The same may also be said of the wives.of many English /
tion, the fault is in the honest and intelli- their friends’ pockets, They were espe- at this time, and shall hereafter give ex
gent work-shop and office, in the library cially delighted to see Dr. Hodge, being tracts showing more clearly the nature missionaries, although the rule is not, I believe,
and the parlor, in the church and the among the unenlightened fold who be- and difficulties of the work, and some ' of 80 general as with Americans, Certainly, all,.
both male and female, who enter the foreign
school. When they are as constant and lieve in systematic theology. He (Mr. the successes that have attended it.
field, should do so in‘the spirit and purpose of
faithfill to their political rights as the Spurgeon) had been called the last of the
WORKERS IN THE FIELD.
“voluntary workers,” to the full extent of"
slums and the grog-shops, the pool-rooms Puritans, but that was an honorable title | At Santipore, we have Rev. J. Phillips, their ability. Otherwise, it would seem .that
and the kennels; when the educated, in- which could notbe claimed—others were now in the forty-first year of his service they had better consult both their own com-dustrious, temperate, thrifty citizens are springing
up around him. - The longer he in this work, and his wife, who has been fort and the good.of the mission enterprise, by:
“%emaining at home.

N_ WORK.

»

{
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dnote
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i
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| drew men to the gospel; first, by zonvine- 5
ig their understanding, next, by appeals

or

>.
9.
ar——

NOTES

AND

QUESTIONS

AT EPHESUS.

is here’ meant by it. Christian doctrine
received and obeyed makes ‘the kingdom
of God,” as the words ave here used.

Forour gospel came not
GOLDEN TEXT: «
unto you in word only, but also in power,
assur
and in the Holy Ghost, and in much
ance)’=1 Thess. 1:5.

About the truth of J esus, therefore, Paul

(3) ‘Divers were
reasoned and plead.
hardened.” This is always one effect of
preaching Christ: Except those who will

Als 19:1-=12,

Notes and Hints.
not let the truth into their hearts, none are
1. 2. PAUL ARRIVES AT EpaEsUs. (1)
d. God tempers and softens hard
‘hardene
Paul left Corinth for Syria. He took hearts; a wicked will. resists God and
as
Priscilla and’ Aquila-with him as far
(4) Hardened hearts
the heart.
them, and pro- hardens

*

BY

REV.

God, never
spirit of man, So-far as all scienee and all
ation teach.” *‘Spintural ” operation
revel
.

0. RE. BAKER.
.

Vv.

|

where he left
Ephesus,
From Cewmsarea he went to
ceeded alone.
to
“Jerusalem, thence to Antioch, thence

No heart is

give signs 4 their condition.

It was situated on the gulf

Mediterranean came. - It-'was intimately
connected with the countries of the interior, so that it was an emporium of every
kind of trade. The temple of Diana, the

the circus were three famous structures of |
(‘about twelve”)

men

few

a

with

met

way, here

(4) Paul, in some

this city.

Asia Reacmep.
.
ue, Paul reafter leaving the synagog
=
The relations of
mained at Ephesus.
The life of the whole province

so flowed:

practicable,

oman)

Herein is found-occasiof for this class of
theologians to deny, criticise,and ridicule
the idea of any such thing as experimental religion, a denial as unphilosophical as
it is unscriptaral. Do not feelings correspond, in kind, with the prevalent

11,12. MIRACLESBY PAUL. (1) “God

about Jesus. (5) The question “Have ye
received the Holy Ghost since ye believ-

Paul.”

God,

that

Notice,

Paul refers to

ye believed?”

Spirit when

By

1 ABew below, verse sixth.)

powers of the Holy

3 Ao

of Christian

wiliatPaul used this question

in the sense

feelings peculiar to Christians, as distinguished from those of wicked men?
Whatof those texts which speak of the
inner consciousness of God's approval,
in his people? Are guilt ande innocence,

"They showed their ignorance of Christian
{ruth by their reply. They had not heard
The offices or exist-

of the Holy Spirit.

ence of the Spirit were not known to
them.

6)

OF JOHN.

BAPTISM

THE

'3,’4.

ages, in life and in death, been utterances
of false pretense, or_of ~wild-delusion?

sion.”

outpourings of the Spirit.” ‘They prove
the doctrine to be true by Abeir feelings,
and then they prove their feelings to. be

true by their doctrines.

.

here recorded. Luke has written only
‘the substance of Paul's conference with
them. The apostle reminds them of the
how

John had preached, but they

was

had not learned of any one who
Christ.

the Ephesians.

Of course they

mature of John's truth.
knew

works gave Paul

influence

not to say ; but oifé thing we do know, that
no one can rationally and with certainty

He used all his gifts to

the

was the one of
;

as: “Have I received the Holy Spirit?"

The evidence of the Spirit now is not{p miraculous gifts, but the fruits brought forth
love, joy,

are

5-7. BapTisM,
AND THE HoLy SPIRIT. | long-suffering, gentleness, goodness, faith,
. (1) They received the truth of Paul at | meekness, temperance.” Another lesson
once, and were then baptized “in the is, that the ‘Holy Spirit brings positive

;pame of the Lord Jesus.” Paul told them help, that his absenceis positive loss.
as fully of Jesus 3 as he had, in other places, : See the difference between these: disciHence their baptism
told others of him.
after they received the Spirit, and
was based on knowledge of the . ood ples
and while they had “not so much as heard
Wid
fai
: mews and on faith
in it. (2) Then they | oy vor there was a Holy Spirit.” The
.received the Holy Spirit, and the. Spirit gifts they received from the Spirit were
manifested its power through them. The
Ris Br
laying on of Paul’s bands was only a sign. Wonderkdls a
imparting
and
,
em that
Tt denoted the invocation
isto give his Holy Spirit t
. of the Spirit. How the Spirit of God en- ask him. Luke 11: 13. We may learn

ters the Spirit of man

we do not know.

We know that man can not bestow on
others the Spirit. It is the gift of God.

"(3) When the Holy Spirit came on these
- disciples, they, like the Christians on

the

«day of Pentecost,and like Christians at CorGuth and other places, ‘spoke with tongues
and prophesied.”To “speak with tongues”

was to speak languages unknown

speaker,

To

“prophesy”

was

to the

to, utter

the truth of God in a state of ecstacy.

8, 9. DISPUTINGIN THE SYNAGOGUE:

(1) For three successive months, on the
Sabbath,

Paul

wa

present

in the syna-

gogue discussing with the Jews, out of

the Old Testament, the Messiah. - What
svas the Messiah to do, what {o experience,

«of what family fo come? What nature to

a lesson

of holy

industry from Paul,

now on his third n¥issionary

He

trip.

the business of his Lord is never

in

wearied

Shofld he be more faithful
nor idle.
Has Jesus done less for us?
{han we?
Notice, also, that the gospel has effects
of two kinds: it saves and it bardens.
Each hearer decides
its effect shall be.

for himself

Hence

tance of yielding {o truth.

fmpo
it will
hat

mporthe impos

Thus

save, and only thus can it save the soul.
}

be found,

can

they

of | op a1) pious Pedobaptists, we commend
“Now the fruits
peace,

by the life and heart.
these:
the Spirit

idiots, deaf and dumb persons, innocent
wherever

tne.
3

There are some ministers who

still la-

ment over “the decay of Bible study.”

Relative to a discussion on that orion
Teachers’ Mentor sags: “It is oui-opfnion

other

fact and necessity of the

denies,

the

tion. The latter make the written word
allow the
itself alone sufficient, and
Spirit

only

says:

‘How

often

do:

so

far

as

Paul

added

oldest, a daughter,

children, the

being in

War. HURLIN.

Kansas.

MOTHER'S GRAVE.

A
BY

M.

REV.

HENDERSON.

C.

member

a

forgottgn.
clustering around, can never be
indeed «a
is
her
mot
a
of
The grave

Congregatidnalist

a

of

church,

and his mother

was a regular

and securing the respect and

conhave

condemnation,

instructing those who needed religious in-

D.D.,

until consum-- Burns,

administer

ordi-

the

a sainted mothep?

the to
of the reader, to the substitution of
immerse
terms convert and conversion,for

it

A. Campbel]
we seea whole

congregation roused into certain actions,

expressions of joy or Sorrow, by the
spirit of one mau, yet no person supposes

his
that his spirit has literally deserted
and
man
every
into
d
entere
body and
is often
woman in the house, although it
spirit.
his
with
them
said, he has filled
in the
d
locate
spirit
the
does
how
But,
all the
head of yonder little man fill
s,
sadnes
ot
joy
with
him
roupd
thousands

Barnes, who to my
and

one way

argues

not
He became convinced that he had
the
on
again
been baptized, and writing

Regeneration, the new birth, is simply
change of state, or relation. between: the
d
man and kis God, but involves no inwar
—
God,
of
Spirit
the
cffange wrought by
involves nothing more than, the natural
result of a change of views and purposes,
Sanctification is interpreted in the same
way.
. The spirit of adoption, assurance, the
evidence of the new birth, and,of accept
a
than
more
no
is
this,
ance with God,
drawn
,
usion
concl
al
ration
own
man’s

subject, he said,

from thie two facts

claimed, namely, God

me

“The Word of God alone

to this

conclusion.”

his wife had previously arrived at the |
same decision with

reference

to

accptance

and

XN

\

x

ern science.

While

herself,

in
they were both baptized by Dr. Burns
:
.
July, 1851.
At the beginning of 1852, the contin«
ued pressure of City Mission work, faithfully performed, had had a serious effect
upon his health, and he found it was not
safe for him to continue it. He there,
fore resigned his office of city missionary

%nd embarking with his family for this

on

the wild

theo

sts
gome of the atheistic naturali
serving of only contempt,

are

of

de-

the facts which

of such
are brought out by the studies
rent
reve
of
as well ds by those

meri,
worthy of the
Christian scientists, are
r of God and
love
y
ever
close attention of

of his works.—S. 8. Times.

As

country, he arrived in July of that year.
has promised
Te soon began to preach as opportuni=
and,
tion of baptism in good faith,
condi
inor
zeal
ties occurred, and at the beginning of
with fear andetrembling, with
the subject bas been baptized.
ly,
second
has
How
be?
may
1853, he” received and accepted a call
dignation, as the case
mbered that this theory dereme
it
Be
, Maine,
it displayed such power over so many nies the presence of any Spiiit influence from the F. B. church, in Lyman
was or-He
e,
,
tongu
pastor
the
their
e@by
to become
minds?, By words utter
here, from conviction to pardon, dained June 10th, 1853; Revs. W. H.
anyw
of
’
minds
the
to
ated
unic
by ideas comm
God,
on itself being simply a0 actof
the hearers. In this way only can moral pardhimself, with no corresponding effect Waldron, C. B. Mills, L. H, Witham,
the servic‘We plead that in
power be displayed,”
grace. and W. Hurlin taking part in
upon the heart, by his spirit and
y,

pardon

gested, by many of the discoveries ofries

another.”

,
and immersion in the apostolic discourses

has guided

ts sag- .
al truths brought out, or at all even mod-

great surprise,

proyes

1t may have arestrai

d, prove 2
ing influence ypon the waywar
d faithful
valuable inoéntive to increase
r of dehou
ness, encourage hope in the
ion in
irat
insp
h
fres
pression, and give
Christian life.

this excited his
Conversion in the full nance of baptism, and
examine what
to
him
led
:
and
st,
wing
intere
follo
the
in
embodied sense,is given
In writing
it.
about
t
Bible taugh
«This act is sometimes called immersion, the
“To get
said,
he
ct,
subje
this
on
me
“One to
regeneration, conversion,” &c.
I went
r,
matte
tion assistance in weighing the
reason why we would arrest the atten

3

7

moval. His age was 59 years, 3 months,
and 5 days. He leaves & widow and five

His father was

land, May 6th, 1818.

Bible study has been Gone
have, what proofs of his Messiahship to that more real
years, among religious
ten
last
the
show were questions which the Old Test- within
than in any twenty
lly,
genera
e
‘peopl
ons
of the Holy
.ament must settle, and were the questi
er
the settlement of all the converting power
since
preceding
We repeat, “this ‘ theory goes furth
e record.
divin
the
in
ited
exhib
is
,
‘over which Paul and the Jewish teachers. years
Spirit
commahy
or
halfas
ance
not
guid
ave
tual
There
spiri
y.
any
s
at Ephesus disagreed. The word “dis-a this countraround the grand old book as «So believe I that all- the influence of and denieChrist
ians even after baptism.
bs
of
ing,”
cobwe
fort
*“argu
of
ed
way
render
the
in
be
felt
now
might
,
”
Spirit
puting
good
God's
ydeSunda
nal
Natio
be."—
to
To there used
This we are aware is sometimes
term that tells just what Paul did.
conviction or consolation, in the four
vs
r.”
Teache
school
persuasion. He
argument

in his re-

mate of a great loss to them

mated in baptism.

influence of the

inspired the written word.

Jacksbn seem unanimous in their appreciation of his labors, and in their esti-

elevaThe grave of my mother is on an
doctrine
ge
villa
iful
beaut
a
“Lion. that overlooks
“and praciice, as adopted by their-body; | where many an hour was spent hi-Study“—f—
A
there exists no bar to the admission of and recreation; in days of boyhood.
any one to membership, Whatever his marble slab marks the place where we
errors of doctrine and practice ,—provided laid her to rest, nearly a score of years:
a
he accept the Bible, and be baptized,
Occasionally, during these years 2
ago.
orand
law
all
to
d
prechurch polity oppose
have westood by her grave, while
der, excepting as it is contracted, or nul- cious remembrances have. crowded upon
lified, by the refusal of parties of any our mind, and the sweet hope of meeting
faith to identify themselves with them.
again cheered our sad heart. Our hands
% [TO BE CONTINUED.] °
may be fall of labor, our hearts burdened
life,
with care and the reponsibilities of
r’s
mothe
N.
buta
HURLI
away,
LES
far
CHAR
home
REV.
and our
ns
iatio
assoc
wed
hallo
the
all
with
,
My brother was born in London, Enggrave

Holy Spirit in conversion and sanctifica- and in the sacred writings,” &c.
agency of the

at Fort

congregation.

They | the church and

of

members

The

instrumentality.

his

Phereare beautiful teachings of spiritd-

gins and

and that God pardons sin; but
the

are by

baptism. There it will be seen, conversion struction.
s who are sprinkled in
does not involve any change of character; . Like many other
s been taught that he
alway
had
ar
he
peculi
cy,
y
infan
equall
and here we have an
supposed it was
interpretation of “a new heart,” and ‘‘a had been baptized, and he
examined the
ughly
thoro
g
believing” person,—the whole consisting so, never havin
Rev. Jabez
saw
he
1851,
in
But
r,
of
,
‘matte
with the presence, in thesame subject

that the. Bible was given by
that Christ's. mission was

one affirms, while

prayer,

made
freshness the impressions once
we not
may
Why
ce.
inflgen
a mother’s
hly of
eart
all that was
linger where
n-

and salvation, but also, and no less, upon
the divine agency in the case.

divine,

&o.,

the people of the two districts in which
and being
labored,
be successively
and in
souls,
of
rsion
conve
the
in
blessed

the essential human condition of character

Both agee
inspiration,

sinners,

asking
&c.,

labored, and was estbemed by his brethGod blessed his
ren in the ministry.
Jabors and souls were converted through

sides of their genuine piety.
~Accepting no statement of

a new heart, and are prepared for being
born into the kingdom of God,” by

for the remission of their sins.” “Infants,
pagans,

er was respected in all ts Plates where he

states
er,
charact
of
change
any
or
feeling,
of
or experience, before baptism. The rite
may be performed, of right, by any man
or woman who has been himself or her‘There are no legally
self baptized.
authorized administrations.”

con-

stitute a change of “heart, a mental
version; for all believing penitents

or immersed

full faith, are born of water,

penitent

of

demonstrations.

My broth-

—-Beach, Congregationalist.

ferences likewise,between those who baptize for the remission of sin, and others,

«These two (faith and repentance) con-

enjoy the peace of God, and the hope of
heaven, but they who, intelligently and in

PracricAL TrurEs. The inquiry of
for
Paul suggests an important question

B.: Rev. J F. Brown, Methodist, and Rev.

prior to their bapiism, wonld overthrow
the theory. There are grave practical dif-

the
sacred spot. It may be retired from
the
he
by
that
so
iced
gether with the denial that mental
attendant on public worship,
noise of business, and unnot
how =
religious
hearts
our
to
but
ditions alone are sufficient, lends, of bad the advantages of early
stranger,
is
r,
when
pzculmothe
rted
gly
a
conve
to
pondin
was
corres
bear
he
we
views
think
I
ty,to
love
necessi
training.
dear. The
and sixteen years of not measured by years, is not ‘annihilatjar, touching repentance, (faith, conver- between fifteen
led
when she
sion, regeneration,’ sanctification, as- age. His associations at that time.
ed by distance, nor forgotten
with
may apship
fellow
age
of
charch
s
in
surance, &c.’
Mark
unite
.
to
him
sleeps in ‘dust
ns,
She soon
perso
and
,
our
dists
on
Metho
and
yan
s,
Wesle
rmahome
the
“‘refo
our
pear in
Repentance is rendered by
Sabenwith
more
is
cted
lly conne
bat the memory of a mother
tion,” and faith by ‘‘obedience,” baptism became officia
d
listic
stoo
evange
has
other
Who
and
f.
itsel
Conyersion is or bath-schools,
during than time
understood in both.
ed
engag
emfully
rem
be
to
not
ng
and
Wishi
of
~
er
n
.
moth
spoke
efforts
a
by the grave of
involves .baptism, or when
ard of the Lord, he in 1845, bered her pleasant smiles, kind words,
without reference to baptism, is merely in the viney
accepted as a
essed
change of views and purposes, not offered himself and wasn City Mission. earnest prayer, and assurance expr have
Londo
may
the
s
of
year
sin,
onary
of
y
missi
Man
pardon
in a dying hour.
including in any way the
seven years, detreacherous in
nor any change of character. The fol- Tn this service he spent
passed, memory may be
work,
the
to
time
his
oduce with
of
repr
things, but will
lowing quotation gives the latter sense: voting the whole
attention of other
by

God and the hope of

among

advance the truth of Jesus.

Paul, therefore, must have prov-

«od to them that Jesus
mwhom John spake.

oat

Goodwin took part in the services. There
were also present, Rev. J. B. Collins, F.

same thing appearing abundantly in per-

All

and C.

J. Swelt,

Parks,

R.

Rev's,

and

the

and

intimate

and

a neighbor

friend, preached from 2 Timothy, 4: 6.7;

sons baptized, and in baptist believer, but

alone, to-

men to the the “written Word

clothes about the waist. (3) We saw, “or reformation, and immersion equally
in
faith
their
on
means
‘baptized. This
in the eleventh verse, what power wrought necessary to forgiveness.” “So in religBap”
baptism.
John's
by
d
signifie
the truth
these miracles. Handkerchiefs and aprons jon, a man may change his views of Jesus
tism was a sign of belief in the truth of carried in them no efficacy. They helped and his heart may also be changed toJohn. Hence, these*Were disciples of John, the faith of the sick anf their friends, and
him, but unlessa change of state
and only so far were disciples of Christ, beyond that did no good, The mind is ward
) ensues, he is still uppardonbaptism
(by
In
signs.
on
-as John was the minister and forerunner
often dependent, for faith,
unsanctified, unreconciled,
ied,
unjustif
ed,
.of Christ. Luke calls them disciples be- this case the means employed to secure
lost to all Christian life
and
ed,
unadopt
.cause theirs was a faith in the Messiah
healing from Paul, may be compared with and enjoyment.” “How far they (Pedowhom John taught. (2) Paul stated the the shadow of Peter, or with the hem of’
may be bappy in the peace of
These supernatural baptists)
‘nature of John’s baptism to them. He Christ's garment.
heaven, I presume
.did not do it in so succinct a manner as is

But suppose this

sense or feeling’ of forgiveness is a delusion, what eomes of the argument? We
repudiate the popular notions of getting
religion, and of enjoying religion.”
3. Denying all Spirit influences in
ification, leaving
i
€o

made repentance,

“Peter

Again,

disci-

plined in the art and mystery of obtaining

But how theory may contradict the
better judgment, and pit a man against
himself, will be seen by the following, by
the same author: ‘When Paul wgs immersed, it was declared and unde tood
by the parties, that all his previous sins
were washed away in the act of immer-

girdles which bound the

«Aprons” were

~««UntoJohn’s baptism” they said they were

(Methodist),

not
“in experience; ‘meaningless terms ?. ‘Have ' They disfellowship all who have
beproofs
the
all
er
h
whatev
throug
d,
been baptize
the testimonies of Christians

now
more intelligent in and parties often make revivals: Andknown

pardoned when he believed,” &c.

here called “special.” (2) From Paul
to the sick were ‘carried handkerchiefs
and aprons for the cure of diseases.” The
word for “handkerchiefs” denotes a piece
of linen used to wipe perspiration -frgm
the face. It is the same word as that
called “napkin” in the parable of the talents, or in the account of Lazarus’ burial.

(6)

be conveyed by it.

now

~that would

Perhaps, in conmiracles of magi-

cians at Ephesus, the miracles of Paul are

are not, then, to- suppose

We

in the

“The word is here used

sense of uncommon.
trast with the alleged

Spirit, many

“were convinced of the truth

.doéirine.

special”

the mirac-

no

there

Are

correspondingly?

differ

we have got a class of preachers
by the title of revivalists, men well

All miracles are

descriptive of miracles.

the supernatural gifts of the Holy Spirit.

saints,

character,

discouraged.
and | ihe Chrisgian and sinner differ~extrémely? | the former atterly s after any
inquifie
no
submit
be | And must’ not their respective feelings |

the Christian system, more spiritually
minded, and more devoted to the Lord
than a Baptist, I could not hesitate a moment in giving the preference of my beart
to him that loveth most.” ‘Human responsibility, in my view and doctrines,
always depends upon, and is measured by
human ability.” “Paul's sins were really

wrought the miracles. Observe the use
ed?” should read “Did ye receive the Holy of the word ‘‘special.” It is not often

his

of

with the supreme preference of the mind ? such as seeking
And do not the supreme preferences of statement of feelings,

Here we submit a quotation or two: Men

Paul,

not

to

light,

the Son, and of the Holy Ghost.” *Slfou}d

I find a Pedobaptist

wrought special miracles by the hands of

words,

thinking and willing, or, in other

They believed in the in and out of this city, that the truth ef
but did not know Paul was carried . thence widely out into following, by A. Campbell: I can not,
‘Christ that John preached,
‘‘Asia” refers to
make any one duty the standard
that Jesus was that Christ. They were the country. The word
s was the therefore,
Ephesu
which
of
,
probably strangers at Ephesus, and knew Asia Minor
of Christian state or character, not even
:
=
:
had mo con capital
e.|
the-Father,-of
nto-th
name-of
nothing of Christians, ~ They
+immersion-i

nection with Apollos, else he would have
taught them, after his own enlightment,

the

evince

:

The funeral services were held on {SabRev. 8. Short,
bath day, Aug. 12th.

resuwould

this

fact

pernaturally

word,

the

written, read and heard.”

Which ean tet

ances,

its delivery.

of the Spirit, and within
the province
that of the Word alone. So it must be,

of the

one

good Spirit,
viction, or consolation, is by

The force of these considerations has
led to singular copfessions, as in the

the Baptist.

John

‘For some months, my brother's héalih

has not been so ‘good as formerly: but

foregoing quotations, we read, “So I
to the theory of baptismal
believe, that «ll the influence of God's according
; for were God to appear,
ion
generat
conof
now felt in the way

alone, and not
by himself
practicable
pl
ability and
hinged on the
sad pleasurgoln
y
Vig =
=
nor upon the consecond or third party,
tingency of circumstances, which

Two years

ALL

10.

by

" ceived the gospel only as preached

ought fle

:
Ephesus to the rest of Asia were intimate. | be| ©said. Jof baptism.

Luke calls “disciples,” that had.re-

whom

thousands will answer, who
Hence, in
been baptized.

to be conditioned upon any
of Tyrannus, Paul reasoned daily, as be- | 2 aR were
such action, we conclude,
action,
d
outwar
known
Nothing is
fore in the synagogue.
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BAPTISM AND SIN,

to their conscience and heart. (2) “The
things concerning the kingdom of God”
were the things. concerning the reign of
subduing to itself
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rest on Thee.— Martinead.
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THE PASTOR'S REVERIE,
in the west

The shadows lie in the valleys below,
And hide in the curtains fold;
. And the page grows dim whereod he reads,
“I remeniber the days of old.”

| word,

a.

He thinks of the day when first, with fear
And faltering lips, he stood

sacred place the Word
multitude!
pressed

He stauds in the shop of the artisan;
He sits, where the Master sat, *
.
At the poor man’s fire and the rich man’s feast.
But who to-day are the poor

And who are the rich? = Ask him who keeps

prepon
ting
ands
ened
life,
her's
lions |

and

come.

Under

company;

each

he

the family circle, and
tion. He made them
he went on, and over
were fixed in their

Yes.

Yes.

If all

at once, could they

get

And if all the people in Scotand Afnerica,

wanted

he said:

‘I

once came to the gate of Jerusalem, and
I. knocked hard but no one
‘| it was shat,
answered. Au length I put a piece of
money into the keyhole, and the keeper
opened and let mie in. But this door requires no fee, for all are welcome, and

it

stands open night and day.”
And so he went on: in the middle of
his serpion he said, ‘I think you are tired ;

So blithe and glad, so heavy and sad,
Are the days that are no more,

of clap-trap, funny stories and baby talk,

away they went
:

.,

Fy

ever sung,”

and when they were quite waked up with
it, he spoke to them again.
The whole service was a proof of what
I have so often said, that there is no need

sweet are the sounds that float
the

'

or religious twaddle, to interest

Here they were taught the most

children.

import-

ant traths, saving truth, in sivaple language, and they were deeply interested.

‘hey listened with both ears; answered
promptly, and probably - remembered
much that was

said

to them.

ke embodies many of the conclusions
medical men have reached relative
isfied brother, *‘what has that to do with towhich
the disease superinduced’
by alcohol.
infant baptism?” *‘Oh,” said the preach- Inebrietv
he holds to be a functional
er, ‘‘the inference is that Christ baptized
them.” The next read, “Aud when she disease of the nervous systemthnd should
as other
(Lydia) was baptized, and her house be treated on the same principle
becomes classed,
hold,” "¢*Well,” said the brother, ‘‘there nervious diseases, ‘It
with dyspepsia and neuralgia;
are no infants mentioned here.” *‘But therefore,
like neurosis, it possesses periodicity.
stop,” said the
preacher, ‘the inference and
is that Lydia bad children in her house- and—the fact isa startling one—is I. -

they

coatinued,

Ministers

see,”

until every

40+

DID SHE WALK IN NEWNESS OF LIFE ?

SABBATH WITH DR. BONAR.
— The following is Dr. Prime's last letter
from abroad to his paper, the N. Y. Observer:
You have read the sacred poems of Rev.

Dr. Horatius Bonar.

They are very-beauti-

ful, and some of them are gems of ‘Song.

He is minister of the Chalmers Memorial

a

ro

pth

1D

terday in his church. He is now a venerable man, sixty-five years of age, short of

the
how
oT, iS
iilatshe

stature, with a round, smooth, fresh: face

beaming with intelligence and love.

He

reads very slowly, so slowly that I feared
he would, in preaching, be dull. His
prayers were very short, tender and comprehensive. The ways of a Scotch church

yj ap

50ns,

are somewhat peculiar in

the

eyes of an

American. The people stand in prayer
and sit while singing. As they enter the
outer door of the church, they meet a contribution box into which each one puts
something. This is a good habit. It
saves the ‘taking up” a collection in the

'e en-

stood
nem-

ords,
essed

service.

have
us in
with

And

on every

pew

was

pasted

a card to this effect: ‘This pew has sev-

en sittings : rent, seven shilling half-yearly for each sitting: Mr. Miller has five
seats in it.” These. numbers varied according to the size and location of the
pew. It showed that the pew rent was
very moderate. Five sittings, at seven
shillings each, for six months, would
make an anpbual rental of seventy shillings, which is about $18 in gold, a very
small sum for a family to pay in a first
class church in the metropolis.
Other
pews are higher, for the card on Dr. Bonar's pew stated his rent at ten shillings
and sixpence half-yearly, and I was wondering if they required the pastor to pay
a pew in the church where he

je by
not

bly of
trainrove a
ithfulf deon in

piritd-

ts sag- .

f modries of
re de} which
f such
yverent

of the

od and

proud
derness |
e in the

~ Mus. A. was a church member.
She
thought herself exceedingly benevolent.
She

gave

te almost

every

cause.

We

shall see how benevolent she was. She
gave six dollars for a pocket handkerchief, and having a dollar left after the
purchase, dropped it in the box for ‘“‘foreign missions.”
She gave’ forty dollars
for crape shawl, and two dollars the same’
day to ‘“domest'c missiops.” She gave
ten dollars for a pair of earrings, and a
quarter
of a dollar to the ‘‘tract society ;”
|
three hundred dollars she expended on a
|
fashionable

party

when

her

daughter

Amelia “came out,” and fifty dollars went
towards repairing the church and paying
the pastor. Her elegant cut velvet hat
cost fifteen dollars; she paid fifty cents
about the same time towards a uew Sabbath-school

library.

She

gave

three

dollars for Eliza Ann’s senseless wax
doll, and one dollar towards educating a
young
immortal
in - Africa.
Which
weighed the heaviest in her heart, Christ
or the fashionable world? Will God be
satisfied with the dribblets which chance
to remain

every

in

elegant

and that, too,

the

Christian’s

taste

has

when

a

been

purse

heathen

after

gratified,
world

is

perishing ?—New Testament: Illustrations.
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QUENCH NOT THB SPIRIT.

--

_ Observe and obgy his motions,
When
He excites, get thee on; when he checks,

et thee back; know the Holy from the
vil Spirit by its according’ or differing
with the Scriptures. Reject that spirit in.

the heart that

is not the

same

with

the

Spirit in the Word. Try the mind, what
and whence it is, by the compass. To
the law and to the testimony! And when
thou perceivest it is from abeve, hoist thy
sails and get thee on! Quench not the

tary,

When

hereditary,

harder to combat; in conformity

1d then
ar, by a

ties, be-

all

the

with the

laws of inheritance, § it may
take the
lace of other dicorders, or may, ‘in turn,

y 1)

Kansas, Missouri and Iowa Improved Farm

TEN QUARTERS.

First Mortgage Coupon Bonds guaranteed. We
guaragtee, as an assugance, that we loan not to
| exceed one third of the actual value. In over
Bix years’ business never lost a dollar; never
delayed a day on interest or principal, Send
for particulars and references.
A
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said the

dissatisfied

wondered

at

its

one
sun-

into celestial harmony.

Each soul left fully in the hands of the
Divine Artist will open into everlasting"
unfolding glory; so, while we wait, let
bis beautiful will be done.—Presbyterian.

present time.

\

constitutionally,

It

due to alcoholism.

inebriety are

is

not

necessarily

Chloral andj opium

already

becoming

danger-

ously common ; and there are hundreds of
other stimulants and narcotics to which
resort may be had. The only remedial
cours

Is

to

place

the

inebriate

where

alcohol or the provoking cause of his ailment cannot be had; for the sight of it,
or the smell of it, will excite all the desire

company.

Not

bg ’

250 Wabash Ave.
CHICAGO.

try
at
[8t28
a weekmn your own town. Terms and
$006: free. H. HALLETT & Co, Portland.
Maine. o
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THE CHICAGO & NORTH-WESTERN RAILWAY
Embraces under one management the Great Trunk

Railway

Lines of the WEST

& NORTHWEST,

and, with its numerous branches and

connections,

forms the shortest and quickest route between
CHICAGO and all points in ILLINOIS, WISCONSIN,
NORTHERN

a

MICHIGAN,

MINNESOTA,

IOWA,

NE-

CALIFORNIA and the WESTERN TERRITOIts

.

Omaha and California Line

-

Is the shortest and best route for all points in
NORTHERN ILLINOIS, IOWA, DAKOTA, NEBRASKA,
WYOMING, COLORADO, UTAH, NEVADA, CALIFORNIA, OREGON, CHINA, JAPAN and AUSTRALIA. Its

Chicago, Madison and St. Paul Line
Is the short line for NORTHERN WISCONSIN and
MINNESOTA, and for MADISON, ST. PAUL, MINNE-

APPOLIS; DULUTH
Northwest. Its

and all points

in the

Winona and 8t. Peter Line

Is the only route for WINONA,
TONNA, MANKATO,

ROCHESTER,

ST. PETER, NEW ULM,

points in Southern and Central Minnesota.

Great
OWA-

and

Its

all

\ Green Bay and Marquette Line
Is the only line for JANESVILLE, WATERTOWN,
FoND Du LAC, OSKOSH, APPLETON, GREEN BAY,
ESCANABA, NEGAUNEE, MARQUETTE, HOUGHTON,
HANCOCK and the LAKE SUPERIOR COUNTRY.
Its

Freeport and Dubuque Line

Is

the

only

route

for

ELGIN,

ROCKFORD, FREE-

PORT, and all points via Freeport. . Its

.

Chicago and Milwaukee Line
Is the old Lake Shore Route, and is the only one

passing

through EVANSTON, LAKE FOREST,

WAU-

without

it, and those

who have once used it

never will.

Eminent Physicians throughout the country
prescribe it, and Clergymen often recommend it
from their knowledge of its effects.
PREPARED

For

BY

Practical and Analytical Chemists.
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE,

The

These

Testimony

HOLLOWAY’'S

For

World.

PILLS.
Pills gave

Milwaukee,

Four

Through

Traing

with Pullman Sleepers to Winona.

me

For Dubuque, via Freeport, Tavo through. - ‘
trains daily, with Pullman Cars on night train.
For Dubuque and La Crosse, via Clin=

a

hearty one.”

ton, Two Through Trains daily, with Pullman
“Your pills are marvelous.”
Cars on night train to McGregor, Iowa.
*
“I send for another box and keep them in the
For Sioux City and Yankton,
Two .
house.”
,
| Trains daily. Pullman Cars to Missouri Valley
“Dr, Holloway has cured my headache that was
Junction.
;
chronie.”
’
For Lake Geneva, Four Trains daily.
“I gave one of your pills to my babe for cholera
For
Rockford,
Sterling,
Kenosha,.
morbus; the dear little thing got well in a day.”
Jangsville, and other points, you can have from:
two to ten trans daily.
“My mausea of a morning is now cured.”
New York Office No. 415, Broadway ; Boston: Ofs“Your box of Holloway’s Ointment cured me of
fice. No.
5 State Street; Omaha Office, 245, Favns
noises in the head. Iru bed some of your Ointhan Street; San Francisca Offiee,121 Montgomery «
ment behind the ears, and the noise has leit.”
Street; Chicago Ticket Offices: 62 Clark Street,
i “Send me two boxes; I want one for a poor famunder Sherman House; 75
Canal cormer Madiily.
”
.
son Streets; Kinzie Street Depot, corner W. KinI enclose a dollar; your price is 25 cents, but the
zie and Canal Streets; Wells Street Depot, corner
medicine to me is worth a dollar,”
Wells and Kinzie Streets.
For rates of information not attaiaahle from
‘‘ Let me have three boxes of your pills by re
your home ticket agents, apply to
turn mail, for chills and feyer. ”
‘Send. me five boxes of your pills.”
W. H. Stennett,
Marvin Hughitt,
Ihave over 200 such testimonials as these but
Gen. Pass. Ag’t, Chicago. Gen. Man’g’r “Chicago
want of space compels me to conclude.

And. all

eruptions

of the

Disorders,
skin,

this Ointment

NEW

HOLLOWAY'S PILLS.

YORK

i

most invalnable. Tt does not heal externally ne
but penetrates with the most searching effect to
the very root of the evil.
:

much

Cali-

daily. Pullman Cars on night trains, Parlor Chair
Cars on day trains.
For Sparta, La Crosse and Winona, and:
points in Minnesota, Oné Through Tran daily,

Extracts from various Letters:
I had no appetite ; Holloway’s

and

For St. Paul and
Minneapolis,
wo
through trains daily, with Pullman
Palac
Ts
to Minneapolis.
For Green Bay and Lake Superior,
Two Nang daily, with Pullman Palace Cars ateched.
.

Facts.

of the Whole

Council Blufis, Omaha

fornia, Two Through Trains daily, with Pullman Palace Drawing
Room and Sleéping Cars
through to Council Bluffs.
.
,

Dr. J. C. AYER & CO., Lowell, Mass.,
Mark

SE——————

are run on all through trains of this road.
This is the ONLY LINE running these cars betwéen Chicago and St. Paul, C cago and Mil- .
waukee, or
cago and Winona.
‘At Omaha.our
Sleepers connect with the Over
and Sleepers on the Union Pacific Railroad.
the arrival of the trains from the East or
South, the trains of the Chic
& North-Western Railway LEAVE CHICAGO
as follows :

BOUND

AND PHILADELPHIA.
NEW LINE.
BROOK

ROUTE.

“
FOR

TRENTON,

AND

PHILADELPHIA.

Passenger Stations: In New York—Central Railyoad
of New
Jersey, foot of Liberty street.
x
In Philadelphia—N orth Pennsylvania Railroad cor=

Invariably cure the following diseases:
good comes, usually even from good
ner of Third and Berks streets,
Commencing
thoughts, if* they are uttered in an unuMONDAY January 1, 1877,
Trains leaye New York, foot of Liberty street, for
sual and unnatural voice. Those who
In all diseases affecting these organs, whether
Trenton and Philadelphia, at 6.30, 8, ~ 9.30, 11.30
| hear know that it is not the manner of or- -must-perish,
they
secrete
too
much
or
joo
Little
water;
or
A.
M., 1,80, 3.30, 5.80, 12.00 P. M., and 4,00 P. M. for
and the. fight for existence | whether
they be afflicted
hr stone
or gravel, |
preaches.
Spirit! Grieve not the Spirit of: God, ‘dinary_ speed and they are apt to infer
or with aches and pains settled in the loins, over
Leave
Philadelphia from station North PennsylDr. Bonar read the Scriptures and made whereby thou art sealed to the day of re- that what issaid does not belong truly to
regions of the
kidneys, these Pills should be
vania Railroad, Third and Berks streets, at 730,
apd less nervous and the well balanced the
a running comment on the passage, sim- demption.—Alleine.
the
man
himself
who
is
speaking;
and
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Dr. Beard further supports his views
by inductive reason based upon- extended
depth, richness and splendor of shade and .| examination. By comparing the higher
color, till the artist told me how he ‘had and lower classes, be shows that, among
the latter, suéh
functional nervous distoned the picture and softéned its colorin
eases as sick headache, neuralgia, and hay
into its subdued harmony of tint; and
thought how often our life was growing fever are wanting; while the vice of
tobe like that picture of a mountain drunkenness aboundsin its most revolting
sunrise. God’s unseen hand is before the aspects. Comparing the prevalence of
- easel, sketching here and shading
there. functional nervous maladies now with the
The life-picture looks to us unfinished, same half a century ago, he points out
fragmentary, and imperfect now, but various dieases, such as hay fever, now
but then unknown.
He also
each new joy-light, each sorrow-shade, common
is toning it down through allits gloom and suggests varigus refinements in nervous
| glory into harmony with God's great troubles, which are peculiar to the presHe will frame 1f at last in such a ent, but not to an earlier period. Going
ideal.
setting of events as Lie chooses, and. we back still fugther for purposes of compariwill find, up in that great gallery above, som, he shows that ‘‘not only were many
that the light has been iii the right place, of the nervous maladies, so prevalent
now quite unknown tiree centuries ago,
and the shadow too.
Weé never might see the beautiful sun- but those which are common to those
rise gilding the hills of our eternal future, eras and ours are far less abundant than
were it, not for.the crooked, winding path now.” Lastly he points to the mualtiform
and the misty streaks along the valley of nervous disorders’ now found among
tears up through whichwe have climbed, women.
There i$ no specific for inebriety. It is
as hue after hue brighter gleamed through
the very dusky ground of sorrow. Oar life’s a constitutional ailment, to be treated
rise, and I

in

FOR

which impels the drunkard who has ab.
for a certain period to enter upon
“the ‘enference’ is ‘that Balaam saddled stained
a “prolonged spree,” is too well known
his ass to carry his children to church fo to need more than mere reference.
Sahaptizedt> That convention adjourned,
It is a curious and somewhat paradoxisine Wie.— Texas Christian Messenger.
| cal circumstance that, while drunkenness
--O-b-0
For Diseases of the
as a vice—puhlic opinion to the contrary
notwithstanding—is actually decreasing,
The real object of Christian education the disease of inebriety is on the increase.
Throat and Lungs,
is to make one helpful. The legitimate “Phere never was was a time,” says Dr,
result of discipleship is well-wishing and Beard, “in the history of our ‘race, When
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well-doing. A true Christian is a benev- in JAoporsion to the population there was
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NY down,
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or cast
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ministers affectionatelyto him. If he is The nervous systems of Americans are now
N
in want it is an absolute pleasure for him such that we can not bear alcohol as our
Bronchitis,
Asthma,
to supply his needs. To do so is the fathers could; and there is no doubt “but
highest pleasure of his life. In doing so, that the efforts of reformers and the. gena
every disciple of Christ encphatically ful- eral progress of culture has iy
—
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and Consumption.
fills his mission. Cast about then among potent effect toward temperance. Casesy
your neighbors and
friends—yes, and of drunkenness were rare among the
The reputation it has attained, in consequence of
among your enemies too, if you have thousands who visited the Centennial.
the marvellous cures it has produced during the
But
on
the
other
hand
that
very
heightany,— and see if you can help them in
, last half century, is a sufficient assurance to the
any way. Ifa chance occurs seize upon ened nervous sensitiveness, which pre- public that it will continue to realize the happiest
vents
our
indulging
in
alcohol
for
pleasit: regard it as the blessed opportunity
results that can be desired,
In almost every
that must not be neglected. Especially ure, equally heightens the susceptibility
section of country there are persons, publicly
be helpful to the sick; to. children, and to nervous diseases ; and of these, inebriety
young people and those that are infirm not being considered, it is well known the Jnown,whohave been restored from alarming and
even desperate diseases of the lungs, by its use,
through age. Do to them as God through increase of late years has been marked.
It is not necessary here to. repeat the ‘All who have tried it,acknowledge its superiority ;
a thousand ministries is doing to you.
Does he not give you the sunshine. and facts, whith every observer of American
and where its virtues are known, no one hesitates
daily biead, and the supplies that make habits has noted over and over again, in as to what medicine to employ to relieve the dis.
life” enjoyable? Become his agent for order to prove that we live too rapidly.
tress and suffering peculiar to pulmonary affec.
others, and . make your character in. imi- For the pursuit of wealth, we concentrate
tions, CHERRY PECTORAL always affords in.
«an
enormous
quantity
and
intense
quality
tation of his. 1n so doing you will make
stant relief, and performs rapid cures of the
Faux’ profession a reality and your life a of work ; we carry the seriousness of labor milder varieties of bronchial disorder, aswell as
into
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amusements;
we
crave
the
senhelping
a
Lend
many.
unto
blessing
sational and the fever of constant excite- the more formidable diseases of the lungs.
hand.— Golden Rule.
As asafeguard to children, amid the distress.
ment ; and under the terrible tax put upon
it, the nervous force necessarily weakens.
ing diseases which beset the Throat and Chest of
TONING DOWN OUR LIVES.
|
—{ Thus,.in-accordance . with all analogies,
Childhood, it is invaluable; for, by its timely use,
Is there a word in all the dictionary nervous diseases increase with the prog- multitudes are rescued and restored to health,
you
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| who preach to children, and teachers may more full of meaning than the word
FS
Se—
| take a hint frou this reat and excellent mony?
:
preacher, who knows
how to instruct the
:
In this world we hardly know its
For the soul that gives is the soul that lives, old and the young. I have heard many
meauing.. At an artist's reception
And bearing another’s load
.
Sabbath-schsol sermons and addresses,
day I saw a picture of a mountain
Doth lighten your own, and shorten the way,

ears

in man’s

house; 2, of the open

with the

And brighten the homeward road.
~—THE REV.
WASHINGTON
GLADDEN,
Harper's Magazine for September.

3 a world

evi-

as

on

lie'who drinks because he

pledge but a physician. It is in this aspect
that we propose to consider-the assertion,
urged his preacher to tell where in the quoted
& daily journal, that ‘“intemBible it might be found ; but.the preacher, perance from
is a growing vice, bearing conlike all other preachers, could not produce stantly heavier
upon the rising generation,”
the Scripture. At lust the preacher hit on and incidentally the subject of inebriety
a happy plan: he told each member of his generally in this country.
class at théir next general meeting to : . Dr. Geo
M. Beard, of this city, not|
bring the best proof text on infant bap long since delivered,before
the American
tism—the dissatisfied brother among
the

ject

them a question on what he was reading,
‘and they would answer promptly. The
same way it was when he read the hymns.
Then he asked them a few questions in
the Shorter Catechism, and they repeated
the answers fluently. They sang some
‘of the sweetest of the modern revival
‘hymns, and with great spirit, For the
sermon he found his
text in Proverbs:
“Wisdom hath builded her house;” and,
having taught them that Christ is the

cities are shut at sunset, and

It is not in vaip.that he has trod
This-lonely and-toilsome way,
~=——ft-i5
ot tn-vain -that-he-tnsIn the.vineyard all the day;

we
pars

they

Georgia; heeame dissatisfied

to get in at the open door, they could all
go in? Yes. The poor? Yes, without
money or price. The- gates of Eastern .

“Rejoice with them that do rejoice,
And weep with them that weep.”

re,

and

let us sing a hymn,” and

That is given him to keep—

ming the

to them,

By the couch of pain he kneels, again;
Again, the thin hand lies
Cold in bis palm, while the last far leok
Steals into the steadfast eyes;
And now the burden of hearts that break
Lies heavy upon his own—
;
The widow’s woe and the orphan’s cry
And the desolate mother’s moan.

With the winds from a far-off shore.
For the pastor has learned what mesneth
.word
.
:

e

at]

had the Bible in hand,

land, and England,

tide,

And now he beholds the wedding train
To the altar slowly move,
:
And the solemn words are said that seal
The sacrament of love.
Anon at the font he meets once more
The tremulous youthful
pair,
‘With a white-robed cherub
crowing response
To the consecrating prayer,

So mournfully

g

.

stopped only to have them show that the
were keeping the ‘place, He would as

in?

grove resound

Once more he lists while the camp fire roars
On the distant mountain-side,
Or,
proving apostleship, plies the brook
Where the fierce young troutlings hide.

ed

3

out the next word,

wanted to go in

With the meery children’s din,
He hears their shout at the Christmas
When Santa Claus stalks iv.
5

SS.

tenderly

them ‘called

Yes.

The treasures that ever end ure.
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talked to them just as a parent would in

He enters again the homes of toil,
And joins in the horhely chat;

[4

eA

house, he proposed to ell them, 1, of

He walks again to the housenf God,

Once more the green and the

at

had found the place, He reada few,words
and hesitated, when the whole mass of

Fleet flies his thoughts*over many a field
Of stubble and snow and bloom
And now. it trips through a festival ’
And now ft
halts at a tomb;
Young
faces smile in his reverie
Of those that are young no more,
And voices are heard that only come
With the winds froma far-off shore.

»

spoke

All the children

.

‘With the voice of joy and praise,
With many whose feel long time have
Heaven's safe and blegsed ways.

canta

and when the minister named the chapter
he was about to read, he paused till the

But mingled bitter and sweet hath been
The portion of his cu
. “The hand that in love hath smitten,” he saith,
*“In love hath bound us up.”

To speak in the
To the waitidg

bem

dently was an object of love to_them all.

“Not clear nor dark,” as the Scripture saith,
‘The pastor’s memories are ;
No day that is gone was shadowless,
No night was without a star:

WA Ne

sion schools, and strangers uot a few.
.| The pastor was like a father among the
children of his own house. He stepped
down from his pulpit again and again
while they were assembling, to seat one
and another, called to them to come for-

The pastor sits in his easy-chair,
With the Bible upon his kuee,
From gold to purple the clouds
Are changing momently ;

convenient to assemble the children.” -——
BALAAM'S OHILDREN: ~~
|TTquite
The house was crowded, the parents beA
Methddist,
living inthe state of
ing out in full force, children fiom mis-
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tion should be addressed to the Editor, and all
letters on business, remittances of money, &c.,
should be addressed to the Publisher, Dover,N.H.

“ «He who knows no language ‘but his
own knows very little of that” is a saying
to which some one has given currency in
trying to set forth the value of an acquaintance with other
languages than

has witnessed

So he who

only one manifestation of truth, may have
but a partial knowledge even'of that truth,

widest

The

and st® less of truth itself.

experience makes the wisest souls.
to take

habit

It is an almost universal

professions at a discount.
ostentatious
Even among the Mohammedans there is
a saying to the effect that «If thy neighbor has made one pilgrimage to Mecca,

There is many a man who has read with
profit many wholesome books, that have

it.

ceived any benefit from

best articles

islands is, of course, worse

ever re-

in the current

than useless;

illustrates how wide and manifold is the making a sacrifice will never do; a man
There are who thinks any kind of [missionary]
Word.
ministry of God's
a gentleman will simplyT
multitudes of books whose only wisdom work beneath
and morality have come directly from the be in the way.”
We are rapidly getting away from that
Book itself. Itis these, constantly workbad opinion that ‘anybody will do to
rere,
of
multitudes
the
and
way,
ing their
each a child.” It is the person who can
inspired to noble service by its teachings,
at every point serving the world and best grasp the subject as a whole that
making better, both in heathen and in can the most successfully teach its rudiChristian lands,

that

in the estimate of

should be included

the influence

of the

Bible in the world.
—

These pastors who have been seeking
rest in whatever place—we are glad that

they are about to return to their flocks.
+ We trust that they bring back steadier
%

‘more
courageous-spirits;

" mindsond bodies eager for better service.
We wish that they might each determine,
to undertake more

and

. least better work—than

better

work—at

they have

before

aceomplished.
We know
of no other
way in which the progress that is desirable in all good thingg can be made. If

every pastor this coming year would do
his best, and if every parish would sustain and help him in} doing it, what
, glorious results might not be accomplished by the time the next vacation season
-dpproaches!
a

Do the thousands of persons, young
and old, who-have recently professed religion, realize that they are now passing
through the formative period of their
~ Christian life ? It may also be the criti“+ ° . cal period with them. If they make the
. mistake of supposing that church memnothing more—are going to save them,
~the spirit and substance have already

We

pray that they may be "saved from any
such error. Of course we would insist
.on

church

membership,

and

that will readily acquire it. They must be

‘especially inclined to seek the lowly.
Christ built up his religion on that practice. That has been the wainspring in
all the great religious movements. Each
has won its way in proportion as it has
sought and sympathized with the lower
and less fortunate ‘classes. Technically,

it is to the degraded portion of the human

the usual

family that the missionary is sent. There
can be no disputing the need that he be
«there
be the active, earnest, striving especially qualified for that service.
-gpirit; unless there is daily Christian
But while the heathen may be degraded
work, and a steady renewal and increase they are not intellectually dull. Hen
of«Christian experience, these mere forms the great need of mental culture. The
sare but a deception and mockery. Let it missionary meets sharp,shrewd question‘be impressed on the mind of every new ers, able disputants, hosts that are too
«disciple that it is only as the affections well versed in the doctrines of their relig-and the sympathies and the faith are kept
ion to be put off with a weak or inadein constant. exercise, by steadily doing quate explanation. We hope to see the
the Master’s work among men, that there day when every candidate for the foreign
can b® any real advancement in Chris- field shall first be required to take a
tian life.
"course of study embracing the geography,
3
es,
forms like that.

But unless

with

these

‘TThe Treguent change of pastorates that
«may be witnessed in many churches is

ethnical history, social

failures

could

thus

be

An esteemed corres- avoided.
+ be a good at all.
\
pondent has had his attention called to the
The missionary should be a_person-of
+ matter, 28it exists in our own denomina- strong faith. That was the secret -of
i. tion, and he writes-as follows: ahout it :
. Paul's success.
It was this that effabled
‘We humbly trust that the too frequent him to overleap the barriers that opposed,
change of pastorates in . our denomination
. will be carefully avoided. .No pastor to brave all dangers, to be ‘ready to
. should move except on a
, mu- preach the gospel at Rome also.” It
tual and deliberate consideration by should be no less a qualification to-day.
pastor and people. A careful .inwestiga- How else shall a person contemplate the
tion of this- subject will shew: that the
churehes which sustain long :pastorates obstacles to be overcome—the dangers of
are usually blessed with the most hedlthy bad climate, the want of money, the iggrowth, and do the most good.
Changes norance of language and habits ofg the
+. should not take place; unless for some | heathen, the probable ‘physical suffering
good reason they are demanded,
and deprivations of all sorts? Surely,

experience of all

. ~..candid persons who have given: the 'sub-

¢ jeet proper consideration. ‘ Persistent and
+ faithful work,

learning

i+ holding their highest

the

people

interests

and

at heart,

« will, as a rule, crown any pastorate

vith

“blessing. We wish that more such pas“torates might exist in -all the denomi-

nations,
.

~ We sat before the chaplain at®Benvnington on

Batile

.scendant.of the

Day,—a veritable

‘‘fighting

parson”

de-

from

there is much

to be overcome.

Thereis

no disputing the need’of faith.
And the faith should be of that unwavering sort that amounts to loyalty. Home
and friends and family must be left. Loyto Christ must enable one to do it
all. And then the years of work without
apparent results! At such times one’s

heard him -“read " his

it sinceby many: journals

the

difficulty

nation, Letter of Dismission, of Commendation, Notice of Appointment, Call of a
Council, Minutes of a Council, Church

Record, and Marriage Ceremony.
Part IV contains Suggestions.

a

of

now greatly overworked; but that they
be reinforced with able and competent

Brethren in the home churches,
for

the means that you are able to furnish to
instruct and enlighten them concerning
the great'truths of Christianity.
.
The hopeful tone of the report at hand
ought to assure those who may be in
danger of faltering in missionary work.
Says the conductor of the mission press

at Midapore:
The

;

FogTass of Christianity in India

we still believe to be more clearly indicated by the modifying influence which it
exerts upon public’ sentiment. This influence is constant and resistless. Slowly
but surely it is, working out the grand
problem of national redemption. Idolatry

is no less certainly
more contemptible

growing weaker and

day by day.

must come, and Christ's’reign
lished.
;

Its

end

be estab-

These testimonies from laborers in the
field, onlya few of the large number
that could be gathered, should. encourage
the home churches to renew .their. zeal.

and Persia without apparent yesults, but
nevertheless he could write: ‘How easy

The

have been told very many things

contrary tothe sentiment of these extracts.
enemy

of

Foreign

Missions,

and

.especially of our own denominational
be done in work abroad, has been busily sowing his

is not one of .our missionaries in India

seed.

It is the old story of the devil

working on one side to pull down the

church while its friends are working on
the other side to build itup.
. Wehave gathered these few éxpressions

made by intelligent and reliable persons,
who only knew the fact without having but could tell in_ burning words the need to show that the good work of Christianof
just
such
loyal
faith
as
that,
"
fhe prayer. . It jwas .a reverent,

heard

Re-

School Anniversary and the Missionary
Concert. The remarks on most of these
subjects will be found profitable.
. Part III gives a variety of Formulas,
such as a Certificate of License, of Ordi-

doubts removed, and be brougit into the
Christian fold if the work of preaching
the gospel were adequately done. Rut
the need is not that the missionaries

waiting

Dedication,

ings, Ordination, Dedication, the Sabbath-

There is no reason-

are

Ordination,

It proposes an order for Church Organization, Church Meetings, Annual Church
Meetings, Quarterly and Yearly Meet-

able doubt that hosts there who hold
opinions like this man’s could have their

helpers.

Grave,

of the selections on each of the above sub-

This is the kind of fruit that is waiting

precious souls in India

’

jeets are references to other scriptures.
Part II gives an * Order of Exercises.”

divinity of Christ.”
the reaper’s hand.

or

from

are on the following

subjects:

conduct.

something

believe that no people on earth

strongly

giving, Fast and Watchwords. At the close

idolaters. Atheism could never satisfy a
people for any considerable length of
time. I have little hope of Brahminism.
Its votaries are already very much divided amongst themselves. I myself could
be a Christian, if I could believe in the

We

wunasual orinappropriate but for .the re- to encourage future missionaries,” There

_ “marks about

admitted

his present

Home Missions, Sabbath-schools, Temperance, Education, Conférence, Thanks-

answering thé question, but added: «It
is impossible for the Hindus to remain

faith must be the*spring of action. Henry
Martyn had labored for yearsin India

for God to do it; and it shall
.sermon from. a manuscript, with -careful due time; and even if I never should see
attention to rhetorical effect,” and should ‘a native "converted, God may design by
shardly have thought of ifs having been my patience and continuance in the work
Berkshire ;—and

Hindus,

having

dedication, Church Organization, Baptism, Lord's Supper, Foreign Missions,

for they are
conditions, relig- {already inthe field-do-more,

ious belief and superstitions of the people
among whom he proposes to labor. Many

+. not by -any-means an unmixed good, if it discreditabl®

That is doubtless the

the

Christian, who, being asked what he
believed would be the future religion of
the

of

Part I, of fifty pages, contains Seripture Selections, .arranged for the Sick
Room, The House of Death, Funerals, At

the

yet

condemnation

been.

parts, as follows:

line of testimony is the statement of a
not

of religious truth,

and

has

They

Personal,

than

and

associated with Mr. Wanamaker in tts owher. .

editorial management, and we

that

subject to a new

powers

life

to

of obedience

finely

two

Beards,

13,

giving six weeks

and it is believed thatin fullness,arran ge-

ment and clearness, jt greatly surpasses any similar work now before the
public.
Ge

The * Manual” willbe bound in cloth

and sold at 60 cents per volume ; in flexible leathér covers, 75 cents; gilt edge,

that an instrument

of so

Bigelow

and

great public

Put England

should

con-

be held

under

the

tele-

graph tariff that exists in this country,and

there would be a rebellion at once.
——1Ir is stated, on gvhat seems excellent

authority,that over seven thousand apextra, $1.00.
Postage, 3 cents.
Send in plications are on file in Washington for
your orders, and receive a book that no appointments to the various consulates.
minister can afford to be without, and one "When it is remembered that a majority of
that most active church members ought these consulates pay the incumbent but
little if anything above the cost of living,
to possess.
while some of them pay much less, some
4dea may be formed of the popular mania
CURRENT TOPICS.
——THE Watchman has been giving some for office holding. As a rule, men with
attention to the practice of different sufficient ability to creditably represent the
Government abroad can, if they will,occupy

churches

uniting

noting the results,

in revival

work,

and

It finds many things

to commend in the practice, and approv-

ingly mentions the Moody

and Sankey

meetings, but it concludes, on the whole,
tnat ‘‘churches do better to perform their
own

work without a union with

others,”

and has a doubt whether even ‘such immense gatherings as those of the Taber-

nacle, grand as have been their results,
are normal methods of reaching the
impenitent.” But if the impenitent are
reached, and saved, is it best to be too
particular

about

the

methods f

Those

meetings, and others like them, “ought to
be judged by their results. If these are
permanent,—and we believe that there
are comparatively as many permanent
converts made in these larger union
gatherings as in the smaller single meet-

much

more

desirable

positions

at

home.

Apropos of this subject, we are gladto
note the manly position taken by the
editor of the Pittsburg Christian Advocate
(a near relative of Vice President Wheeler), who, in replying to a friend concerning the rumor that he had accepteda
foreign appointment,

We

cleavé

to the

how

well it looks; and

:

to the

,

Now

is

said:

old-fashioned notion

that there is no honor equal to that of
preaching the gospel of Christ.
We have
no sore throat or sore heart to lead us to
forsake the calling that has been a joy to
us, to engage in the patent medicine
business, or insurance, or office-hunting.
We intend to stand by our guns to the
last.
;

the

timie

to

work

earnestly,

faithfully and hopefully, with the assurance of success if we do not get weary in’
well-doing. I like the plan of asking the
Sunday-schools to build the Girls’ Hall.
Some are responding nobly, but others
are waiting for a more
convenient season, or think, because all school is
small or poor, they maybe excused alto-

getifer.

above the means of so great a portion of
the public.

the

Harpet's Ferry Hall.

instead of four,

venience as the telegraph

feel

Henominational Hetos,

orthodox

given to this subject, taking “Cushing; | "ual —exorbiant rates. It is a. misfortune.
as ‘authority,

begin to

the

Pastor's Record, Reception of Members, as heretofore.
pes
Prayer Meetings,
Baptism, Memorial
Service (Lord’s Supper), Church. Busi- ——Tue benefits which the public have
derived from
‘the.competition that has
ness and Discipline.
Part V is devoted to Rules of Order in existed between the Western Union and
_deltberative bodies. . They
cover the Atlantic & Pacific telegraph lines are
ground-of Organization, Official
Duties, ‘doubtless at an end. Terms of consolidaBusiness, Motions, Committees ail:
Mis- tion have been agreed upon between the
cellany. Quite a number of pages are companies, and we shall soon return to the
Robert, and ¢* Warrington”

it will end;

end.”

Elkins have contributed to the collection,
of which there are over 500 pjeces, including some rare. water colors and crayons.
The Exposition opens Ang. 29, and closes
Oct.

HampJournal,

remember who loves us and cares for us

“Such artists as Eastman Johnson,
the

of the Boston

found in putting a measure of imagination into
toil. Think all the time what it is for; how

after the manner of the Philadelphia Exhibition of last year. The Art Gallery
will form a prominent feature, representing
the best work of the best artists East and
Haas,

honored

people with him in his efforts to restore peace
and prosperity to the nation.” W¥ have no
doubt of it. The politicians are playing a losing game in attempting to oppose a: policy of
peace. The people are level-headed.
;
There is a good deal of helpfulness in the
suggestion of the Illustrated Christian Weekly
that “the secret of all cheerful useful life is

certain
class of heavy manufacture, but
this year fine textile fabrics, silks, ete., will
be produced under the eye of the spectator

De

its

N

doubt

that President Hayes is going to carry

——THE people of the great North-west will
be glad to learn that the plans for the
Chicago Industrial Exposition this year
are on a larger scale and better perfected
than heretofore.
One of the attractive
and useful features is that of various rare
kinds of machinery in actual’ operation.
This has heretofore been the case with a

West.

keep

to thinking, and they evidently

the

to

‘to

no

“has set the politicians in the Republican party

urge more

will of Christ.”
We are glad to welcome these
utterances to our columns,

continue

shire correspondent

in

move

it will

hayes

place, |
.
.
“The President's visit,” says a New

ourselves ‘that==these be

become

pe

to

ship and management. The
readers of the
Times already know how excellent a Sunday.
school paper it has become under its present

genuine and heart-felt.
We urge that they
shall reach so deep as to seize the ‘whole

being

us

The Sunday-school Times his become the
property of Revs H, Clay Trumbull and John
D. Wattles, who have for two years been

fyriter very properly holds that

proach

the victory

an assistant to the pastor, and not as his
guide. The book is divided into five

There are cheering signs of progress in
missionary work in India. From nearly
every station there come reports of a

Hindu,

“The

among

do his utmost, in the same direction.

ascertain
whether
there is
reasonable
evidence of faith and repentance.

gained, as the signs all indicate that it
eventually will be, can we bear the re-

When

to stir every friend-of education

No difference on
what source they arise, if they are reasonable doubts, it is right to delay the bap| tism until they aré removed. If any one
THE ‘“ MINISTER'S MANUAL.”
asks for authority, it is involved. in: the
This little book of about one hundred authority to require faith and repentance
before baptism.
Fiid
pages is now in press, and willbe ready
Touching the question of insisting on
for delivery by the middle of September.
It is published at the request of the last the importance of faith ang repentance, the
General Conference, and is designed as Record and Evangelist - also ‘says: “We

CHRISTIANITY IN INDIA.

prominent “educated

baptism.
Of course, thén, any one who
has authority to. baptize has authority to

part

borne no helping hand?

things. . The church is demanding that
its missionaries be of that high type of
moral and spiritual excellence that has
already characterized the martyrs of the
cause. And the condition of the heathen
world demands it. Learned Hindus are
investigating ~ Christianity, and paying
closer attention to the teaching of its missionaries. = The inference is plain. Let
no person be sent'out as a missionary
who does not combine in himself the
greatest possible number of the qualities
that Paul commended to the Philippians:
““Whatsoever things are true, whatsoever
things are honest, whatsoever things are
just, whatsoever things are pure, whatsoéver things are lovely, whatsoever things
are of good report . .. think on these
things,” and exemplify them in the life.

attitude of

I

ordinarily the question of. sincerity need
not be raised, and refers to the apostolic
practice of receiving candidates on the.
simple profession of their faith, etc., and
then continues :
i
:
There are cases -in which there is reasonable doubt as to the faith and repentance of the person offering himself, These
doubts may arise from the previous life of
the candidate, from his: known ignorance

greater.

Hindus towards Christianity. Our own
ments.
:
:
missionaries in Lower Bengal bear witThis is especially true of missionary ness to this change. In the last annual
work. Its value depends in great’ meas- report of the Mission, just received, the
ure on the character of the missionaries. veteran missionary of the Santipore
themselves. No great work for humani- station says:
ty has ever been accomplished without.a
Well do we recollect the time when"
high type of excellence in the immediate missionaries were hooted. in the streets,
workers. There must’ at least be the and greeted to vigorous sounds of, &Hurryhigh ideal, although it may be beckoning bol, hurry-bol, hurry-bo-lo-o! ” [terms of
and-{
books, were often refused asto hights that may never be trod.
Body, -insult].Our
a gift, or taken and returned to us; or, in
soul and spirit must be inspired wigh the | some instances, taken and torn up before
dignity and need of the work in order to our eyes, .and strown on the ground:
best-accomplish it. This is the idea that Fierce disputants were ready with subtle
is. steadily taking a larger and firmer arguments to repel our message, and
defend the ‘godsof the land. All this is
place in the missionary mind. We are now changed.
A kind and fiiendly reglad to see it. Think about it as we may,
ception now awaits us wherever we go,
we shall get in the true way of mission- especially from the better classes, while
ary progress only as we give proper at- the baser sort cehse to cause disturbance.
It can be fairly said, that the common
tention to the employment of gentle, re- people
hear us gladly.
:
fined,cultured and at the same time strong
And not only the common people but
men and women to Jead in the work.
the higher castes are steadily changing
But the culture must not be special or their bearing toward the, missionaries
narrow. It must first of all be spiritual.
and their teaching The report to which
Of course the work itself tends to the adwe have alluded makes frequent mention
vancement and enriching of the spirit.
of this. ‘It is a hopeful sign.
Public
But the day is at hand when candidates
sentiment in India, as elsewhere,is a good
for the foreign field must either show the
deal controlled by the opinions of those
possession of that culture or the spirit
in high social positions. And in the same

bership,and the Christian name—these and

» “begun to ooze out of their religion.

by

interest in these

gradual change in the

consent to Lave ‘no

were extolled, could count their own
ancestors in the ranks of Stark's valiant
band. Here is a mightier contest, and
the interests involved
are infinitely

The duty of moral obligation should be
fearlessly preached. Mere religious doctrine is by no means the thing to be chiefly taught. ' The great moral code, - especially in view of the hollowness of the
“mere religions which the missionary is
called to combat, should be presented us
the very spirit of the new life to which he
would direct his hearers.

There is a growing

Will

day who, when the blessings of civil
liberty and a Republican government

the article referred to. They by no
means comprise the whole of the neces“sary qualifications of the missionary, His
moral culture should keep pace with his.
spiritual and intellectual. His convictions should be intelligent and strong.

a man possessed of the idea” that he is

That only

It is the great work

These things have beeen suggested

]rogress.

in thiswork? 'At Bennington two weeks
ago they were the proud heroes of the

ure: ‘The Christian religion . . . would
cease to exist if it ceased to be missionary.”

sentimental view of cocoanuts and coral

read

alas! to

the

our own people

As Max
Miiller said in his famous missionary lect:

and missionary: “A* man who takes the

derived their only worth directly from the
would “scorn,

‘incompetent agents.

izing ‘India is ‘making

it “of the Christian churclyto-day.

Bibliotheca Sacra is that discussing the
mental and spiritual preparation needed
for missionary work. Especial reference
is had to the foreign field. The time has
fortunately gone by when every person
who happens to want to go out as a missionary can be accepted. A good deal of
truth bearing on this point was contained
in the remark of a former South Sea Isl-

This prevailing sentiment is perhaps
natural enough. Itis a quite common
experience that those lives that have the
most truth in them move along “with the
least bluster and parage.

the Bible itself or admit that he

was

MISSIONARY PREPARATION.
One of

avoid him; if two, do not speak to him;
but if three, move out of the same street.”

Bible, who

and now why

any the less an acceptable prayer because
it was read? The fact that it was framed
in the chaplain’s study and read before.
tffe audience, did that deprive it of its
spirit? To us who listened,it was a grand,
true prayer, and we heard no criticism of
its manner of delivery by those who were
brought under, its influence. But it is
proper. to discuss the merits of written
prayers.
The discussion is’ doubtless
prompted by the true feeling that a prayer is a piece of heart work, and should
therefore approach as near as possible to
being spontaneous and spiritual, instead
of being a merely intellectual effort. It
is a hopeful sign, that sc strong a feeling
exists in favor of the real heart supplication. At the same time we have not been
able to agree that that was not in every
sense a true and acceptable prayer that
was read at Bennington.
sr

+

for

designed

All communications

| taining all the elements of a prayer—
adoration, supplication,
thanksgiving,
confession—appropriate - to t he occasion,
delivered in‘a humble, proper fashion—

tion of those who may be contemplating
missionary work. It is a cause that can
not be permitted to suffer at the hands of

| all but the reading,

|

>.

con-

‘We commend these things to the atten-

becoming address to the Almighty,

1877.

G. F. MOSHER, Editor.
———e—e
.
A. H. Huling, Western Editor.

own.

Be
=~
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Dear friends, let me talk to you

once more about this Shenandoah Mission
work, and listen as kindly as when we
were struggling to. build those first
churches at Chaflestown, Mariinsburg
and Shepherdstown. How we worked,
and how God blessed us! Little by little
they went up till ready for service, and
every board paid for. Once my faith
faltered,.
but little brown-faced baby
Jamie brought his precious penny and
said, “Miss Anne, dat is to build our
church.” From that hour the work went
on,

The men,

after

a hard day's work,

went down the Potomac with boats, by
moonlight, and brought the sand. I found
a woman, 70 years old; trying to wash
some

clothes a

cold

winter's

day,

and

asked why she did it. She answered,
joyfully, “Laws, Honey! I'se tryin’ to
sey for the church.”
Sire had. given 85 "already.

This

is

Be
pro}

the

spirit we want to put into our work, and

then failure will have no part in our
programme,

for ‘Where

there

is

a will

there is a way.” When we had done all
we could, I went and told Jesus, and the
needed aid never failed to come. Once a
letter

from

Bro.

Stewart,

with

money,

said it was handed him by a friend, a
stranger to me, saying he had an impres-,
sion he must send it for Miss Dudley's
work, and added, “Ask herif she is pray-

ing

for money.”

A

direct

answer

to

prayer.
Let us have faith ic God, and arise and
build. Let the workers at Harpey's Ferry
take courage, and the friends of Jess

erywhere,
churches

ev-

in all our Sunday-schools and
lift” a little,

and

‘4ift” now,

and the Girls’ Hall will go up so soon and
so easy it will not hinder our other work,

and will stand a living monumentto freedom and Christian civilization, when
every one who put a brick in its wall has
passed away from earth to reap joyfully
in heaven what was

self-denial here.

sown

This

in

tears

and

year many teach-

ers and scholars will finish their work for
Jesus, and since we can not tell which of us the Master will call first, let us work

while the day lasts.

Fires and floods

can't reach the tregsures in heaven.

It is more blesged to give than to receive. Tryitand see! It.is a wonder.

15" MissioN WORK. «Our readers have
doubtless observed that we have for sev- ful truth. “Oun\young people never en“More than making that
eral weeks conducted a department of joyed anything
barrel
of
quilts
your mission,”
missionary work on the first page of this
wrote
a
dear
sister
froni
Garland, Me.
ings—then it ought to be no very difficult paper. We propose to continue it fora
matterto decide whether ‘union meet- while—just how long will depend on the If our Sunday-schools build that hall, it
ings" are advisable or not. There is a interest and ‘profit that our readers seem will be a precious lesson in Christian benevolence for each child, that will be a
| | difference. between. a church's doing “its |
own work” in the ordinary way, and into it all the intelligence concerning our life-long blessing. I think —it—was—in—
| uniting with others to promote the higher own missionary and benevolent work, at 1857, Dr. Cheney asked the Sunday-schools
work of the Spirit in saving souls.
And
home and abroad, and occasional articles for a “Dollar Offering.” It came, and
we have known of no more successful
and paragraphs concerning the same Parker Hall went up, and where is the
methods of promoting this work of the work among other denominations of man or woman who does not look back

Spirit than that of the wisely conducted

Cirristians.

The mamagement of the de-

with pleasure, and feel glad he helped

conviction that comparatively few of the

build Bates College? Little George put
and we will thank our friends who will in a dollar. A year or two after, his
father brought him to the city and asked
send us matter adapted to it.
“The
| him what he cared most to see.
Seminary I helped build.” »He was delighted, and unwilling to return home,
BRIEF NOTES.
“

converts united with our churches there.
The same thing was remarked in New

papers are concerned,

York, and,

18 a Universalist or a Baptist.

union revival

meetings.

Our

porary owns that ‘‘after the

contem-

meetings" of

Messrs. Moody and.Sankey, in Philadelphia, one of the most popular of the
Baptist pastors of the city expressed the

we believe,

in Chicago.”

From theadvent of Alexander

Tampbell it has very generally been conceded that one of the insurmountable obstacles
separatifig this people from any of the
other Baptist bodies was to be found in the
alleged practice of baptizing without requiring evidence
of previous genuine
regeneration. In arecent number of fhe

Christian

Standard,

the editor

this point as follows:
he Scriptures clearly

ance toward

God

touches

:
require ‘‘repent.

‘and faith toward

our

Lord Jesus ©hrist,” antecedently to baptism. Without these, there is no scriptural

4

is* put into competent

hands,

Its still an open question, so far as the
whether Mrs. Livermore

’

Mr. Moody said the other day that if he had

——TaaT
the various
branches of the
Baptist family are drawing nearer to each
other there can be no doubt.
It may be
‘a long time before they become one in an
organic way, but it is ‘encouraging to know
that the unfortunate barriers of the past
aresgradually disappearing. New evidence
of this comes to us from the columns of
two influential papers belonging to. the

Disciples.

partment

but one mere sermon to: preach in the world
it should be to parents on the importance of
the right bringing up of children, “for on that

the future glory of the church depends.”

At Bloomington,Ill.,are the headquarters of an
organization known as the ‘“Western Holiness

Association.”

There has long been a supposi-

tion that all Christian churches are associations
for the promolion of holiness of the New Test~

ament order.

From what we

learn of this

special holiness association, we conclude that
it is really an association for the promotion of
self-righteousness..
+ In quoting from Dr.

editorial

on

“the higher life” in the inside of this paper

Atwater’s

we

do not by any means wish to be understood as
indorsing all of the opinions advanced, Christianity itself would go overboard if judged only
- by the lapses of some of its professors. Pear
#all Smith is not the whole of “the higher life”
movement.

:

The example of the President of Bates
lege in giving all his: property to the

Col-

coljege to

help fulfill the conditions on which a lirge sum’
of money ig promised'to the institution, ought

v

but wanted to stay and go to school.’ His
father
hardly

left him.
Little Geerge could
reach the black-board, but few

students of twice his years could excel

him in his studies.

He

became

a Chris-

tian, and was one of the first graduates of
Bates College. He entered the ministry
and is an earnest worker, whom many of
us know and esteem. But for that dollar

he might have been plodding the furrows

of his father's farm a life-time. Who can
measure the influence of that single dollar! Tt was the ransom price of many

souls.

Parents, give your children a dol-

lar, more or less, for Storer College.

As

years pass and riches increase, they will

remember the poor, follow Christ, and
meet you in heaven." I have thousands

of dollars for collection still in my hand,
in. notes and ‘pledges to Storer College,
tnt were given in good faith, we must

believe, but they have not heen redeemed.

Will not each one who may see this no-

tice, write to me or Bro? Brackett at once,
and tell us what you will do ‘about your

not large,
note or pledge?Ad Fhe sums are Leola
A
L]
’

|X
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rn

faith till Storer College stands on a firm
basis, with buildings and endowment.
that shall bless the world, and® send its
on

the gospel of Christ.

ANNE 8S. D, BAtES.

~.

Zz

form is found, with

human

where

wild

Africa's remotest

to

workers

he q , then adjourtied to meet with the
Piney
Grove church, Saturday before the 2nd

Potter, Yates Co,, N, Y., Aug, 16, 77.

| Sunday

Winisters and @hurehes,

in November.

Zs

SALMON, Clerk.

Gilbert's Mills, Oswego Co.,

hem church, Nov. 9-10.

A.J.

and united with-the church,
pastor,

baptized

five

J. A. Lowell,

on

a

recent

Jounsox,

and
The

Mission.

Pittsfield (Me.) F. B, Church.

from the Outlook, an enterprising little sheet
published in the town and devoted to the
, interests of the church and the Institute. We
sketches

home,

This

condition

following

Harper's

gregational denomination in this.
stitution says:

Resolution

be fur-

thé Orange church, Aug. 10, 12. The churches
reported
harmony and marked prosperity.
A
class of eleven members in the town of Odessa
has been organized by Brother I. P. Bates. It
is at one of his preaching
points where a
meeting is greally needed.
They contemplate
building
a small house of worship.
Collection
for Missivns, about $11.
Rev. A, H. Chase,
our State Mission Agent, was with us and did

the temperance and anti-slavery.

movement

his native State, wis ordained to the
: the

ministry,

and

after

laboring

of

for

some

months with Rev. Mr, Small, succeeded him
in the pastorate, and for one year and

_.preached each alternate Sunday.

After

Swanville church voted te disband before
June term, but did not notify the Q. M.,

the

“traveling in the interests of Sunday-schools,
occasionally,
us he could be spared from his

voted to renew the licenses
and

{ordained the

one-half the

JOth of the same

*

hav-

year.

Small,

Voted

M.—Held -its last. session. with
Otsdawa.
The churches were
The
religious interest in this
low. But a very few of the
any addition for the: last year.

. time.

attend te important business,
D. M. MILLER,

Sunday-school was

in

active

- operation and many were added to the church,
As it increased in numbers, consequently in
ability to make new départures, it was decided
to hold a Sunday-school in the A. M., and a
preaching service in the P. M. of each
the

payment

sum

, toward finishing the chapel, a place of worship
.« of its own was secured, which has since been
. used for this purpose. The pastorateof Mr..
toil,

Bedford church, commencing

In the Autumn,

+ second Sunday

in

October.

Always

to

ses

throat, the use of the wonderful lozenges known
Druggists are
as Spencer's Chloramine. Pastilles.
rapidly selling them, and they have become the
favorite, especially of the ladies. Depot 107 North

_ join hand in hand in uneeasing efforts for the
triumphant establishment of the Free Baptist
*

and

firm

a broad,

Nnliay

WESTERN.

REV. L. C. CHASE has decided to\remain
he
‘with the Conneaut church, Ohio, i
. can’be released from the acceptance of a call to
This is highly. satisfactory
a church in Towa.
to the Conneaut church.

For lung diseases the most mild, bland and nutritious form in which Cod Liver Oil can be used,

with more benefit secured to the patient than
with double the quantity of any liquid oil. The
most delicate stemach will not reject it. Sold by.
Druggists and E.H. TRUEX, 3 Platt 8t.,New York

Rev. P. Y. EMERSON writes that in July
he baptized six

first Sabbath
whom united

young

converts,

the

on

and

in August three more, all of
with the churchat Belmont,

Towa. + All these but one were. young
The church is much encouraged.

ladies.

L

WE learn that the religiousinterest at Honey
Wis.,

. Creek,

continues

baptized

excellent,

three, Aug.

12,

an

G. H.

The pastor, Rev.

increasing tendency.
Hubbard,

with

and

feels

!

much encouraged in his work.

@uurterly Peeing.
its summer
ROUND MOUNTAIN Q. M.—Held

session with thé
ell

Co,

Mahanima

Aug. 18, 19.

church,

Saturday,

McDow-

sermon

by

1. P. Sorrells. Conference then conRev.
vened; prayer by the clerk. Delegates were
the following churches:
from
seated
‘then
Mahanima, Hillsdale and Piney Grove. .No

. reports of revival were received, but the breth-

ren in attendance all appeared zealous in the
cause. Revs, J. H. Ballard and J. A. Ray were

: in attendance from the Hig Ivy Q. M.

Among

=

We

think

fore,

we

believer the

is here

day

Nlistrated Pamphlets sent free.
BRYAN

1y17

the

executive, legislati ve,and judicial powers; and
the
yet those hands are not representatives of
.
4
people,
«48, We. object to said government because
ed
we are taxed without representation Jegislat
amounts
for without a constituency% and large
ed
of money and church property are controll
they in
by the ‘raveling preachers alone; and
of the
this. matter are. beyond the control
A government $0 uncongenial
membership.

of
with and contrary to the spirit and genius
our civil institutions, we think to be wrong in
pogsesses

£0

great a principle of increase and accumulation
as an ecclesiastical power. Its facilities for
multiplication

APPLIANCE

and reproduction are many and
TR

a

variet

Price

dozen.

CURRAN

By

the

11 o'clock, A. M.
Dover, Aug 20,1877,

it.

-

na

4

.

4

All persons attending the Vt. Y. M. paying

one way over the Montpelier & Wels
will be entitled to free return tickets,

:

:

full

fare

River Rallroad

i

J. W. BuRGIN, Clerk.

I

ME. CENTRAL Y. M. MINISTERS’ CONFERENCE will
meet ‘Sept. 4, at 2 o'clock,P. M., at the F'. B, church at
L. GIVEN, Clerk,
:
Parkers Head, Me,

»

Maine

Central

Organization, 10 A, M,
Sermon by Rev.C.F. Penney, 11 A. M.

‘Anniversary of Maine Home Missionary Soclety at

I]
2,P. M.
' Addresses by Revs. C. 8. Perkins and J. Mariner.
x
Educational Meeting at 7 30, P. M.
Addresses by Rev. R. L. ‘Howard and Prof. B.F.
Hayes.
Meeting of the Woman’s Missionary Society Thurs.
!
day, 1045 A. M. Addresses.
Preaching Thursday, P. M., at 2 o’clock.
Those who expect ti attend will please refer to preY.M., in regard to conveyance.
vious notice of the
Half fare on the M.C.R. . R. may be expected, I am-

informed by Bro, Penny,

~~ WM. H, BOWEN,

&

I

Sar

Clerk,

s

Mrs W Combs Rangor Me

Dexter Me
Burnham Ch Me.

two
lar
ht

0

sent

H.T.HELMBOLD'S

:

best

e volumes,
music size.

Vol. II has222 pages, filled

and

most

popular

Piano

pieces,
:

Extract
Fluid ted
Concen
i tra
»

ed:
LA CREME,
CREME 1s hereDEpresen
LA numbers,
in two volumes of

N H

about 240 pages (sheet music size) each.

Music is

BUCHU

for advanced players, and carefully chosen.
3

i

(224 pages, ‘sheet

F OUNTAIN
OF
every one can play.

GEMS

=: icsige) that

WELCOME HOME facPviitseoetvetv:
come in every

Home where

it is used, having

well chosen bright music, and nothing harder than
he medium degree of difficulty.
Price

of

each Book:
$2 50 Boards;
Cloth; $4 00 Gilt,

OLIVER:

DITSON &

$3 00

CO0., Boston,

N. BROOKS,

WRAPPER.)

to Lee & Walker,

Phila.

tf

' MAKE THE PEOPLE MUSICAL.”
RAISE

The attention of all who are to
THE STANDARD OF MUSIC

OUR EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM
Is directed to the series of

SINGERS."

HERADED

\

—BY~—
&

0. BLACKMAN

IN

, Owing iggspurious articles palmed upon the
public for the past five years on the reputation of

E. E. WHITTEMORE.

:

course

from

my preparations, I am forced to make

Primary and Juvenile to High Schools and

Adult Classes.

Price, No. 1, 26 cts.; No,'2; 50 cts. ; N63, 75 cts. ;
No. 4, $1. Specimen pages sen on application.

Curriculum, | George
:

$3.00

Root's

F. | Model

Qrean,

2.50.

:

Dealers selling Helmbold’s Buchu in other than
Carmine Ink Wrappers and Labels, will be prose-

cover.

cuted to the full extent of the law.

CHURCH'S MUSICAL VISITOR,

be

could

than

music

gives more

|
m-in-any other WAY.
Every number contains three large pages of first.
class reading matter and new music. Choice of

five elegant premiums given to eyery subscriber.
particulars.
for sample, and full
Send mid

offered. WATERS? GRAND SQUARE and
UPRIGHT PIANOS & ORGANS (INCLU=
DING THEIR NEW SOUVENIR AND BOU-

VANDUZEN & TIFT,

Manchester, N. BH.

Married
In Deerfield, N. H., Aug. 18, at the residence of the
bride’s father, by Rev. Edwin Blake, Mr, Leroy James
d, both of Deerfield.
and Miss Ella 8,
In New Durham Aug. 8, by Rev. J.8. Neal, Mr,

In Pierpont, N. Y., Aug. 18, by Rev. Wm.Whitefield,
Mr. George C, Collins and Miss Clara C. Perry.
In Loudon, N.H,, Aug, 18,at the residence of the
ev. John George, Mr. Ralph W,
bride’s father, by
Osborn, of Gilmanton, and Miss Mary A. Merrill,of
Loudon.
:

Died
In Boston,Aug. 15, Arthur W,, son of Samuel and
Jane Kdgerly, of Portland, Me,, aged 19 months, Aug.

.

Me.

5

+

FINE

DOIR)

Agents wanted. Outfl t
TRUE & CO., Augnsia,
:
y

CARDS with name, 20 cents.

34

R. E. FURGUSON, Albany, Ohio.

Agents wantad imstantly for our greal
3000 book, * Turkey and War in the East.”
Taking like prairie fire. $1 outfit free.
HUNT & CO., Rockland, Mass.
Fine Cards, Damask,

5
Conn.

on 13cts.

CLINTON
day at

Rep’

BR

, Kite, w
S., Clint

nam e
nville,

1y24

home. Samples worth

ves. “Erinsox & Con Port$5 to $2055"
y
land Maine.
MIXED CARDS, with name,tor 10c & Stamp.
uaintance Cards, 10c.
One pack (20 styles) A
Samples for 3c stamp. M.DOWD 80, Brigtol, Ot.

b

ELEGANT

CARDS,

no

two

alike, with

name, He. post paid. J. B. HUSTED,

Nass

i

For Twelve Pages of delightA-gossip about
t and
his
R. H. Stoddard, with Portraits of the
Family, eet the September Wide Awake. Also
Sophie
May,
Child
Marian
Solomon’s seal, b
Abroad, &o., &c.

Only % cents.

Send to D. Lothrop

*

second-hand of first-class makers incinding
WATERS?at lower prices for cash orlnstall=
mentsor to let until paid for than ever before

Ti,

103and 104 East Becond 8t.,Cincinnatl,

a day at home.
and terms free.

ae

sthese Hard Times
new and.
disposeof 100 PIANOS & ORGANS,

Stary Rang

{$12

=

A GREAT OFFER lose pt ses

BUCKEYE Bill, FOUNDRY:
B ol end
Superior
1)

bd

H. T. HELMBOLD.

Aa-Have you heard of the new ‘‘ VISITOR AUTO
Music ALBUM, which is being presented to
Visitor readers ?. Address
JOHN .CHURCH, & CO.,
Cincinnati, O., and 805 Broadway, N. Y.

558.
Treas.

16, infant daughter of Theodore and Martha Hanson,

a

New York.

They lead all other works of the kind. Pupils
and teachers prefer them for reasons which none
1 who examine thesg twin methods can fail to dis-

For $1,50,

a radical

change in my labels and wrappers. The genuine
from my original receipe, is printed in CARMINE
INK, and prepared under my supervision by the
H. T. Helmhold Manufacturing Co., 30 Platté St.,

Missions.

Lucy White W Lebanon Ye
Geo Webster Sharon Springs NY per L Crawferd
O A Boynton Wykofl
E Lanprey Concord N H for 8 Curtis
A Friend O pgr R Clark
W Campton N H per W H Cutting
J E Hill Campton **
hi
hi
per D M Stewart
Central Association
Brunswick per W Peters
FB Mission Soclet
8 Limington Me per J M Hopkinson
Unknown Kansas

INK

(CARMINE

J. E. Ditson & Co.
Successors

-

aged 3 months and 10 days,

receipt of retail

1yl

choice B pieces by 0 1
ull, Spindler, &c., &c.; a large numAllard, Ole
| ber, and all of the best.
:

‘Alice Plaisted, of Phoenix.

3

on

aa-Catalogues of Music and Music Books
FREE.
S. BRAINARD’S SONS, Publishers,

has 224 pages {ehett
music s:ze) Will
son, Tonel, La Hache,

In Farmington, Avg.
Hart, Mr, BE. H,Covil and Miss
father, by Rev. C, B.
Mary Wilson, both of Farmington.
In Phenix, N.Y. Aug. 22, by Rev. J. H. Durkee,
James R. Dawson, Ksq., of Brooklyn, N.Y. and Miss

PROGRAMME OF SERVICES,
A

of P.

rice

bY

Sarah J. Dorr, both of N.D.
Wesley 0. Allard and Miss
16,at the residence of the bride’s

XY. M.

collection

Beet Songs
P. Bliss.Price».5lise
Songs of andP. sacred.
30 cts. boards; 50

Four books, embracing a carefully graded

BF Hussey So Dover Me

3

.

.

A

secular
ots. cloth; 75 cts. full gilt.
a Any of the above mailed

-

every one of medium difficulty.

Society.

Milo Church Me .
First Sangerville Ch Me per Miss A Gerry
Mrs E D
Wade Dover Me

Vo

etc. Price $1.25. Discount on quan .

-

:
with -the

doz.

per|en.

H

J. T.

Five Fine Collections!!!
.

$5.00

$5.00 per

dozen.

Send 50 cents for outfit and territory.
E. B. TREAT, Publisher, 805 Broadway, N. Y.

.

Book. Price

the|School Song

pages. |50 cents.

A
James R. Murray.
new Convention and SingIMPERIAL By
THEing School
Book. Prlce 75 cents. $7.50 per

Trade

Historian, Hon.

50 cts.

i cons,

PIANO MUSIC !

12.50

Isaac A Thiips Kittery Me per 1D Phillips

1, D. STEWART, Sec,

224

CHAPEL ANTHEMS Ptr dsibem ook

& CO.,

@ of Communism and
popular

in

schools

largest

WANTED.

L. A, DEMERITTE, Treas,

The Corporators of the Freewill Baptist Printing
Fstablishinent are hereby notified that the annua
meeting of sald corporation for the choice of officers,
and the tr
tion of other
will be
held at
their office in Dover, N. H., Wednesday, Sept.”19, at

-

/

as

—

Mission

Dover, N. H,

we.

the Great
Railroad
and »
other Riots, with a History

S

103

€0.,

etc.
by Jas.R. Murray. For|Schools, Seminaries,
Public or PrivateSchools | Songs, Duets, Choruses
elementary
complete
etc.|and
Classes,
Juvenile
of the|Iustructions. A perfect
Used in many

1H

soldiers and. citizens were killed or wounded;
$85,000,000 worth of property destroyed ; 80,000 U.
S. Troops, Militia, and Police quire to suppress

213.40

Address,

Printing Establishment.

the peaple, and confides to the same bands the

No power

Sept. 20, at lo.

; Received from M A Davis Pittsfield Me as folows—
Presque Isle Ch Me
Ft Fairfleld
“
*
Blaine
0S
oes
Mrs O Pitts 1.50 Mrs G Curtis 1.00 Mrs A McGreg=
ory 1.00 Mrs A Johnson 1.00 Mrs F' A Clark
1.00 Miss Mary Curtis 1.00 all collected by
Mrs F
r East Corinth Me
duskeag Me —
| Mrs
J Banks.
Collected by Mrs Hart
“
© %°
§ Warren Abbott Me

147 East 15th St., New York.

New School Song Book | By N. Coe Stewart. . For

Headley.
All classes want this book depicting
the reign of terror in Baltimore, Reading, Pittsburgh, Chicago, Scranton, etc., in which
3,500

$ D

“

;

Unions.

BR i a)

~ Hotices and Appointments,

We object to the government of the
«9,
M. E. Church, because it possesses not the eleIt
ments of a refablican form ‘of government.
out
shuts
,
principle
tative
represen
the
discards

and-practice.

Clerk.

»or

Foreign

justify it;the people demand it.

thieory

| U

LURA E. BRACKETT.

Cd

F. HENRY,

MAIL.

F.B. Woman’s

4s

VOICES

SCHOOL CHIMES MERRY

.

Circumstances

tabernacle should ‘be located.

————_y—

nes,

Mass.

ite writers, is the ONLY new Song book containing

8 and 9 College Place, New York.

cop-

* Other contributions have been received at the Star
office and will be acknowledged in due time,

Disease, Nervous Debility, Weakness, &c.
PRICE FIVE DOLLARS AND UPWARDS.

There-

when.

church,

Forwarded.

*Total

Belts and Bands
restore the Nervous
Th
art New Lite and Strength
sm, encircle the body with
influence, and imbue the system with a constant
They offer a speedy cure withavitlizing current,
from a loss
that arse
for all di
medicine,
out
of Vital Force, as Dyspepsia, Paralysis, Kidney

augmenting every year, that the friction of the
machinery is ivcreasing, and that the good
accomplished by it is not and will not be in

proportion to the sacrifices required.

Charles 8t Dover

for Self Cure.
and Debilitated, imorganto the waning
Magnetic
Electric and

been

evils have

these

Ee

-

Electro-Voltaic and Magnetic Appliances,

think that the itinerant system,
«We
as carried out in this country, has mainly lost
its efliciency, and failed to meet alike the
wants and wishes of the.church and the world.
This, we think,is owing to the policy of weekday preaching,which gives to all other churches
of
that are Congregational in their form
worship greatly the advantage of us. It also
requires us to pay large sums te have the gos‘pel preached to the walls and benches in our

churches.

Harmony

Thursday,

Books

e

Boston,

By James R. Murray, P. P. Bliss and other favor-

Pen and Pencil sketches of The Great
An illustrated History of

Woman’s Mis Soc Lowell Mass per M J Howe
7.50
..
%
Limerick Me per M B Bean
2.00
"
**
Pascoag RI
20.00
Mrs J N Rich Gilford Vil N H
id
Special Agents, Philadelphia.
| Mrs J S Meloon Efingham **
| 00
.
Mrs D G Holmer Lake Vil *
Young Ladies Mis Band Potter
NY per
ASD
D LIVER OIL JELLY, APPROVED
Bates
York
New
of
by the Academy of Medicine
Santos |& Wuron Q M $10 Harmony Q M $2 per

1852, when their first church was formed.
We quote from the Independent :
-hie
of thepresent
church one hundred and thirty-two.
membership is minety-seven: | —«fn-appearing-beforethe public, we deem}
. Four others have-been received as candidates it due ourselves, our old brethren, and the
“for baptism.
A good religious interest has
world, to set forth in a distinct manner somge
been constantly apparent. The outlook we of the reasons that lead to our separation.
consider peculiarly hopeful; church and society

&

an

Proprietors;

the BEST hymns and music by the late P, P.
Bliss, and is pronounced the BEST collection of
Songs for the Sunday School yet published. Send
95 cents for a sample copy (in paper covers). Price
in boards 35 cents. $30 00 per hundred.

Ne

blo

It costs but 25 cts.

BROTHERS,

8632

HEAVENWARD!

done

genera

oisonous matter in the

CREEK Q. M will

Johnston, Holloway & Co.,

9th St., Philafelphia.

in

adopted

on

state, has

seases

AGENTS

Centennial Jnbilee Singers per H E Keyes Manager
200.00
10
Belle Harrington
Betsy Whitaker
25
Rev E N Fernald
10.00
Rev C E Blake
3.00
A Friend
25
Leon H (‘lowell Waterbery Vt
:
30
Mrs G W Sawtelle
.
1.00
Orlo Herrington
10
‘News Hampton Sabbath-school
5.20
Dale N York
st
¢
1.40
Rochester Village
3s
© 80
West Oneonta
se
3.00
Otsdawa
s»
175
Marion O
t*
1.50
Lee Center 111
ho
8.60
Middleport Ohio
by
per Mrs. 8 E Stewart:
1.18
Springville N Y
.
2.00
aterbury Cen Vt
*
1.00
Susquehanna Pa
is
5.03
Thompson Pa
he
3.00
Phenix N Y
be
3.65
West Campton
4
3.49
Kahamo
Mich Cong
hd
1.00
Chester ¥Roads O
id
3.30

soreness of the

cough or

a severe

Clymer

muscles

JOHN

For Girls’ Boarding Hall, Harper's Ferry,
Westhf
Va.
:
be

The Finest and Best Cough Lozenges.
We heartily recommend to our readers, who are
with

an

[6t30]

Clerk.

S i Kenney Pleasanton Ohio

Shirts made to measure,

number o

Sept, 7, at 2,

E. ROBINSON,

BY

>

time.

@

ih the

J H Bartlett W Farmington Me (2)
W H Megee Gordo P C Ala
A C Shaver Coalsburg West Va
Miss M E French care Rev U Chase Madison

g

to

;

The New Sunday School Music Book.

pecially subject.
Price, $1,00 per Bottle.'

Geo May—T S Mills—I Z Patterson~M L Plummer—N
N Palmer—N Ramsdell—S N Reyal—H F Smith—J 8ilvernail—Mrs R T Sanborn—R B_Stinson—S Smith—
MissJ Sutherland
—G E Sturgis—H H Taber—J B Trac
| —N F Tomlinson—N H Wilcox-H Whitcher—J
Walrath—G W Wagg,

country, and some

GILMAN
¢

Country.

Johnston—8 Jesseman—NC Knight—E M Lyman—Mrs

Keep Manufacturing Co., 165 Mercer St., N. Y.

afflicted

thus set forth in a preamble

| have already been added thirty-one, making
the aggregate number since the organization

@

[4

upon

Merchants supplied at a small commission
. cost.
Trade circulars mailed free on application.

the Congregational form of church
ule
The reasons for their separagovernment.
tion from the regular Methodist body are

he succeeds in infusing this element largely
v into the hearts of his parishioners. There

interest of this place, upon
healthy basis.”

in the

commencing

commencing

4

Keep it in your house.
"

Scovill’s Blood & Liver Syrup

JM Allen—Geo M Anderson—S Bisbee—Mrs B Boughton—E Blake~W Brown-=dJ BBradbur—F H BurbarE 8 Cofin—W M Clark—G 1, P Corliss—J Cornwell—
§ 8 Cady—L Decker—J H Davenport—A
DrumsI-HE Slag ode
m ond==8-8-PDabri=O-N- rs-1-H
Mrs W J Epps—A Graham—8 B Glven—H G
Garcelon
H A Harrington—R Hosmer—Mrs B B _Henderson—M-

_ dress.

Methodists.
_ Renewed attention has lately been called
a bodyof Methodists in the South, who

hopeful,

conpastor

happy

REMEDY,

By its Promptness in Curing Disease.

{35

Letters Received.

The very best, 6 for $9, delivered free everywhere.
Keep’s Patent Partly-Made Dress Shirts,
The very best, 6 for $7, delivered free everywhere.
An elegant set of Gold plate collar and sleeve
Buttons given with each half dozen Keep’s shirts.
Samples and full directions mailed free to any ad-

Congregational

J.

berry church,

quite a number “of Independent

Keep’s Custom

5 Beligions “Sfiscellany,

Burnham Davis accepted a callto the pastorate
of the church and entered upon his labors the

its

Georgetown,

the

I am

KNOWN

REST, SLEEP AND HEALTH,
SAVING LIFE

and I

0

matory

session of the FRENCH

held with

sickness;

ANY

the little sufferers

PERRY DAVIS & SON, Proprietors, Providence,

The following is the programme for the FOX RIVER
Q. M. MINISTERS’ CONFERENCE, held with the Black-

© Business Fotices.

-the first Friday

have a good

The

choose

notably strong ones in Baltimore.

+ SILVERNAIL, Clerk.

Come all,

strug-

Rev.

We hope to

in November.

gle and self-sacrifice. It extended
over a
period of nine and one-half years, during which
time ninety-two were added to the church.
; Eight months of the year 1876, the pulpit was
- supplied principally by students from Bates
. Theological School,

There are

Clerk.

its August

be

next

pain and

Morbus,

0c It has the LARGEST SALE IN NEW
ENGLAND of any medicine of its kind. (For
Children Teething it is of great value, giving

MI1ss10N meeting will be held in

Q. M. will hold its next cesigh
at

which

eases,

mencing Friday, Sept. 14, at7 Pp. M,
A,C. BRUSH,

wi

Methodist chyrebes

Friday,
in Sept.

is desired,

to

may consider and «decide

Next session of Q. M. to be holden with the

«Gerrish was very successful. Much hard work
~was performed, many burdens bdrne, which
mark it as years of earnest, manly

"attendance

RIVER RaSIN'Q. M.—Held

Sunday,

of a certaic

general

as preachers.

power

the matter.

All things consion with the Macon church.
sidered, we had a Pleasam sitting together in
churches were
The
Lord,
the
of
the name
delegates. * The
represented by letters and
hearts of some sank within them ‘because our
Would it not be betbig ones failed to come.
ter for the church and the world to trust less
in D. Ds. and more in Christ?

. and upon the completion of the Maine -Central
Institute, by

A

The

conference hears and decides

ference which

Next session of this Q. M. ‘will be held with

next.

P. M.

to be to review the proceedings of the district
conferences, to supply destitute places with
preaching, and to elect delegates to the General Conference,
The church conference has
power to suspend a minister, if he be convicted
of a crime,until the meeting of the district con-

Clerk.

OTSEGO Q.

the church at Franklin, commencing
at 7, P. M., before the fourth Sabbath

union

‘Cor.

Dele-

the church at
all reported.
.M.is quite
churches report

. House,
owned by several denominations,
the Free Baptists occupying it one-half the

first church

resolve questions of doctrine and discipline.
The chief duties of the state conference appear

Jr.; to Unity,

Jos, N. ROBERTSON,

EpGECOMB

appeals from the chareh conferences, ordains
the ministers to receive new churches, and to

pastors at the present time, which medkes the
outloek quite dark. Our prayer is that our
churches may ¢ome up and take a higher stand
for Christ and humanity.
!

March

. “Ith, 1863, the church changed its name to that
of East Pittsfield Free Baptist church.
For
. several years, services were held in the Union

A

The district

of Isaac Deering

one

KILLER,

connection with Vermont Y. Meeting, which convenes
at Starksboro’, Sept.6—9. We hope many of our sisters, interested in the.cause may be present.
Mis.
F. P.
EATON, Dis. Sec.

| and to elect delegaies
to the , districfonference.

Four Jt the churches in this Q. M.are without

time, and was

month.

for

licen¥e

ference has also

Next session at Jackson Village, Sept. 21—23.

ing supplied the church to some extent dufing
« the early partof the year 1866, was engaged
Aug. 1st to preach

Ayer

the

ir

from

of

Diarrhea,

, OF

me more good than all I ever tried betore.
ESTHER BRIGGS,
Bolton, England.

M.: (1) Discussion: Subject—*Was the - atonement,
made:by Jesus Christ, conditional or unconditional to
the human race?” Led by Rev. E. M. Baxter. (2)
Sketch of sermon by Rev. J. P. Prickett. Diseussion:
Subject—*"Is baptisin a pretogy isite to church membership?” Led by Rev, L. E.
Bixby. (3) Essay: “The
Christian Sabbath,” by Rev. L. D. Boynton. (4) Sermon-Thursday evening, by Rev. 8, 8. Tucker.
PER ORDER.

mended to

our
and

Wm. Ford; to Ellsworth, Z. Knowlton.
gates to Y. M., Elders Small-and Ford.

made, but the ground was faithfully held and
.good seed sown, muéh of which has already
,matured and been garnered ‘in to the great
- storehouse above. Rev. A. L. Gerrish, then a
Theological Seminary,

Alvin

Mess: to Montville, H.

into

relief

PAIN

CHOLERA INFANTUM,

|

This is te certify that I have been a sufferer from
indigestion and violent Sick Headache for upwards of four years, Ihave consulted many of the
ave derived no material benefit
Faculty, but
from any source, until I tried PERRY DAVIS’ PAIN

of the great system of practical’ Christianity.”
A supervision is here exercised over the

meetings interesting, and preaching spiritual.
Some manifested a desire for salvation, and
asked the prayers of God’s people. Conference

« especial wark, labored as an Evaugclist in
Pittsfield and vieinity. The first eleyen years
. of the existence of the chiirch were simply a
struggle for life. But few additions were

received

churches that is not known to true Congregationalism.
Jn the church
conference
the
pastor presides, by virtue of his office’; persons
are received, tried, rebuked, or expelled; and
exhorters are licensed und persons
recom

usi-Busi-the-name is:
3
.
ister.
ness meetings harmonious, social and prayer-

close of his labors, Rev, L. L. Harmon, then

student atgBangor

service.

others are low, and are struggling for life. The

a half

be

....

CHAHLES POWELL.

ROCK RIVER Q.M.will hold the fall session with
Stone Ridge church, commencing Friday, Sept. 21, at
2, P. M.
BENJ. BUTLER, Clerk.

PROSPECT Q. M.—Held its June session at
Brooks, June 22—24.
Churches all reported.
Some of them are enjoying Prospericy, while

work of

shall

RELIEVE

regained my strength, and am now able to follow
my usual sccupation of sailor.
One bottle cured
me.
Yours respec. fully

“All power necessary in the formation of
rules and regulations of government
and
discipline is inherent in thé ministers and’
members of the Church: but so much of that
power may be delegated, from time to time,by
representation, as the Church
may
judge
necessary and proper,
“The Church has a right to make and enforce sueh rules and regulations only as are
necessary and proper, and which shall accord
with the Holy Seriptures in the maintenance

Next session of our Q: M. with the Duplain
church,
Nov. 9—I11.
W. M. JENKINS, Clerk.

more familiarly known in this section, a lifelong worker in and unflinching advocate of

immediate

But it also says:

could
vot long be tolerated, consequently,
June 25th, nine persons were organized into a
body, which subsequently took the name of

good

Clerk,

~ Notice.

persons

TO

And Effects the Most Speedy Cure

Dysentery,"

1 take this method of making known the perfect
care I have obtained from the use of your valuable medicine, the PAINKILLER. I was urged by
a friend to try it, and procured a bottle of Dr Ker.
not, Apinedary.
:
Sa
?
I had
been afil.cted three years with Neuralgia
and violent spasms of the stomach, which caused
a constant rejection of food. The doctors at West:
minster Hospital re up
my case in despair.
Then I tried your PAIN
LER, which gave me

Fox RIVER Q. M. will be held with the Blackberry
church, commencing Friday, Sept. 21, at 1 P, M. Let
all the, delegates be on hand romps, and as many
more as can come. We are looking and praying for
an extraordinary season, Let there bea general rally.
We shall endeavor to have visiting brethren present
from other Q. M's.
E. M.BAXTER, Clerk,

the members present.”

ANSING Q. M.—Held its last séssion with

filled acceptably two years, but his home being
in another town, the amount, of pastoral work
: was neccessarily limited. In July, 1857, Rev.
Wm. C. Stinson, or ‘Father Stinson,’ as he is

&

°

PARSONSFIELD
Q. M. will convene with the Brownfield churchs Sept. 12, 13, Will the churches please remember the assessment of 10 cts, per resident member,
]
A. 8. HILTON, Clerk.

Church without the consent of a majority of

R

"GREENE'S SAIRORS” HOME,

CHAUTAUQUA Q. M. will holds itsnext session with

AF. B, WOMAN'S

SURE

S)

IN ACTION,

PROMPT

2635

Poplar Street, Londo, Englands.

the church at Hamlet," commencing Friday evening,
Sept, 7. A’ general attendance is desired.
Clerk
W. E. GRISWOLD,

And that

of affairs

Pittsfield and Detroit church, of which Rev. 8.
S. Small was elected pastor. This position he

4

Clerk.

The next session of the DELAWARE & CLAYTON
bo M. will be at Pottsville, commencing Friday, Sept.
, at 2, P. M., and continuing over the sabbath,
N. W. BixsY, Clerk.

membership

THE MOST

‘Some English Testimonials. ‘Cholera

Read

WAFERVILLE Q. M. will hold its next session with

Con-

18

“WORLD-WIDE REPUTATION,

the church in Clinton, at Morrigel Corner, commencs
ing
Friday, Sept. 19, at 1, P.M.
. BOWDEN, Clerk,

ence.”
“np

SELTZER APERIENT . Te
™

LL...

M

5

stores,

ROOT B&VER Q. M. will'be | la with the Time City
church, commencing Friday, Sept. 14, at 2 p, Mm,
HAS. Ws CRAIN, Clerk.

own business, and such body, when convened,
shall be denominated the ‘Church Confer-

deeply sympathize with

:

Pp. TIE

Ji

5

EFFERVESCENT

ANSON Q. M. will be holden at East New Portland,

at pleasure, for the purpose of transacting her

was

Ia

:

commencing Friday, Sept. 7, at 1, BM,
.
E. DUNTON,

Their con-

retary; and also to convene her

I

i

Those Terrible Headaches Generated by
obstructed
secretions, and to which/ladies are es
can always be relieved, and their
revented by theuse of TARRANT'S

Q. M, wit hold its next session’ with the

EH

7

Ba

|

‘York Co. Q. M.will meet with the Shapleigh church

“The church shall have the right to elect
her own officers annually whichishall be an
elder, church-leader , deacon, steward, and sec-

Ferry

oy

;

ut Ross Corner, Sept. b, 6.

they

the

:

® BOWEL COMPLAINT

For

The Free Baptist WOMANS’ MISSION Society of the
Me. Ceatral Y. M.'Will hold its annual session in connection with the Y. M, at Parker's Head, Thursday,
Sept. 6, at oD 4, A.M.
Mes, E. N, FERNALD, Sec,

although

pline, nor do they wholly agree with

|

send it in at this session of the Q. M.
A
G. MUNSEY, Clerk,

from other Methodist bodies except in disci-

the church in its financial embarrassment, and
pled e not only our sympathies and prayers,
ut in case the church should see fit to apply
for financial aid, we ‘commend their interests
to the benevolence of our churches;
Next session at Danville.
JoskPH FULLONTON, Clerk.

wished for publication in the Star:
+A few tried Free Baptists found themselves
settled in Pittsfield, in the year 1850, without a

Christian

The

Besoived, That we

of other

churches, brief and to the point, could

BELKNAP

no formal fraternity has been established.”
The Congregational Methodists do not differ

passed, relative to the Kittery
church, which
was represented as being embarrassed with a
debt, incurred by erecting its house of worship:

The following historical sketch of the Freewill Baptist church in Pittsfield, Me.,is" tifkén

«wouldbe thankful if similar

Rev. A. H. Morrell, of the

which

will

2d Belmont church, commencing Sept. 18, at 1, P. M.
The reason for this change 1s, that-it may not be on
the same days of the Belkna)
Sounty Fair, Opening
sermon by
v.J. George.
Churches
that have not
paid the
Y, M. tax of five certs per mem
1 please

for foreign

maintain the most cordial relations,

Kittery, Aug 15, 16, Some of the important
churches were not representéd nor reported,

Sabbath.

Contributions

of the M. E. Church, South, with

Clerk,

Concord, Manchester, Pine St., Great Falls,
These, with twenty-six baptized in the spring, as
and Newmarket.
The meeting
was a very
make thirty-one added as the fruits of the good
leasant one. From the York County Q. M.,
interest enjoyed in the winter. Perhaps ther
.L. H. Witham was in attendance; also
Revs. White and Spooner, late graduates of
church was never so strong in its” working
the Theological department of Bates College,
force as now,
There is a good interest in who have been ordained to pastoral charges in
missions and every good enterprise.
F.
that 3 M.; Rev. N. Brooks, from Weare
Q, M.,

J

Not

missions ure usually made through the Board

ROCKINGHAM Q. M.—Held its last session at

the

thousand.

R,

Sgarkshoro’, Vt., Aug. 16,

for 1875 than for’ ‘any previous year. Their
‘Discipline has reached its third edition of
three

ANOS ALSAM

of these trains to

cars, are requested to send their names immediately
to Mr. Sylvanus Hill, stating when
they will be at.
Richmond.
:
ISAAC HYATT,

ing officer,
;
;
“The growth of the denomination is steady,
a larger number of accessions being reported

dear Bro, J. S. Manning, and pledge ourselves
i. give him our hedirty support and co-operas
on,
Next session will be held with the Bethle-

SABBATH, Aug. 19, was a very pleasant day
Three
to the church in East Dixfield, Me.
children, members of the Sunday-school, were
baptized by the pastor, Rev. D. Waterman,

d

he.entitied io lee return checks, All intending. to
conie to the Y.
M., especially those coming on, the

ministers and members from other Orthodox

of our

return

hail the

ness that we

wilh gl

ich

take those attending the Y, M, to Starksboro’,
Those paying full fare on the Central Vt, R.

MouND CITY
chads
Aus term churches, in good standing, muy be received;
with the Salem’
Hil church ;the . 10th—-12th, but the Church Conference, whieh is composed
The churchés were all represented by letters: of all the ‘members present, has jurisdiction
‘We were favored by the pres«
and delegates.
Rev. Ni Ricks, from the Cairo Q. M. of the matter, the pastor acting ouly as presidence of

REV. G. H. BUTTON, of Gilbert's Mills, N,

N. H, Rev.

will be at Richmond on the arrival

probationary relation, and may he received
- at any time upon a profession of faith, Also

Y.,i8 at liberty to correspond with any church The meeHiE was spiritual and the preaching
desiring his services as pastor or evangelist * good, resulting in the conversion of two happy
The work goes on, and we hope the
after Nov. 1. Address Rev. G. H. Button, souls.
do a mighty work among us. Tt is
may
Lord
New York,

DANVILLE,

of

The following particularsae added :
“Since this first organizations churches have

Evidence was introduced by

mil

©

i

the old-time friends soon, with liberal
- gifts for the Girls’ Hall, we will work in

Christian

rights
:

the said Brother Justice to the satisfaction of
the body, wherefore the following report was sprung up in nearly all the Southern and in
ordered to be made to the Association: We, some of the Middle and Western states, with a
the R. M. Lu have investigated the charges total membership of about 10,000, 160 ministers
against R. B. Justice and find him, in our
gy WE
ki bg Sst and church property valued at $50,000, They
Judgment entirel
e
following
ates were
then have but one order of ordained ministers, that
ng bod J in the Year!
eo 5 represent nt: our
our
chosen
of elders, and. declare that‘ egularly ordained
B.
Meeting : Born Xo. Ds Sorrels, . Salmon, R.
are equal” Applicants
Justice and Miner Smith. ‘We are ' much ministers in the church
improvedby the form of
government given us for membership are received only on profes
in ihe great igor for hie We ander sincere sion of faith, the chiirch holding that uncongratitude
to our dear
bret
the
North, verted persons should not be admitted. Seekers
whe we re,
visit us 4 tld.
‘of religion, however, are’ allowed to occupy a

Hoping to hear from many of

interest.

with the
me

se tom Sif

156

as

ot pd 1.0 ID I fd fk bd i BD | pi

then considered.

cured in the bank of heaven at compound

of God closely “vonnected
man. ?.

Y. M,

Thursday Septet, at 1 o'clock, P. M,, it will be necessary for all w 0 wish to be Drasent at the opening of
Conf. to arrive at Richmond on P. M. trains Wednesdat, or the early morning trains Thursday. Teams

—

gifts or pledges.” All will be safely se-

VERMONT

&|beE835s88 2%33keE

notes,

new

also,

acknowledged;

TOIT,pa

They should; therefore;
be vigitantly|

guarded against by all who consider the image

Ha
28

‘be a special favor just now, and grate- |
fully

fearfal.

other items tie Tollowing business was trans
acted. 1..Advised the
Mahanima and Piney
Grove churches to purchase a site, for an
build a4 good house of worship somewhere
between them, consolidating the two churches.
2. The charges against Rev. R. B. Justice were

promptly, or in part, would

but if paid

wes Ru
mo NE
al3gxzsEsks

~
I

& Co., Boston, Mass]

are the BEST MADE.7

Octave Pian-

os $150.71=3 do $160 not used a year, ¢ 2%
Stop Organs $560. 4 Stops $58. 7 Stops $68.
8 Stops $75. 10 Stops $88.12 Stops $100
used

cash, not

warranted.

WANTED.

a year, in perfect

order and

LOCAL & TRAVELING AG’TS

Illustrated

Catalogues

Mailed.

A liberal discountto Teachers, Ministers, Churches,

Schools, Lodges ele. Sheet music at _half price.
Manufactne
HORACE WATERS & SONS,

14th STREET,
rers and Dealers, 40 EAST P.0.
Box, 3567.
Union Squares New York.
RSTIM
A

The N.Y.
T¢
says: « Waters’ Orchestrion
Chime Organ” is a beautiful little instrument, simI¥ perfect. The Chime of two and one-half octave
be Is and the artistic effects capable of being pro.
duced by the player are singularly fine.
The tone is

full, clear and

resonant, and

a very

interesting effect is produced with thegchime of
bells.—Christian Union,

- The Waters’ Pianos are well known among the
very best, We are enabled to speak of these instruments with confidence from personal knowledge.
»
—N, ¥, Evangelist.
s
’Piano
Waters
the
of
merits
tHe
of
speak
‘We can
from personal knowledge, as being of the very best

| ‘ality, —Chriatian Incslivngoncer,

BEFORE

he

gending your orders for cards to any one, send
for samples, styles of R444 etc., and you
stamp
by return mail,
will be sure and order a pack
50 Basket Bristol, Fancy Plaid, Embossed Phan
sent post «
sii
other
tom, Marble, and many
aid for 25 cents. All the latest styles kept conprices that defy
on hand, and printed at
stantly
competition, Addre
all ss
orders
hh

GEO. E. TERRILL, Underhill Center, Yt;

a
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stare,

table.”

weak,
And bis helpless limbs so frail and

rend

to her.”

So, regardless of tie passers-by, she sat
down on the step, and drawing the boy to

«I wish you had chosen something else,
my dear. I was sure your feelings would

v
| be hurt.”
«J don't wish 30,” said

Laura, briskly.

smile came over his features grim.

my care:

daughter,

to him,
‘Watch what my hour-glags does
planned
was
ever
that
ug
humb
t
veries
The

and

now

I

Know.

t's

“Q yes! and it's amusing
come upon me suddenly.

well—
01d Time is doing his work full

Much less of might does the tyradt wield;
_ But, ah! with sorrow my heart will swell
‘And sad tears fall as I see him yield.
band,
Could I stay the touch of that shriveled

a young lady

1 ivould keep the tyrant from No-man’s-land.

For the loss of Peace I have ceased to cares”

sometimes up go the eyeglasses!
feel—well, as if.I

should

words suited to his ignorant

of my

heart for some one friend

to freeze

Se 0 Al»

1 yoy that they go clear by me without

“Yes,

distant, came upto me

Agate’s

wife,

with

ptosis

She

claim,

nothing patronizing about

Yet what a price to pay for

learning

the

uSo would I. But then, What could | value of true friendship!” added Laurd,

No passage
periection® in
addressed and
edly imperfect

sin.

with a deep sigh. _

“|

she do?”

on

ss At least, she might have made herseif

«I met Aggie

she

to-day, and

Doyle

a little less public. If there's anything I wouldn't speak to me,” said Alice, Laura’s
HOW JACK FO
A FATHER.
:
known the
detpise, it is these saleswomen !”
never
had
Kent
Jack
yjyle
and|
room
the
sister, who had come into
;
«So do I. How much better it would overheard the last
remark. “Why pleasures of a bright nursery,
full of sunhave been to have gone into dress-making, or millinery, or something of that
sort. But to stand behind a counter like

shouldn't she speak to me, I wonder?"
«Because your sister is a clerk in her

:
a man!”
" “Papa always did like those Stauleys,”
said Lizzie Doyle, petulantly.
«Yes, we all liked thém well enough

bitterly.
“That's no reason why she should treat

father's

said

store,”

too independent in her notions.

Ialways liked her £0 | another home.

much, too. But to-day she came into the | poor little Jack—he was only ten years
boy considering how
store and passed me with such a sweep- | 14, and nota bad
up,—this was early for him

how hard she studied at
you remember
school? It does seem as if she foresaw
:
her father’s failure.”
betsome
for
try
«1 wonder she didn't
capable
surely
is
She
then.
ter position
of being something better than a shop-

ing glance, after I had prepared a smile | pe had grown
and a welcome for her. Mr. Doyle has |, pe turned out

into

the

world

on

his

as the boys
been so kind since papa’s death that I| wp resources; but he had, and
his first
pluck,”
of
«plenty
gay
|
Lizzie.
from
treatment.
better
looked for
were
he
if
father,
his
find
to
was
{thought
I
and
me;
That I confess, has wounded
shall have to meet her so often!”

:

:

"| kicked one cold night by the landlord, who

«Of course It is Bot; nor is it any vea- told him that his father had been nearly
and he must find
son-why Lizaie, her eldest sister, should | growned the day before,
:
~

| yiterly jgnore me.
“No, not I, for one. Laura was always
Don’

Wo

somewhat

Laura,

me so,” the child replied.

until Mr. Stanley failed, didn’t we?”

gir

shine and toys. He had never known a
mother’s tender love or a proud father’s
care ; for his mother had died soon after
his birth, and his only home was a dark
and dirty cellar and out of this he was

«Oh, I believe papa intends to promote
her when Mr. Jobley goes West. She
will then take Mr, Jobley’s place as junior
bookkeeper. Think of that for .a woman !”
:
«That will be better than selling goods.
- I don’t see how'shé can do that. with her
y don’t she give lesrefined tastes.
sons, I wonder? It might not bring her
in quite so much money, but it would be
if
a deal nicer.”

see him

still alive, and

once

there. The chicks wanted tg. put their
heads out from under their mother. and
see who was making such a noise. Their
mother said:
You
no—no! Keep under!
«No,
might be made deaf! T've heard of such
;
a thing happening.”

my place,” she added, rather bitterly. “I | pim more
‘ease!’ Good-by,

”

gaily

it was

and threw himself on the floor with a sad

to the

cry -of ‘Father,

father.”

His

gool.. And while she

there, & cow came along

childish

imperfect

tained.”

We have often spoken appreciatively of the
Nursery,and we can do no less than that of the
Mr. Shorey evidently
September number.

knows what the juveniles need to interest and
profit them, and he combines these quali.
ties ineach number of his magazine.
John L. Shorey.

‘But confessedly the

An interesting pamphlet, bearing on the sere

pent and Siva worship and the general mythology of Central America and the Oriental

dominion over them,” or

3

is issued by J. W; Bouton, New

a

noutish

to

tends

system

imply,

arguments

of their

that those not entirely sanctified are not regen

erated, and, therefore, if professing Christians,

are hypocrites.

The very gatberivg into sepa-

r a ieetings, called * holiness meetings,” or
¢ higher life meetings,” is~an assumption of

that the ordinary

superiority—nay, it implies
meetings and

services of the

church

not

are

thus in the interest of holiness, which is to
impeach their Christian chardeter. ' This spirit
gays fiteraily,** Stand by, for I" am holier than
It can not, as a whdle, and

thou.”

exceptions

aside, be otherwise than divisive, denunciatory and censorious, What the ultimate issue
of all this must be, that on the whole it. must
be disastrous to religion, all history and reason

rove.
It can

being Mr, R. H. Stodd:

and flounced. ‘How are we to treat her
now? We have been great friends, you

this:system

there, where

sitting

at the other side

shall

“PII tell-you howd

“was arranging a hundred or | gare of you,"—and then poor Jack was
more tiny, cream-colored = envelopes,
fatherless; he knew tiothing of the,
which she tied together with some pretty, « Father of phe fatherless;"” he turned and
went away, a desolate-ehild indeed.
bright-hued ribbons. =
But he was not one to despair; he knew
|
smile,
a
with
replied
she
so,”
+] bellege
often slept
empty house where he had
an
|
my
of
lady
determined in
1 have asked every young
party will | pefore, and there he crept,

darken. |

treat her,

responded Lizzie, slowly drawing of.a
pair of perfumed, three-button kid gloves;

«¢precisely as I treat all of papa's clerks.

aequaintance, and I think

"And I should like to se¢ any of them pre«Oh, but Laura won't presume ! You

«I

«(0 take that position ! I shall not notice
to

sits. so

She

church?

hy

near to us, you know.”

«Of course she'll give up that pew.
:
She can’t afford that.”
«That's

precisely

mean to do.

what

does

she

father

will

good story by Mrs. Ella Rodman Chureh,
Child Marion” is as interesting as ever; this
time,to the motification of “ Uncle Will,” she
sings in the streets of the Austrian Capital
while Harry standson his bead and passes
around his cap for pennies. * Solomon’s Seal,”

te serial by Sophie May, has developed much

interest. Mrs. Thayer has a charming story of
« My Summer Boarder,” and there are many
more attractions for the young folks, poetical,
pictorial, musical and enigmatical, chief among
s
them being the ninth * Adventure of Miltiade

not

I heard her say that the

family must economize, somewhere else,

and keep the pew. Her mother is hard of
‘hearing, and could not enjoy the seryice

you

refuse

not

“I'll speak

“Try
dying words: God.”

your mother’s

to | that name,

seeing that the others were

taken

what they

“Think

v

him—indeed,* He is not far from any one

said, one
say this
. «How
tiently.

of us” at any time.
dught
expect
to ur ther last Sanday.”
bright Sunday afternoon
have her fdr the | It was one sitting
izzie impa: lésk! 1. ‘wouldn't
on the curb-stone,
and Juck was
'provoki 2," ‘said Lizzie
world!”
f when a,
the sunshine,
‘She. will "be always in our
«Then - if you are sure: she. wouldn't warming Himinsel

‘minx!

T's to keep near us,

“faces. Bot1 shall have nothing to,do | comie,

passed by
senpher an invita- pleasant-looking “yohng lady
haveht
you mig
a gard;
word,
artiul
kind
a
the
wilh
for,
him,
it’s
gave
and
what
brother
w
her
h
1kno
ent,”
her.
it
‘complim
sw
tio’ out of
little
knows
She

-

-

great

them whe could stop laughing—raised
their voices, and all began at once to try
to make her understand, And this is

yg

« How could
Then I'm sure he | must try and find him,” he

farther back. The children, too, must go he asked, stand
to church: "That i the last thing, she
an idea! She wouldn't
“Why; it.Al, , what
to give up. . 1 heard her
Our shop-girl ! , Father's

es; and
; she has got into papa’s good grac

having

sport, she wanted to know what it was all
Upon this, the others—those of
about.

Jack had oftenhear

but always

a while,

ed to be among them, and after

:

;

said :

of that goose of a hen,

Teedla

on it was a picture of Christ blessing

replied.”:

|

»

:

one understand, while the deaf one held
her claw to her ear, in order to hear the,
| better.

Toodlumto

herself: = *‘I see, now,

feathers
pever.be
feathers
Diaz, in

one sees in others, since one can
sire that one has not speckled
f Abby Morlon
! "—Mrs.
one’s sel
St. Nicholas for August. nhs

rr

that

one should never speak of she speckled

Na

Ki
~

said Teedla

I feel ashamed!”

} #Ah!

Boston:

Peterkin Paul,” by John Brownjohn.
D. Lothrop and Co.
unique

have received a very

‘We

little book

the measare and standard of perfection; to
make these the rule and measure of rectitude,
rather than God’s word; or ratherto construe
’s voice and word, ‘speaking in
them as

called “ Zion's Bank,” from a boy printer, A.
It is less than two
W. Fairbanks, Chicago.
inches square and has thirty i ages, put together
in a neat and attractive style. ¢ Zion’s Bank”
is u religious ballad ‘which many old people

This, of course, is the extreme of fanatical and’

will

and through them. They have éften maintainéd that as Christ was living within them, their
desires and words and deeds were Christ's.

Haven,
York City, and that he could

too sedulowsly

not

Nor

guard,

de

ing each number with a great variety of generpict-ally excellent reading, but the wretched
its
ures shat are put into the magazine hinder
:
popular progress,

we

Perhaps it was Judge Hilton’s hotel order
that suggested to Henry Ward Beecher his ser’
mon on * Jew and Gent ile,” now published in

isa
pamphlet form. At any rate, the sermon
cal posifair statement of the remarkable histori
of
tion held by the Jews, and a manly rebuke
Lo per-'
lingers
now
even
which
spirit
mean
the

«

Atlantic

The

is

article

full of variety

by

“Christian Union”

secute and ostracise them.

Hon, D.A.

Print, 27 Park Place, N. Y.

Wells is one of great importance, and deserves
"the consideration of every person who in any
It treats
way controls the making of tax-laws.

the great expectations of
time discussing
thor; and \Mr. Knight, in his review of

received a

three weeks at hand. Dr.Deems succeeds in fill

New York: J. M. Sherwood, 21 Barclay St.
September

have

book-marks, each

Frank Leslie's Sunday Magazine (New York)pubis in advanee of all the others as to.time of
been
lication, the September number having

tion -to refer to the career of Mr. Pearsall
Smith, who has been so conspicuous in Higher
Life leadership.

and excellence.

we

a neat
with a Scripture text in colors, and with

think it wrong or uncharitable in this connec-

The

source

eard-board

youthful

with

gilt border, for twenty cents a package.

views. History shows their melancholy course
d results. . But there are ' other and higher
rms of mak og our subjective feeling the
of truth and holiness besides the
| standard
gross and low form above noted. It often developes in simple mysticism, in which the feels
img of the subject, devout and elevated 1] ough
it be, still becomes a law -unto itself, and sets
its own impujses and bewilderments above the
law and the testimony. ‘Against all this we
can

of 25

associated

as

same

these

accept

not

‘remember

package

me?—but toI. Toodlur, telling us not to go with Phehe take care of wWhispe
re 2
‘endy Alome, because Phe-endy Alome has of Property, Titles," and Debts, and of the
I
)
:
:
.
a speckled feather inher wing, when, at question of their taxability,assailing the modern
will have it done. Ibave asked him for | himself
the same time, Testis Toodlum has two bad practice of taxing property in two States.
the
through
Jack
so many things that I was almost afraid | We can not follow
speckled feathers in her own wing, but Next to this article, or before it, one ought, to
daily events of the weeks that followed. doesn’t kpow it!”
to ask for more.”
read, “ The Child of the State,” and be stirred
and by it to do something for the relief of the unkeep
to
ng,
papers
listeni
was
selling
m
by
Toodlu
enough
made
Teedfa’
He
|
Miss
invited
. «By-the-way, have you
not
racheri more than was pleasant to fortunate, fate-bound creatures who are born
Laura Stanley P” her brother asked, as. he | himself from starving; and, as it towassleep heard
She looked through the bramble to the wretched corners of life, and help to.
hear.
yet the depth of winter, managed
was going out.
Some had their swell the throng that fills our penal institus
saw them.
and
bush
But
«Qf course not!” said Lizzie, with as- | without freezing in his empty house.
heads thrown back, laughing; some were tions ‘and the list of sueides. The author
God had not forgotlen him; before we holding on to their sides, each with one (S.A. L. E. M.) has struck a lead, as miners,
sured emphasis.
Mr,
call he is ready. to answer, and he was claw; and some were stretching their say, that may be gorofitably worked.
|
2”
«Of course not ? And pray why bot
forward, trying to make the deaf Whipple’ continues his Dickens ‘papers, this
necks
find
might
Jack
which
in
way
3
preparing
ill.
ing
him about it.” :
«Oh, thank you, Al!

«But how can you help it when. you go
or

think

that,” her brother replied.

.

to the store

ed on; but the passengers staid there,and
‘fashion, of course. The deaf one happen-

had a little talk together—after their own

our

have no idea how beautif

hidden with grass,

and therefore could not be seen;-upset the
whole 16ad of passengers. She then walk-

Bat his last thought
west rooms and the floors chalked. Rul-| jy his father’s pocket.
about his father’s
was
asleep
fell
he
gre
|
you
and
dollars,
ger will do them for fiftyully
he works m
and find out about

needn’t be afraid of that; she’s too
proud.”
«She must be,” said Lizzie, -sneeringly,
her.”

a deep hole which was

g to begin life as a newsboy;
season—if papa Will | (he mornin
be the finest of the
afew shillings some one had found
only have the carpets taken up in the | he had

4

sume !”

The cow passed alongat the other side
of the bush, and by slippin one foot into

i

she added, seeing Lizzie's brow

off the
who have eold feet fly, up and push enough
.
others who have been there long

He will

and

Adventures,” a long

of ‘Katie’s

count

logical and

has strong

An interesting ac-

full page illustration accompanying Mrs. Piatt's’
poem, * Passing the Gypsy Camp,” is spirited
and well executed. Following this is an ac-

practical affinities for licentiousness : men who
esteem themselves perfect are apt to make
themselves, their own subjective exercises, experiences, judgments, desires, and appetites,

Uren off, Iu"
frosty weather they-allow them to get up
imes hens
Somet
feet.
there to warm their

Lizzie

in our set,”

know—that is, when she was

her God, poor little chap!

;

place.

subject,

portraits add to the interest of the sketch. The

not be denied that the Antinomian

feature of

with a load of ‘¢ passof the bramble-bush,

of the firm of Doyle &: Co, some days | boy ; if your mother bad lived, it might
to find out about
after the preceding conversation took | have been different—try
take

Bork.

count of ‘the poet's early life is given, as well
as a readable narrative of his luter career, The

blaspliemous Antinomian pride and licentiousin' Oneida ‘communities.
tea-table, and soon. forgot “all about the | voice seemed to rouse the poor man, for engers” on her back. The cows in the ness, Itgoes lo
perrnio
r. Finney says (Autobiography, Xx 841) that
toil and the slights of the*day. .
he turned his head, opened bis eyes, and country of Chickskumeatyourko
«Yes; and then we could recogniz
pPeaching.on
about the time he commenced
difficalty ; “1 mit the hens to ride on their backs, . and perfectio
ntiher, said Lizzie Doyle.
n; it'cameto be agitated, in yi
«Have you filled out’ all ‘your invita- | said slowly, and withof great
carestep
they
on,
are
many
great
a
When
,
|
my
yon
to
a father
_New_
much
n't
| _somian sense of the term, a good deal
to,” was | tions? asked Lizzie's- eldest brother, one. havebeen
eoming-I
what
was
te «Phat'soff.
shake
to
New
in
not
as
somewhat
so
fully,
at Albany, and

the quick reply of her companion, a small.
-sallow-faced girl, elaborately trimmed

New York: Scribner & Co.

wot sin in such wise that | Countyies and discussing the origin of serpent

most

sume, what

cackle.

was

Howard Pyle, in both the gext and silhouette
illustrations of * Drummer Fritz and His Exploits” treats the youngsters to a rare and jolly
feast of extravagant adventure. Prof. Proctor’s
article on the Stars are : continued, and all
the departments of the magizine are well suse

this, they are leaditg a higher Christian life
avy of their adherents asthan the average.

lum scratched a hole in the sand, beneath
a bramble-bush,and sat down

George MacDonald carries an admirable

lesson through a charming story of Scottish
Shepherd life which he contributes, and Mr.

to ordinary Christians; they are perfect, while
the church asa whole is imperfeet, or if not

One day, the ben named Teedla Tood-

lady of fashion who feelsyit, and she is | rough bedside, he found he was too late,

ject.

of professing

to be

the

the new

school year they may console themselves in
having so pleasant a companion as St. Nicholas to take along with them, The September
number is full of vivacious, sparkling and
profitable things. Both those w
ed in Central Park and those who have not
will enjoy the . illustrated article on that sub-

spirit of Pbarisaism and uncharitableness. It
does 80, as its professors assume a superiority

a speekled feather in ber wing.

real me; it is, only the worthless young | man; and, when he at last reached the
slowly departing this life.”
~ So saying, she sat down

on the one hand, and

ready stated, the

And this was the reason she. could not
understand very well, when the hen nam-

covered where they had carried the dying

Your coldness can not hurt the

friends!

majority

upon

a valuable contribution to the general

came deaf besides ; so that when she grew

worthless | Tt was with somb difficulty that he dis-

old

great

to. enter

he reaches, among others, these conclusions,
of the soundness of which we do not pretend

have to work for my living: now—but I| cords he was, after all, his father, #nd ed Teedla Toodlum was telling the others
will be proud of it! Good-by, old life of | the only friend he bad in the world.
1 that the hen named Phe-endy Alome had

lazy

the

people .disliketo leave

vacation

The researches and observations of (ravelers
have added much to the knowledge of serpent

out, and close to the Shanghai's wideopen throat, too! and when he was crowing terribly!
2:
Then her mother said :
« Now I shall punish you! I shall prick
you with my pin-feathers !”
And the chick was pricked, and she be-

cuffs and curses than kind

in lead--

York: Scribner

holiness shall not be the ndcendant, and increasingly
ascendant principle within them,
until at death its victory over gin is ibsolutely

But one of the chicks did put her head

I must remember | though he had been a hard father and gave

«But never mind.

on

and if one reads it with a level bead snd with
to judge, only to remark that we ought to be |
a care as to what he accepts as truth, much incareful against judging all the advocates of a
terest and profit may be derived from it.
doctrine guilty of the same sins that some of
its lenders have been detected in: "
The chief article in the September Wide
It can not be denied that while many persons Awake is the twelfth number in the Poets’
of sweet and unpretending spirit are allured
subject of the present sketch
into these Higher Life circles for reasonseal- Homes series, the

came close (0 the nest, and he crowed

herself

Russian.

*‘ Hints

‘complete and exterminating.
worship, sothat it is rising above the ‘mere
level of a0 0}0 superstition and taking rank as.
|
of
on
considerati
And after a full and eritical
a well-defined and clearly out-lined system of.
the ¢laims and doctrine of the perfectionists,
religious worship. The pamphlet before us is

She had a number of brothers

up, she hardly could hear

If the young
pleasures of

most of these come short of the sinless perfection claimed for a few. The sense in whichsuch can not sin, because the seed of grace and
holiness remaineth in them, is that they can
not sin prevailingly, persistently, with full purpose, allowance, or without resistance and re-

up

and sisters who came out at almost the
same time. The Shanghai stood very
pear. and in such a way that his throat

more; for

““ A

Schuyler;

ing American colleges. New

of Scripture can prove sinless
this life, which is indisputably
applied to those who are confessor defiled with. any remainder of

who are ** born of God.”

of
when, in fact, she was just hatched out

her shell.

Sra

Eugene

interesting comparisons of instruction

in holiness on the other, are addressed or referred to in pearly if not quite all the passages
habitually quoted as proving sinless
perfection
in this life. Thus, the passage I Jobn 3:9:
* Whosoever is born of God doth not commit
sim, for his seed remaineth in him, and he can
not sin because he is born of God,” and other
less emphatic declarations in the context, must
he so interpreted as to be true, whatever else
they may signify, of all Christian people—ail

small;

quite

she was

when

by

tion,” by Charles ¥. Thwing, who gives some -

.

One of the hens that Teedla Toodlum
talked to Tu this way was deaf, and theres “gin shall bave

wn.
PUP

But

charity

had that speckled feather in her wing.

to her ear,

novel by Miss Tuefton; and

the Use and Care of the Eyes,” by Dr. Barnett,
the oculist; and a paper
on * College Tnstruc.

Christians, whom perfectionists allow to be
real Christians according to the Judzm ent of

worms with her, or anything, because she

life, to eat humble-pie.— Youth's Compan-

Funeral,”

“Tt is too true,” he says; * that far

deaths” He adds:

rather than whine about her former digni- | fore could not hear very -well. She bad
to the bone in some other~way, | her. And there were sevéral others to ty, and live upon charity! I wish there become deaf in consequence of not mindfingers
e come to that,” said | whom I know my position makes ‘no
I would'have
befor
: ipagher mother. It happened in this way :
:
Lizzie Doyle, going to the mirror. and difference. They prize me for what Iam. | were more like her.”
1] Shanghia roost-cook crowed elése
| So Lizzie was forced, for once in her |
Te-adjusting a twenty-dollar hat.

productions from the

“ But itis only in partor in its beginnings
here, . . the soul is to be made perfect . “at

account of her having a speckled feather
in her wing. She told them not to go

of those Who are dependent upon her, |

other

&

but ¢ this perfectionism [claimed and advocat.

couutry

or scratch

itance,” the new

ed by those holding the doctrine of ¢ sinless
perfection’] is defined and vindicated in different and often incansistent ways by its advocates, It is apt to run into some form of
Quietism, or Mysticism, or Antinomianism, or
licentiousness, while a large portion of those
emhracing some forms of it give every sign of
leading holy lives.” Dr. Atwater believes in
sinless perfection,or full salvation, in Christ.

Now, the one that was named Teedla
Toodlum went around smong the other

with, Phe-endy ' Alome,

riety of poetry, fiction and description. Besides
the regular installment of Nicholas Minturn,
‘which will end next month, there is 8 season-ible story, ‘ Hooking Water-melons,” by Ed-ward Bellamy ; the second part of *“ His Inher-

fewer attain this blessed estate [of possible and
desirable Christian attainment] thun might be
looked for in a normal condition of the church ;”

of Chickskumeatyourkornio.

| and take an honest position for the sake |

did it likea lady, too, and like a friend

*‘It seems to me I'd have -worked my | There - was

Papa has carried it to her.

IT has eight illustrated papers,and the usual va--

Other papers in this number are

Toodlum.

hens, making fun of Phe-endy Alome,

there, and then of the Thousand Islands in the:

‘St. Lawrence. Happy man. But the magazine itself shows no lack of care and provision,

several books and

They both belonged to a flock of white
hens which lived in the far-away

* Total De-

devout spirit, taking as a basis of his article

clothes ; and’ be-

Teedla

was

a seat by cool waters and in shady groves. He
gives himself to summer dreams, now reveals:
ing to his readers airy pictures of the Hudson,
then of Trenton Fills and sn artistic landlord.

pens of those prominently connected with the
movement in that direction. But Dr. Atwater
does not admit all that the * Perfectionists”

that he. might

hae deserted the Editorial sanctum for

soother story by Mrs. Baruett, author of.
“ That Lass 0’ Lowrie’s,” entitled * Lodusky,”
North Carolina scenery and dialect.

fore he left her, she knelt down with him

But O, Al, a clerk I”
5
“ A noble woman,” said her brother,
« who dares face the sneers of ‘her set,

a glowing

face and fairly congratulated me.

A sales-|

A clerk!

“Only think.of it!

Judge

“I have.

who always seemed to me so proud and

‘THAT OLERK.
woman!”

indeed!

Poor

warm welcome and the hot supper which
he had first. She bad sgeured a bed for

looking up, and pass out in the same way.
But such slights don't trouble me. I find her hands.
°° I was afraid she might feel the slight
Phis ba\d-headed tyrant from No-man's-land. | © how much true friendship is worthy] so keenly,” he said, softly, * that I hurMary E. Vandyne, in Harper's Magazine. and who, out of al the seeming ladies I ried matters alittle. So yoa need not be
have been in the habit of meeting are
afraid now that che will not come. Will
true, and who are false,” °
«Then you meet some who are true?” you not prepare an invitation ?”

Gaels,

in

ing ; and so buised herself, that when he

Her own name

several reviews

H.O. Houghton

tember Scribner Dr, Holland ap.pears to

Wheeling, W, Va.;*“ What is Truth?” by
Prof. Jacob Cooper, D.C.L., Rutgers College;
“The General Assembly;” ‘ Contemporary
Literature.”
A
It will be seen that the articles are not only
of a denominational but of a general “and valus
able character. The editor treats of the doetrine of the higher Christian life in a candid and

came, he found something more than the

with

of new beoks.

K. Wight, New Hamburg, N. Y.; “ A"Jewish
Prayer Book,” by Rev. D. W. Fisher, D.D.,

him to come and see her the next even:

i

in the Contributors’ Club, and

pravity,” hy Henry A, Nelson, D.D., Geneva,
N.Y.; “ The Malay Archipelago,” by Rev. J.

him in the * Newsboys’ Lodging House,"

She sank down, covering. her face

To love the wretch who forgot
And hurried along without a tooth,
And he rules me too with his tiny hand,

- Family

Tattle, Prest. Wabash College;

I think
it! .I and tanght him a simple prayer.
am to have a sister then? I'm so glad! Jack'then first began to know God a litWhat is her name? Is she in the city? tle.—N. Y. Observer.
‘Will she be sure to come?
I'm sure I
can’t think of anybody!” -And then she
MR. TOMPKIN'S SMALL STORY.
paused, puzzled at his shrewd smile.
There was once a hen who talked about
“Do I know her?” she asked.
another hen in a not very good way, and
“You used to,” he answered. ‘It is in not at all a friendly way. The hen she
Miss Laura Stanley.”
talked about was named Phe-endy Alome.

they

and the poetry is quite up to the *Adantic
standard. There are some amusing passages

table of contents will attract

fection,”by Lyman H. Atwater; ¢ The Great
Messianic Prophecy,” by Wolcott Calkins, Buf
falo, N. Y.; * The Law Passing Away, not by
Destruction but by Fulfillment,” by Prof. Ad~
dison Ballard, Lafayette College; * Presbyterianism on the Frontiers,” by Rev. Joseph F.

for Grace, guessing his ‘thoughts, asked

and a suit of half-worn

both

found: “ The Higher Life, and Christian Per- | ©

turn to for love and protection ; but this
the good God was about to give him too,

agked

following

Mr, Howells and My. Aldrich

add to the richness and raciness of the number.

the attention of many readers to the July
number of the Presbyterian Quarterly and
Princeton Review, where Lhe articles may be

course : he could not understand the great
fatherhood of God, nov the constant love
and care, but hoped in his desolate little

acquaintance,” he

“The young lady whom I have

a

mind.

The

;

‘ Consular Service and Society jn

Egypt.”

>

‘Pamphlets, Magazines, Ete.

Jack was rather disappointed at first, of

to be my wife,” he said, smiling.
«0 Al, of course you shall have

somebody, if I could, for a minute.
«Others see me and make believe they
| are examining goods; so absorbed are

forsooth,
Like other vassals, I've 1éarned,
his hair

her side, she told him the simple truth

““ Who is she?”

Then I

like

to

said in a quiet voice.

Oh! —it's—
And
Stanley?

Miss

this

Really!—is

when

angry,

Later, her brother Al came to her.

knowledge worth gaining.”

land.”
Is this same balihead from No-man’s.

and

.¢¢ I should like an invitation, Lizzie, for

the hollowness of society. I used to
wonder what certain persons would be to
me if I were not the rich Harvey Stanley's

01d Time he looked with a puzzled stare,

pale

After all her boasting of

himself. It was indeed humiliating.

feelings, it don’t hurt me a bit to find out

land”

hon

ten, had her father not stood by to take it |

“There is nothing else would have
brought
a salary at once, and as for my

of his hand,
“Wilt thou deliver me out
No-man’sThis bald-headed tyrant from

;

having ¢“ cut the Stanleys,” it was very
hard te be obliged to invite Laura. ‘Her
cheeks grew hot,\as she indited the polite
little missive, while she remembered the
many times she had openly ignored her to
whom it was addressed. She would have
disobeyed had she dared—would even
have withheld the note afler it was writ~

«Rather, but I'like the business; and

n’s-land.
This bald-headed tyrant from No-ma

the tyrant under

it was a joy to her to tell others the story.

write the note.

it’s a fine place for the study of characThe while they worshiped with bended knee
ter,” she added, with a curl of the lip
|
hair;
missing
the
with
This ruthless wretch
hand,
tless
relen
which her mother noticed.
with
For he rulés them all

And a

Saviour, and, like all ‘who truly love him,

Lizzie sat down,

“Are you very tired, my dear?” asked
her mother, a pretty, refined looking woman, as she helped her daughter to take
off her cloak and hat.
:

and;
Till I cried in a vojce of stern comm
and !”
“Go up thou bald-head from No-man’s-l

«]°]] take

¢* Never mind whether she will come or
not. Write an invitation. [ will take it

*‘But, paps, she won't come,” said Liz-

sinking into a chair that had been drawn |

an’s-land.
That bald-headed tyrant from No-m

For peace had fled from my dwelling now,
Time,
Till I finally thought of old Father
And low before him I made my bow.

zie.

tion: ** Oh, ma'am! do you know God,
and where I can find him?” She did
know God, through his dear Son, our

paper_on

We are in receipt of two of Loring’s (Boston) ¢ Tales of the Day,” one entitled ¢Two

Kisses,” and the other, Bautiful Edith, the
Child-Woman,” They are both wholesome
and sensible stories, notwithstanding the sen-=-

Each is

timental title of at least one of them.
an English

principally with

former

the latter dealing

society novel,

the higher

with the “upper

classes

and "the

middle” English cir-«

cles. - The style of each is crisp and sparkling,
and

there is

summer readers.

thatau- |W,
de two.

of love, adventure and
to meetfthe de mand of most

enough

romance in them

W. Simkins

Paper, 50 cents each.
publi shes

at Pella, Iowa,

l’s.
pamphlets;
one a criticis m on ** Ingersol
e,” ip which
Bibl
Notions
of
the
Gods
and
'
the
passhas
,
and curiousiexhibits at the Centennial
llantly treated;
ed from music to Husbandry. ‘‘Kictitious Lives this infidel’ orator gets unga » which aims
and will ‘and , one” on, ¢ Bpiritu

of Chaucer” is’ an interesting paper,

attract

the

attention of most

people

with

YES tt EB

near to the glowing grate. «“] had no
idea, mother,’ that you would so soon
make the house so homelike and comfor-

little face and voice and this strange ques-

for it.”
despjse myself

Mr. Charles Hale, who was the United States
Consul in Egypt, who caught Surratt, has as

pn ls rd bet. O OIE TE YS Pee

there—
He ordered us here and he sent us
lips
Though never a word could his small

world in a money point of view ! I should
said,

she

pleasant,”

is really

friends, because she has come down in the

been

spared by the anctioneer,
«This

So when Grace Marvin came out from
seeing a'sick child (one of her Sundayschool class), she was met by an eager

removed | the daughter of one of my most che: ished

such of her household effects as bad

his might,
Like slaves we trembled before
heard him ery;
we
when
still
stood
s
heart
Our
withstand,
r
powe
his
d
coul
For never a soul

clime,

the

sight

What,

it.

Indeed, I do mean

and entered the neat, two-story housé to|

which her mother bad lately

him why;
And no one ventured to ask

Then I searched for help in every

‘¢G-ogpd,

a

literary taste, It is written by a Yale Professor,
andis a companion. toa * Study of De Stendhal,” by Eugene Benson, in the same number.

nnels of this
the gource
an d' cha
beMr. . Simkins| evidently does n't:
itlieve very strongly eit er in Ingersoll or Spir
ow

A

LH

when Laura Stanley

an’s-land.
A bald-headed tyrant from No-m
of night,
Oh, the despot came in the dead

d on me;
But his abject slaves they turne
they'd
ture,
Scrip
the
in
bears
Like the
me there,

Jack Brew]

spelled:

Ps a

:

t
‘With his toothless gums and his vacan

of

he

an

‘And Peace had folded her piniois there.bold
one day there joined in our house

speak—

abrupt shrug

and

A

had I,
Oh! the quietest home on earth
of care;
hint
no
e,
troubl
of
ht
No thoug
fled by,
Like a dream of pleasure the days

band

the room with an

a few words,

God,” and started to his feet, Todking
plain.”
eagerly
round for the young lady, but she
Sal
R “Laura is no beauty,” was the reply, shoulders.
had passed into one of the houses; he
Presently hep father came ‘in.
‘but 1 don’t think she's so very plain.
particularly wish glanced. back at his card and said to himShe certainly has lowered herself, though, | - ‘* Lizzie,” he said, of * Iinvitation
to Mi 8 self: ¢ Can this be a picture of God? I
note
a
send
to
YOU
|
thereupon
And
store.”
a
into
by going
Laura
Stanley.”
~
‘will ask herif she comes back ; she must
the two girls went out for their walk.
‘Papa, you don't mean it!” exclain.cd know him, or she would not have a card
It was near twilight of that same day
with his name on it.”
Shi
walked briskly home | Lizzie, chagrined.
.

"THE BALD-HEADED TYRANT:

But

She's very | said Lizzie, loftily ; and Al walked out of

to admire.

there is, though,

children, and below, a verse.

= ‘dow consider her an acquaintance,”

‘see what}

I don't

ei

ia
RM HL Cal

fg
ATE

dl LC by Sl

&

i

Al, too, admires

ain

W

Literary Miscellany,

'

Bennington

Say little and do much.
Do

not live near

with his

"The.
wore the livery of
Stark stayed\at
purpose.
Hé was
first. Hearing of

PROVERBS OF THE : RABBIS,
\

Study to-day, delay not.

THE
troops,

He

had

MORNING

|of the

battle

was

about

STAR,

AUGUST

pious fool.

Goueational.

that the foliowing

the annoyance of the

the people’s wants survive

Berkshire

observed with fitting and elaborate exercises, a few days ago, will be of sufficient
interest to our readers, for them to excuse
its lepgth, This sketch is taken from the

New

New

ain ; Herrick’s
- Vermont Rangers: the
militia of Bennington and its vicinity

.

under Col. Brush,

Vessels were constructed, stores collected,

and on the 1st of June he had musteredat
St. Johns, jit the foot of Lake Champlain,

ed on the

for

dependent.
Both Richposts beinz
were Jeficbebind
evacuated,
:
and
ud|
The retreating
garrisons were
pursued
and the battle of Hubbardton,
mine
to the Americans, was fought. =
WRETCHED 0ONDITION OF THEAMERICANS

The American Army under Gen. Schuyler was at this time In a wretched condition, Jacking food, clothing, ammuniinsurbotdinate

and

restless,

Their

sale

Albany Committee, ‘“to dispute every
inch of ground with Gen. Burgoyne, and

THE SIXTEENTH

ize medicines

agreeable
and

Edward

on the 22d of July,and Burgoyng

with his

of the 16th inst.

and

horse

THE MOVEMENT ON BENNINGTON.
Phillips and Reidsel, the most experienced of Burgoyne’s Generals, opposed
this measure, but he bad great confidence
in his own strengih. He confided to Lieut-

wére

good

officer.

was

a

.ceeded a short distanee it was

joined

50

of August

Burgoyne
company
-chasseurs
the main

On

the

15th

by

Hudson, the advanced corps crossing the

Hampshire

ommittee
for .immediate succor, and
energetic measures were at once planned
‘by that body. The militiaof the State

ence, and

that just

It produced a great shout
successful.
from the eager troops, and the story is
that these cheers greatly alarmed and
dispirited the Loyalisiggin their works
below.

the second under that of John

soon both - armies were

“The

engaged.

fight,” Stark said in his official aecount,
«Jasted two hours and was the hottest I
ever saw. It was ove continued clap of
‘thunder.’ The Tories were forced
in
hights.

the breastworks on the

The Indian

allies

of the

enemy

ran away, leavipg the weight of the
contest to be sustained by. Reisdel’s
dragoons, led by Baume in person. They
are said to have behaved very well, keeping their column unbroken, and when

Stark, The last named was thén a private citizen. After good service under
‘Washington,at Trenton and Princeton, he
had been aggrieved by: the promotion of | their ammunition was exhausted, chargseveral junior officers over his head, and ing with the saber. The courage displayed
-bad retired to his home., The command upon the patriot side was equally great.
disciplined,
badly armed; and
of ty troops wasnow offered to him, Badly
stipulating however that he should not without artillery, they attacked five hun
be obliged to join the main army. The dred well-drilled regulars, with artillery
militia were rejoiced to be once more ‘and with every advantage of position.

under their

favorite

commander,

and

There
- «came forward in great numbers
was trouble at Manchester where Stark

met Lincoln, who had been sent by Scuyl-

er {o conduct him and and his recruits to
the Hudson. Stark said most emphatically, “No,” and when

usually kard

he: said

to make

him

so,

iL was

change

his

-mind.. He represented that he had entered the seryice entirely upon the agree-

ment that'he

should

the regular service,

to Gen. Stark, declaring
was

troops

might have changed the face of the fight,
but he did not come. The last tumbril of

the enemy’s ammunition blew up, and
rightly judging the nature of the accident,

his conduct *‘de-

firm = apd

remained

at

was ber fourth husband,
July 31, aged T4.
,

died

With

1d two

recent attempts

Northern Ocean

acres

YNDON
J.

the
and

Rio Grande College: "

a half in length, ro bottom could be found.
English post-cffice department clubbed
to buy a chest of tea.
Thence sprung the
Civil Service Supply Association, which
does business to the extent of $5,000,000

:

to 20,610,000 MercuVenuses, to 1,328,460
Mars, 973 Jupiters, 1,1595.5 Herschels.

Fifty thousand shirts, on which are
printed extracts from the Koran in blue
characters, and as many woolen waistcoats, whereon is emblazoned the Prophel’s seal, are being manutactured in Paris
for the Turkish soldiers.

half, and its

It measures
weight

five feet and

is estimated

at

scales are silvery.

a

100

2

A San Francisco photographer
has suc-

ceeded in taking a picture of Occident
while he was trotting
past at the rate of
2.27, accuratel timed, or thirty-six feet
in a second, and

about

forty

by

ways

so

are

an aged
grand.
and nuof good
P. W.

feet distant,

:

Whereas, in the Providence of God, death
has suddenly removed from us James T. Norman, a loved and respected student of Rio
Grande College, therefore, Resolved, That we,
his teachers and fellow students, deeply mourn
our loss, and that we extend our heartfelt
sympathy to his bereaved parents, brother, |
and sisters, for the loss of one whose thoroughly manly character, and remarkable physical
health and strength, aud steady, persevering,
and successful application to his studies, gave
promise of a long and successful hfe of uselul-

ness.
Mgrs, NaNcY SMITH died at Ashland, N. H.,
July 4, aged 76 years, Her husband, Mr. GARLAND SMITH, followed her six weeks later,
passing away Aug. 15, aged T7 years. Bro.

wife-¢ame from Barrington, N. H.,

forty-five years ago, and settled in Holderness,
where they became connected with the F.
Baptist church. Their faith in God did not
lessen as death approached, for they had the
assurance that there awaited them a home and
rest beyond the river. In all the suffering of
their last hours, they had grace to trust themselves to Jesus’ eare, and so to have peace.
Thus, almost together, after along life together
here, they entered upon the life Beyond,
IRA A. PHILBRICE died in North Parsonsfield, Me., Aug. 3, aged 51 years and 9 months,
He was a tender and affectionate husband, and

fu. garnesy Christian
that

our loss is his

worker, but we

gain.

an

average

of 69,000

horses

a

year since 1872, and Sxprting only 82,-

Empire for the present. .

The Fairbankses have exeeuted orders
from the United States government the
past three years for over 7500 scales. In
a contract just secured from the Treasury
r the fiscal year (which ex, 1878),

after betook themselves to-flight,

their artillery and baggage on

leavin

the field.

died within twenty-four hours. This is
said to have been the first occasion’ upo
which the Revolutionary soldiers stormed
regularly a. fortification’ * ‘The time

the

goveynment

reference for the Fairbanks
scales by plying the St. Johnsbury firm
33 1-3 per cent. more than the bid of competing parties.

know

He has beent a mem-

ber of the F'. Baptist church over thirty 2 Is
and was one ‘of the number who joined
t

Lyndonville, Vt.

tresses,

representing,

Morality, Law,

Ed-

ucation and Freedom, remain to be ddne,
but work on them has not been begun,
as all the money on hand has been spent
on the crowning figure.
Christian Bohn, a

New

York

(ierman,

pursues the singular trade of making glass
eyes for horses, “Fhese eyes are about
ten times the size of an artificial human

for

human

beings,

but

hollow like those
are

solid;

and

herein lies the: difficulty in giving them
their proper hue. They are made by hand
and only to order. | A model ‘of the empty. socket is ‘necessary to the: work, and

with the aid of .this‘a

glass eye ean: be

made that will defy detection by" all save

the most
expetts.
ra} accomplished
:

'

ot

The

neighbor &nd friend and known as a Christian.

His last public testimony for Christ, was in a
covenant meeting of the church, He earnestly
exhorted his brethren to greater faithfulness,
and expressed full confidence in the sufficiency
of his hope in the Lord.
In his death the
town, church, and his family especially suffer
loss, but to him great gain, May grace sustain
the bereaved family and friends, and be comforted with the assurance of hope.
id
M. C.
HENDERSON.
SARA, wife of Rev. E.AJ, Howes, died in

Lewanee

Co.,

Mich., in the 83d

year of her age. Converted early in life, she
wus baptized by Klder Hall, of .Ohio, and
joined the C. Baptists.
In 1870 she was united
in marriage to Rev. E. J. Howes, and in the
year following removed with him to the pastorate of the Free Baptist church of Fairfield.
Of this church she became a laboriops member, and shared largely in the labors and
prosperity of the Sabbath-school.
Her ‘illness
of over a year was very painful, but was borne

with Christian fortitude, and cheered, by the
constant sympathy and attention of her church,
and a large outstanding circle of acquaintances.
The faneral sermon was delivered by Professor Dunn, from 1 Cor. 16: 57. The train was

then taken for Hillsdale where the relatives
were met by friends,
and the remains removed
to the Cemetery, east of her former home,
where the procession was met. by Elder Parmerlee of Reading, who conducted the closing

exercises with remarks and prayer.

= COM.

* CALVIN SANDERS,
COUNSELLOR AT LAW.
Over Oocheco Bank; Dover, N. H.
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children.
>
sunday,
,18,
.
hi Postage A
Works of Jesus,15, “
2

Treatise.

wy

contains. a brief statement of ‘the doctrines

held by the denomination,
and -our
genera*
usages in church-building. It 18 published
by authority of the General Conference. 25 cents; postage, 1 cent.
>
of Worshi, »
s.a1ips *
gilt
Al
a few copies lefi.
only
All gilt edge; $1.00;
postage, 10 center
bd
The Memorials of the Free Baptisls

The Book

INSTITUTE.

ve the

A. M., Principal, with

rise

and Progtose

of this body

of

Christians in New York, tili the time of their union with the ¥reewill Baptists.
The History

$1.00.

of the Freewill Baptists

covers the first

from 1780 to 1830.

half century

of ourexistence,

It describes with considerable

detail, the early events of our denominational
history. 75 cents; postage, 10 cents.

W. SANBORN, Sec’y & Treas.

4
of George T. Day.
contains a Narrative of his Vite, Letters, Sermons and Lectures. Price see “ Club Rates”
With the Morning Star.
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USTIN ACADEMY
STRAFFORD, N. H

Rooms

for

self-boarding

.—CENTER

and. board

in

pri.

vate families at reasonable rates.
Fall Term
begins Aug. 21, 1877.
Ba-Free tuition to students who have the minis.
try in view.

The

for

terms oi’ ten weeks each.
The Commercial College opens with the fall
term. Cheapest and best of any in New England
CALENDAR.
Fall term begins Monday, Aug. 20, 1877,
“*
closes
Friday,
Oct.
26,
1897. .
Vacation two Weeks.

Winter term begins tidy, Jan. 18; 1378.
Vacation one Week.
* Spring term begins Monday, Jan. 2%,

1878.

closes Thursday,June 20,1878

of the largest and
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GRANDE, GALLTA, €O., OHIO.
THE
college year consists of four terms of ten weeks
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trucutation for the thorough manner in which
tion is imparted.
The courses of study are the Normal, Commyt-
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would

dealing. Bro. Allen made a profess on of |:
Institution offers to. students important
religion when in middle life, and although he andThispeculiar
advantages. For* particular intor-

was by nature a very
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ONS for Ev
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In each of the two latter courses a Freshman
class willbe formed at the opening of the first
chureh when it was ‘organized.’
PASTOR.
term of the second year.
Board (inclu
‘room Font) from $3 to $2.50
| HENRY ALLEN died in North Parsonsfield,
ous.
Me., July 6, aged 79 years and 7 months. The per week. Beis beautifu and commu
her information apply to
or
deceased was born in. Wakefield,N. H., and’ For:
"REV.
I.
Z,
HANING,
Pres.
of
Trustees,
moved to Parsonsfield when about two" years
“RIO GRANDE, Gallia Co, O.
‘old, He lived upon the firm where he died, :
sixty-eight years, and has always been respeet- .
EST VIRGINIA COLLEGE,~FLEM-

Fairfield,

The 40 feet bigh statue of Faith has
been placed on its 42 feet pedestal on the
Pilgrims’ Monument at Plymouth. In its
‘size and finish 1t is claimed to be the finest piece of granite statuary in the world.
Only the four sitting
pieces for the but-
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The Minutes of the General Conference
are published in pamphlet form at the close
of every session, and the bound volumes embrace
the
procdedings of the first sixteen sessions, 50
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a remarkable fish;
caught 1n a pond off Madison, Conn., the

other day.
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is a larger book of hymns and tunes of 248
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term begins March 12, 1878. A first class school.
Three complete courses of study,—Collegiate,
Scientific, Ladies’, English and Classical. Sen d
for catalogue. Address.

THE accompanying resolution was passed inview of the recent death by drowning of Mr.
James T.
Norman, an esteemed member of

to sound

The sun is equal
ries, to 1,520,000
Fartbs, 9,394,000
399.4 Saturns, and

But the’ Lord’s

varied and.wise. The deceased leaves
widow, a daughter, son-in-law, four
‘children, two sisters, three brothers,
merous other relasions, besides hosts
friends to mourn their.)@ss. -.
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{seven years, that onein such perfect DT

with lines one mile
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The Sacred Melody
is a small book of 225
tunes selected especially for
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Spring Term hegms March 5, 1378,

never made a profession of faith until his last

slight an accident:

competent

twelve weeks each.

illness, which was very paioful, and lasting
more than ten weeks.
This sickness wus
caused by an accidental cut on the knee, from
an ax in his own hands, while chopping.
Ilis
sad to contemplate, notwithstanding Pigvdown

Lon

cents.

LIZZIE COLLEY, Principal.
ADELLE L. BALDWIN, Associate.

rily, from here to the Eastern states, generally
New Hampshire.
Mr. Meader was a constant
subscriber and reader, of the Star for more
han thirty years, and perhaps no person enjoyed its perusal more.
He was a highly honorable, and strictly moral man, being admired
by all who knew him for his kindly feelings
for all mankind, especially the suffering and
afflicted. He was a great Bible reader, but

should
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both

for 2 3th agul ry,
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TmMoTHY E. MEADER, EsqQ., horn November-25, 1800, in Roghester, N. H., died af his
residencein Pawnée, Ill,” Aug. 3. He emigratedto Sangamon County of this State in

such

twenty-five

i

Sage’s

MARY, third wife of Mr. Japheth Gray, who
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the Ahericans rushed over the parapet,
andthe battle was waged hand to hand.
Banme's me begaii 10
‘waver; and’ soon ‘eye, and are not made

attached to Baume was mortally wounded, and being
Congress was ‘ap- ‘bourne to'a dwelling’ house near the field,

structive of military subordination.” Stack

however

The coming up-of Breyman’s

not be

pealed to, and Congressdecided adversely

Dr.

quiet man, saying but
000. Since the 1st of January last the
little, yet, from the firm trust he had in Christ
ai
‘have fallen off and the ex- | “duringAiis
last sickness, we hope he Is among
THE BEGINNING OF THE BATTLE.
portations increased immensely, so that the redeemed.
Com.
at
the
rate;things
are
going
on
now
the
As soon as Stark heard the first volley
SAMUEL P. DANIELS, of South Wheelock,
from Nichols's detachment he gave the excess of imports in 1877 would only be Vt., died Aug. 10, aged 68 yegrs and 9 months.
When a young man he indulg®d hope in Christ,
word “Forward!” The out-posts of the 1400, against 87,000 excess in ordinar,
identified his interests with ‘the church, and
enemy were driven in, the Tories forced years. . Fhis.is why Germany has forbid- continued
in service for the Masetr uutil reacross the stream, and falling after them den the sending away of horses from the moved by death. He was esteemed as a

were driven trom

the command of
Whipple, one of the.
signersof the Declaration of Independ-

his

LEONARD LHENEY, ESQ.,died in Alexandria,
N.H., July 9, aged 68 years and 3 months.
For any, years he was a member of the F.
Baptist church, and an active, reliable citizen,
apt in managing public business. He quietly
‘settled is own affairs, chose the minister to
preach at his faneral, and the text, and died
peacefully amid the tedrs and sighs of his
afilicted family, who have all learned to hope
in the Redeemer.
:

pounds. The mouth is on the upper side
of the fish instead of the lower. The

confusion upon the Hessians, who in turn

into prgales, the first under

was formed

upon

This oration is said to have been very

river and encamping at Saratoga, Baume
Jeft the encampment on the 13th and had
—a
little affair with a small party of Ameri-|cans on the evening of that day at Cam‘bridge.
:
THE SITUATION -AT BENNINGTON,
It was the opinion in the Easter States,
the frontier of which were now so greatly
éxposed, that Burgoyne meditated a
march or Boston, “The Committee on
Safety of the Nevs Hampshire Grants

Vermont) wrote to the New

They

works, he said: ‘“See there, men! there
are the red coats. Before night they are
ours or Molly Stark will be a widow!”

sent forward to join the force a
of yagers and a battalion of
and grenadiers. He then moved
army down the east bank of the

while

Verses are inadmissible.

A few years ago some employes of the

before the attack, Stark made an invigorating address to his troops. Pointing
with his sword to the enemy's breast

After the body had pro-

¢hasseurs.

,

He did not get it:

There is a story oft repeated

!

insure an insertion.
Brevity .is specially
important. Not more than a single square
«can well be afforded to any single obituary.

In 1778 he.

says the

a

COLLEGE.

Fullonton, D.D., Lewiston,

‘reliable physic; Favorite

flesh;

:

Internation

DURGIN, President,
is
denominational
Hillsdale, Mich. | sively used, printed on bot HymnWhite an

A®~ For further information address the
President, O. B. Cheney, D. D., or Professor John

them with cash equal to ten cents a line,to

6084 feet ; the statute mile, 528@ feet.

forward, eager for the fray.
. . STARK'S CELEBRATED SPEECH.

:Peters’s corps of Loyalists, afew Canadian
Baume

tark,

dispatch

W, C.

BATES
COLLEGE
SCHOOL.

PARTICULAR
NOTICE!
Persons wishing
obituaries published in the Morning Star,
who do not patronize it, must accompany

at Langenreichenbach, near Torgau.
The knot, or nautical mile, contains

was to fall

point.

Berlin

of the

Tee:

The Fall Term for 1877 will open Aug. 98, | 0 cents each. Small Morocco,
5 ots; postage, §

@bitwaries.

and a half cents per

beetle has spread over

until 3 o'clock in the afternoon, Nichols
fell furiously al that moment pon the
Hessian entrenchments, and Stark went

Canadians and, Tories, with 100 Indiéns.
There was &
dompany of sharp-shooters,
icked with care, DE
Captain Fraser;
guns.

to be followed" b

receiving the signal.

Col. Baume a force of ahout 500 Hessians,

two

A

and with 100 men to the front, near Peter's entrenched camp, as a ruse to. divert

Baume’s attention to that

did

Golden

“Cold in the Head,” ever given to
public. They are sold by druggists.

The

mile to run a locomotive.

upon their rear on the right. Hubbard
and Stickney were to march down the
with 200 men to the right,
Walloomscoik

attempt their capture.

and

* Tt costs thirty-six

had come—it

Col. Herneh with 300 rangers,

afterward

/D.

Catarih Remedy is known the world over
as the greatest specific for Catarrh and

WAS RECEIVED.

at Saratoga.

an

pe
Paper

the north. | and children, are

Prescription, a remedy for debilitated fe- NICHOLS LATIN SCHOOL.—The special work of the school is to pre pare the
males; Extract of Smartweed, a magical students
for. college, and every effor is made to
remedy for pain, bowel complaints, and do! this in as thorough a manner as possible. Exenses
are
moderate, Send for a catalogue,
an unequalled liniment for both human Pp Lewiston, M¢,
y
A. M.JONES,
See.
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was a fine, clear summer morning. Stark
had prepared a fixed plan of attack, and
he proceeded to act upon it. He sent Col.
Nichols with 200 men up the little creek
Walloomscoik, to
that empties into the
attack the enemy’s left in the rear, while

main army reached it on the
Oth. His
forces were employed until tie 15th of
August ip bringing forward} batteaux,
rovisions and ammunition
Xrom Fort
reorge. He, too, soon began tp perceive
a scarcity of provisionsin his samp. When
he learned, therefore, of a large depot of
them at Bennington, he determined to

which

‘horough

For Catalogue address,

:
PIDGEVILLE

time of his
death, which occursed in 1822,
at the age of 94 years.
| re
a {dence had been _80_kind for almost seventy-|

AUGUST.

Sunshine

service

uences.

p
Lesson

M. REED.
| For circular address the Sec,,
: Ridgeville, Indiana.

scientifically prepared, use

Dr. Pierce’s Family Medicines.

ous

Finest College buildings

1871.

each

Medical Discovery is alterative, or bloodcleansing, and an unequalled cough remedy; Pleasant Purgative Pellets, scurcely
larger than mustard seeds, constitute an

surviving Geperalof the Revolution at the

Both sides were ready on the mornin

retard his descent into the country as long

as possible.”
PROGRESS OF BURGOYNE
Gen. Schuyler evacuated Fort)

OF

force,

increased

than ever before. ' If you would’ patron

was a member of the court martial which
tried Andre; in 1781 he again commanded
the northern department, with. his headquarters at Saratoga. He was not heard
of in public lite after the war. With the
exception of Sumter, he was the last

responded

Allen. *“Then,” said Stark, ‘‘if the Lord
shall once more - give us sunshine, and I
do not give you fighting enough, I'Ny
never, ask you to come out again.” He
kept his word.

re-

turned home.
Schuyler, however, seems
to have been in no wise disheartened, and
he determined, as he said in a letter to the

rangers,

just this moment,”

new

good

steadily

year, and wholesale druggists assent that |
the present demand, for them 15 greater

was placed in command of the northern
department ; in 1779 and 1780 he served
in Rhode Island and New Jersey, and he

out again.” “Do you wish to march now
while it is dark and raining?’ said Stark.
«No, not

THE VICTORY

bas

.

omile,
and
Art ‘Depart8 dies. Amite both. exes,

west. Tuition, incidental and
ary fees only | 100 copiesto one address ror 7.50. If the order
$15 a year.
Bo!
$2 to $2,25 a
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# to ) gents & week E acholarehid tor Sommer,
will
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. Payhy
e,
$80.
Music
and |-ment in
A
J
‘free.
Painting $12
a term. Fall term begins. Sept. 6th,
: In, divance
Sample uopies el
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[.ular as Dr. Pierce's Family Medicines.

victory wus
received with great joy
throughout the land, for its effect was to
cripple Burgoyne from whose invasion
so much mischief had been anticipated.
It was no time for Congress to remember
‘the insubordination of Stark ; the thanks
of that body
Were presented to him, and
he was made u Brigadier-General of the
United States. There was one vote against
the last clause of the resolution—that of
Mr. Chase of Maryland. The Virginia
delegation did not vote. Stark subsequently joined Gates at Bemus’s Heights,
but the term of his militia having expired,
he returned to New Hampshire to recruit a

never to turn

chance, they have resolved

and

and

encamp-

Benvington

the

on

same side

the 15th, complaining that the woods
were “fullof Yankees.” By night the
Hessians were strongly entrenched and
had mounted the two guns which they
brought with them.
.
A BELLIGERENT PARSON.
Lymauw’s Berkshire militia had brought
up with them a fighting clergyman, the
Rev. Mr. Allen of Pittsfield, who was in a
reat hurry for battle. = It. is. recorded
while the rain
that before daylight a
went to Stark and
“was falling heavily, he
complained “that the people of Berkshire
bad often been summoned to ‘the field
without being allowed tofight.” Now,”
said he, ‘if you donot give them a

#he . Eastern militia

most of them had left the. army

wounded.

!

cheap.

them popular. Of all the remedies ever
| introduced to the public, none are so pop-

The news of this great and decisive

The Indians began to desert Baume on

commanded Ticonderoga and Mount In-

were

Berk-

HOW

road. The Walloomscoik is a stall stream
everywheie fordable.

uly. On the 5th he gained the
{hig
of Sugar Hill, or Mount Defiance, which

‘tion and artillery. .

Simmons’s

the main body of his army were

that St. Leger with bis rangers should
move up the St. Lawrence and Lake
Ontario, take Fort Schuyler, cross the
Mohawk Valley, and join Burgoyne at
Albany. All went well at first
for the
Royalists, and filled the North with alarm.
Burgoyne swept Champlain from Sr.

leaguering Ticonderoga by the if

and

Some chasseurs were posted on the east,
and Peter's Tories cast up a breast-work
on the south side of the river.
Stark and

a forve ofs 7,000 men, including : British
and Germau troops, with 700 rangers,
commanded by St. Leger, 2,000 Canadians
and seamen to man the transports on the
lakes and the Hudson.
The project was

was read

commanded

shire men. In all about 1,800.
Baume entrenched his Héssians and
Rangers upon bigh ground north of the
Walloomseoik river, and his rangers and
German grenadiers at a ford where the
road to Bennington crosses the stream.

of the

British forces. He bore a commission of
Lieutenant-General,
and immediately
began great preparations for a campaign.

ffohns to Crown Point, and

militia,

Williams, from the east side of the mount-

a

command

Hampshire

respectivelys by Hubbard, Stickney and
Nichols; a body of militia under Col.

THE PRELIMINARY SITUATION.
Burgoyne, arriving at Quebec in March,
1777, had assumed the

icang, 100, with as many

the first test.

“If they “are tried and found wanting" in
the. merits which they are claimed to possess, no amount of advertising will make

County in Massachusetts sent up at this total loss of the enemy in Killed, wounded
moment a small force of militia under and prisoners. was 934, including 157
Col. Simonds. Stark's exact Torce may be Doris. Stark’s horse was killed under
.
stated as follows: Three regiments of’ im.

-account of the battle of Bennington, the
centennial anniversary
of which was

_

British.

a
best suited to | mercial,
ete. Hletive

those medicines which are

STARK'S OELEBRATED VICTORY.

York Tribune;

279."

hours.

bridge, and of their attack upon
the
Baume. They wete within two miles
Americans there, he sent Col. Gregg with. for
before Stark knew of their coming. The
200
men
to
oppose
the
advance
of
the
The soldiers fight, and the kings are heroes.
join ed the flying part of the enemy, whic
savages.
Soon information came to hi
ied, andthe whole body rashed forTruth is heavy, therefore few care to carry
of an adviince on Bennington'of a- lar
ward to ‘retake the abandoned retrenchvit.
Ww
i
i
body of the enemy. Rallying his brigade, ments. Stark did’ his best to rally his
When the 0X is down many are tbe butch with all the militia collected at Benningmen with but partial success A); but happily
ers.
ton,
sending out an urgent call for all at this moment the corpsof Col, Warner,
A small coinin a large jar makes a great the failitiain the neighborhood, summon- which had been left at Bennington, ardiy
:
noise.
ing Warner's regiment from Manchester, rived, fresh and weM armed, and vigormatters thut on the morn- ously attacked the British forces.
The cat and the rat make peace over a he so managed
Siark
. caTeass,
4
:
ing of th
he was marching with his assisted with the men he was able to get
whole
force
to
support
Col,
Gregg.
WatHe who multiplies words will likely come
together, and the battle was obstinately
igi]
ner’s regiment remained at: Bennington contested until the sun set, It is deseribto sin,
Five miles out Stark ed as ‘‘a sort of running conflict, partly
The dog follows thee for the crumbs inethy to dry themselves.
met Gregg retreating, with the enemy a in the plains and partly on the hills.”
pocket.
:
:
disposBreymsn made his last stand at Van
Use thy noble vase today; {o=morrow it mile behind him, and immediately
ed his little force for battle, while Baume. Shaick’s, and then retreated toward] the
may break.
began
to
intrench
himself
near
a
bend
in
Housick. He was pursued until toward
- He who walks each day over his estate, finds
the Wallomsecoik River.
On observing dark, when Stark was obliged to draw
a coin daily,
:
Honor the sons of thé poor ; they give to this Stark fell back a mile for reinforce- off his men to prevent them firing into
ments. Baume on his part also sent back each other in the dark. Seven hundred
science its splendor,
:
was dispatched with of the enemy were made prisoners, Stark
Descend a step in ehéosing
thy wife; ascend for aid, and Breyman
500 men who did not arrive in time to said that with another hour of daylight
a step in choosing thy friend.
of
render essential service.
.
Look pot upon thy prayers as on a task;
he would have captured the whole body.
let thy supplications be sincere.
Among the spoils were four pieces of
THE BATTLE.
Sacrifice thy will for others, that they may be
It rained hard on the 15th, and both brass cannon, 250 dragoon swords, 1,000
disposed to sacrifice their wills for thee.
parties employed the opportunity in pre- stand of arms, eight brass drums, and
four ammunition wagons. The. number
paring for battle ; small
bodies, however,
were kept actively skirmishing, much to of the enemy killed was 207 ; of the Amer-

are confident
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a $20,000

The council of

Ont.

at Brantford,

(who

cliief

of $4000, was arrested at Pensacola, Florida,

Friday.
Secretary Schurz has appointed Miss Irish,
daughter of Colenel Irish,formerly of Nebraska
of languages in the Interior
n City, translatora position
hitherto always held
The Georgia State treasurer, under a decisio
Department,
e to by a man.
of the attorney general, would not advanc
money
the constitutional convention any more
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ank
an
The convention passed
to the extent of $1,884,165, and resident
defra
to
money
borrow
to
total
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ent
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izing the Presid
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are formally
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The President and Mrs. Hayes
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Loss total; insurance $30,000:

lengthwise

Thirteen persons ‘were more or less
river.
injured, only one passenger, however, being
The disaster was caused
among the number.
:
by a washout on the track.
¥. Dunlop and his
Chauncey
The house of
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although the
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use. N. Y., was Thursday night robbed
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two hundred
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"whole line. The Turkish loss was 12,000 ‘in
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men at Rasgrad, Suleiman and-Osman: pashus
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confronted by 200,000 Russians.
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